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Foreword

Dear colleagues and associates,
A comprehensive who’s-who and an inevitable outlet for promoting both
Croatia and the Association of Croatian Travel Agencies (UHPA), the UHPA
Directory has become an international staple for travel professionals no matter
the occasion. Whether you are looking for sector go-to contacts, appreciating
our selection of sleek destinations or familiarizing yourself with country profile
specifics, the 22nd edition of the UHPA Directory has it all.
One could say that no one knows Croatia better than UHPA – our members
craft an enviable number of services and products into unique experiences by
combining our country’s exceptional diversity and the interests of well-meaning
individuals for its rich history, culture and abundant natural beauty. In a year where travel restrictions, border
closures and safety protocols dominated day-to-day operations, this artistry was no easy feat. Travel has
participated in forming our globalised way of life perhaps more than any other aspect of modern living which
is why the challenges brought on by an unprecedented pandemic posed a threat to the livelihoods of so many
in the field, including out master travel artisans.
One of the rare upsides of a difficult time such as the one upon us right now is that it inevitably brings people
together – UHPA has been no exception. Relying on their trade representatives for support, members have
come to appreciate our immediate exchanges and we have come to appreciate, now perhaps more than ever,
exactly how essential they are to the overall travel ecosystem. Fully aware of the value of this earned trust,
UHPA will continue down the same path and our initiatives will always correspond with the concerns raised in
those immediate exchanges. This intense dynamic, in our 30th year of advocacy, is our driving force.

Experience the colors,
sounds, and specialities of
Croatia’s unique culture.

Throughout this crisis, as Croatia’s leading association of travel professionals, on all matters travel related,
UHPA has been an anchor – for its members, their clients and the public in general. We maintained our role
in bringing to light the problems facing travel organizers and participated in official initiatives to recover
and reinvent tourism. Going forward, our primary mission and most prominent goal is to re-build its global,
universal strength and remedy the weaknesses magnified by the pandemic. Our focus must be to bring
innovation to life and to seize this once in a lifetime opportunity to shape the future of our profession, leaving
behind broken processes and failed practices, and instead introducing new, functional ones. We at UHPA
are strongly committed to building a more resilient and sustainable tourism, relying on individual strengths
coming together as one to bring about a better tomorrow.
I sincerely hope this edition of our UHPA Directory brings you a little closer to our country and to working
with Croats, your trusted travel artisans. We wish you good health and a world of success in the coming year!
Tomislav Fain,
UHPA President
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Dear colleagues and tourism industry employees,
It is with great pleasure that I greet you on behalf of the Croatian National
Tourist Board on the occasion of the 22nd edition of the UHPA Directory.
After two years of coexistence with the global pandemic, which has significantly
affected global tourism trends, the very good tourism results achieved this
year provide great satisfaction, while positioning our country as a leading
tourist destination on the Mediterranean. Namely, during the first nine months
Croatia has achieved 12.6 million arrivals and more than 80 million overnight
stays, which compared to the same period last year represents a growth of 71
percent in arrivals and 53 percent in overnight stays.

While at this moment we are at about 78 percent of overnight stays over the same period in the
record-breaking 2019 and that fact is especially gratifying. This is the success of the entire tourism
sector, namely the hard-working and high-quality tourism workers who through their dedicated
work have made an exceptional contribution to the perception and position of our country as a
quality, well-prepared and above all, safe tourist destination. In this sense, it is worth mentioning the
exceptional contribution of travel agencies, through which almost 3 million arrivals and more than 17
million overnight stays were realized in Croatia during the first nine months.
The results that we have achieved, but also the experience that we all have gained during these two
years give us optimism, strength and motivation for the years ahead. We have shown that we know
how to respond quickly and adequately to the crisis and challenges, we have shown that in these
circumstances we can host millions of foreign tourists, while maintaining the quality and safety of
both our guests and our citizens.
The year 2022 is ahead of us, in which we will defend the position of Croatia as the safest and
most successful tourist destination on the Mediterranean. We expect a strong contribution from
travel agencies, especially agency employees, whom I would like to thank for their expertise and
professionalism in contributing to very good tourism results this year.
Kristjan Staničić. M.Sc.,
Director of the Croatian
National Tourist Board

www.infozagreb.hr
#VisitZagreb #LoveZagreb
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About UHPA
Representing Travel Agents and Tour Operators for over 30 years
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For 30 years, UHPA has remained true to the mission
and vision outlined by its founding members.

Following the abrupt cease of travel last year and
in light of the on-going health crisis, travel agents
continue to operate under the pressure of strict health
protocols and changing travel recommendations.
In an effort to remedy the negative impacts of the
pandemic, as an association with a long tradition
of advocating for Croatian tourism, UHPA has been
out-spoken about the position of struggling travel
agents and their role in developing a more inclusive,
sustainable and sound future of tourism.

About UHPA

Founded in 1992, UHPA - or the Association of
Croatian Travel Agencies, has grown to become
Croatia’s leading and most influential trade
association, representing the professional interests of
travel agents, tour operators and other tourism and
business service providers.

Today, UHPA members, over 230 travel agencies,
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E-mail: kontakt@petrinjaturizam.hr;
ivanka.drzaj@petrinjaturizam.hr
Tel: +385 44 815 431, +385 44 813 876
Fax: +385 44 813 746 | Mob: +385 98 553 821
www.tzg-petrinja.hr

NOVSKA TOURIST BOARD
Ulica kralja Tomislava 2, 44 330 Novska
Tel/fax: +385 44 601 305, +385 44 600 062
Mob: +385 91 5053 644
E-mail: info@novskaturist.hr; tzg-novske@sk.t-com.hr
www.novskaturist.hr

KUTINA TOURIST BOARD

LEKENIK TOURIST BOARD
Zagrebačka 66, 44272 Lekenik
Tel/fax: +385 44 743 065| Mob: +385 98 788 177
E-mail:kontakt@tzo-lekenik.hr
www.tzo-lekenik.hr

SISAK TOURIST BOARD

Tržna 8, 44 320 Kutina
Tel: +385 44 681 004 | Fax: +385 44 680 110
E-mail: ured@turizam-kutina.hr
www.turizam-kutina.hr

E-mail: tzgsiska@tzgsiska.tcloud.hr
Tel: +385 44 522 655 | Fax: +385 44 521 615
www.sisakturist.com

TOPUSKO TOURIST BOARD

Trg hrvatskih branitelja 3, 44 322 Lipovljani
Tel: +385 44 676 004 | Fax : +385 44 611 214
E-mail: turizam@lipovljani.hr
www.turizam-lipovljani.hr

Trg bana J. Jelačića 1, 44 415 Topusko
Tel/fax: 044 / 885203 | Mob: 098/ 1377 379
E-mail: tz-opcine-topusko@sk.t-com.hr
www.turizam-topusko.com

LIPOVLJANI TOURIST BOARD

JASENOVAC TOURIST BOARD
Trg kralja Petra Svačića 19, 44 324 Jasenovac
Tel/fax: +385 44 672 490
Mob: +385 99 267 2490, +385 91 562 1847
E-mail: tz_opcine_jasenovac@inet.hr
www.opcina-jasenovac

POPOVAČA TOURIST BOARD
Trg Grofova Erdodya 5, 44 317 Popovača
Tel: +385 44 652 486 | Mob: +385 99 333 0188
E-mail: turisticka.zajednica@popovaca.hr
www.popovaca.hr

info@turizam-smz.hr
www.turizam-smz.hr

head a group of 35 of its members through a unique multisite model of ISO 9001:2015 standard implementation and
certification.

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

PETRINJA TOURIST BOARD

Trg Nikole Šubića Zrinskog 1, 44430 Hrvatska Kostajnica
Tel/fax: +385 44 551 558 | Mob: +385 97 624 9937
E-mail: tzghrvatskakostajnica@gmail.com
www.tzg-hrvatska-kostajnica.hr

croatian travel agencies directory

HRVATSKA KOSTAJNICA TOURIST BOARD
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The implementation of the “Social Entrepreneurship in Tourism - An Innovative Voluntourism Product” project began on
September 17th, 2020. Lead by Ventula Travel Ltd., the project is supported by partners: Association “MI” - Split, Aspira
College - Split and the Association of Croatian Travel Agencies.
The total value of the project is 1.126.202.97 HRK and the grant is provided in part by the European Social Fund (85%)
and in part by the Croatian government (15%). The duration of the project is 18 months.
The project is set to develop a sustainable tourism product, encourage the development of sustainable practices and
contribute to improving the cooperation between for-profit, public and non-profit sectors in developing new vacation
and travel concepts and increasing the employability of young, unemployed, highly educated people in a predominantly
traditional region abundant in natural attractions and preserved surroundings.

The project is co-financed by the European Union through the European Social Fund.
The content of the article is the sole responsibility of Ventula Travel Ltd.

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY
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An Innovative Voluntourism Product

Projects

Social Entrepreneurship
in Tourism -
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Social entrepreneurship is becoming a growing
phenomenon around the world and on the European
economic scene, confirming its direct contribution to the
economic development of the country by encouraging
employment and social engagement of marginalized
groups in business activities which aren’t exclusively
dedicated to making a profit, but provide secure jobs,
social welfare and positive changes both to society and
the environment. Unlike for-profit companies, social
entrepreneurship is based on a triangle of goals: People
- Planet - Profit (Cvitanović, 2018).
According to the Strategy for the Development of Social
Entrepreneurship in the Republic of Croatia for the
period from 2015-2020, social entrepreneurship is a
business based on the principles of social, environmental

Innovative voluntourism products
The development of voluntourism was encouraged by the
emergence of an ever-growing subcategory of tourists
interested in moving away from mass tourism and
looking for more meaningful forms of travel. Thus, the
combination of volunteering and tourism - voluntourism,
has become a popular form of international travel,
allowing volunteers to contribute to the sustainable
development of the community they visit while exploring
both new territories and cultures (Pavić Rogošić, 2017).
One definition of voluntourism says voluntourism
represents a conscious, seamlessly integrated combination
of volunteer services in a destination with traditional
elements of travel and tourism: art, culture, history
and recreation. In this sense, volunteers are given the
opportunity to live and work in societies and cultures
different from their own, while developing their
understanding, social awareness and responsibility.
Many develop new skills and form new friendships
(Matošević Radić, Hrabar, Buzdovačić, 2017).

Projects

As a new way of doing business, social entrepreneurship
is an area where entrepreneurial practices from the
business world and values closely related to social
responsibility and environmental principles overlap.
Social entrepreneurship is defined as being a part of the
broader economic system which includes entities primarily
focused on meeting social goals and is characterized by
a system of direct participation and management. Social
entrepreneurship can make a significant contribution to
achieving strategic goals, especially social cohesion,
fighting poverty and increasing employment, creating
new products, competitiveness, conserving resources,
valuing heritage and biodiversity, and improving the
quality of life through social welfare business.1

and economic sustainability, in which the generated
profit / surplus income is invested, as a whole or in
part, to benefit the community. Social entrepreneurship
is an innovative and creative entrepreneurial model for
solving economic, social and environmental issues
that encourages employment, social inclusion and
sustainable development. As such, the aim of the call,
under which the “Social Entrepreneurship in Tourism –
An Innovative Voluntourism Product” project is funded,
was to strengthen the capacities of existing and new
social enterprises / social entrepreneurs.

Voluntourism also offers new opportunities for
tourism enterprises, especially travel agencies and tour
operators, which can actively participate not only in the
promotion and distribution but also in the creation of
voluntourism products in partnership with local NGOs.
This can provide them with access to a potentially
large segment of volunteer consumers and ultimately
position them as socially responsible businesses, with
both the local community and their clients (Matošević
Radić, Hrabar, Buzdovačić, 2017).
In
developing
quality
voluntourism
products,
stakeholder partnerships between the public, private
and non-profit sectors are essential. Through the
“Social Entrepreneurship in Tourism – An Innovative
Voluntourism Product” project a partnership was
established between civil society organizations,
educational institutions and travel agencies. Indeed,
the involvement and cooperation of the local community
and the local population is particularly important
too. Their participation completes the voluntourism
product and ensures its viability and long-term benefit
for the local community. A voluntourism product will
be created through this partnership, in line with the
principles of social entrepreneurship and sustainable
tourism development reflecting local traditions,
culture and the needs of the communities in which the
volunteer activities will be carried out.

Strengthening Capacities and
Raising Awareness

1

- http://www.odraz.hr/media/404840/dru%C5%A1tveno%20poduzetni%C5%A1tvo.pdf

In its first year of implementation, project activities
were aimed at strengthening the capacities of persons
involved in the project’s implementation, strengthening
the capacities and knowledge of young unemployed
persons and students, informing target groups and

the general public about the concept of voluntourism
and social entrepreneurship and finally developing
voluntourism products with which Ventula Travel DMC
can enrich its offers.
In more precise terms, two workshop cycles were
held for project partners. The first, dedicated to
Ventula Travel DMC employees, provided the lead with
mentoring on how to develop an organizational Code
of Ethics and on considering their own path as social
entrepreneurs. The second cycle of workshops pulled
together all of the project partners and called not only
on their individual strengths and capacities, but also
the help of outside experts, to initiate a discussion
about the values of the civil sector, inter-sectorial
partnerships, social entrepreneurship, sustainable
tourism and voluntourism.
An online, eight-day workshop cycle was held for
young unemployed people, wherein a total of 37
people participated, of whom 18 were unemployed.
The workshops covered the following topics through
lectures and practical sessions: sustainable tourism,
voluntourism, destination management, volunteering,
volunteer program management, public-civil-private
partnerships, social entrepreneurship and corporate
social responsibility. Through each topic participants
had the opportunity to hear about best practice
examples and could develop their own ideas about
volunteer programs and social entrepreneurial ventures
through the practical sessions of the workshop.
In total, the first year of the project included two
public presentations and one networking meeting with
community stakeholders. One public presentation was
held in the Department of Professional Studies of the
University of Split, while the other was held in front of
students at the Aspira University College. The aim of

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

Strengthening the Capacities of Social
Entrepreneurs in Croatia
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in a volunteer action organized by the Local Volunteer
Center Sinj Association Srma. On that occasion, the
voluntourists, together with local volunteers, made
greeting cards for the elderly, which were distributed to
the users of the Srma association on International Day
of the Elderly (October 1st). Getting to know the local
population and sharing such experiences is invaluable to
both voluntourists and their local counterparts because
a rich cultural and emotional exchange occurs – a
connection your typical travel arrangement simply lacks.

During their visit to the island of Murter, the project team
met with representatives of local organisations - Argonauts,
Latinsko Idro and the Murter branch of the Matica hrvatska.
During the meeting, they discussed, among other things,
the involvement of volunteers in the activities offered
by local associations and the potential for partnerships
between them.
The study trip continued in Biograd na Moru, where the
project team met with representatives of the Vrana Lake
Nature Park. First, the partners were introduced to the
project which resulted in the establishment of the Center
for Sustainable Active Tourism Biosphere Biograd by
PP Vransko Lake, with the aim of bringing together local
initiatives that offer innovative and sustainable tourism
products and services. Furthermore, their representatives
presented the volunteer and voluntourism programs offered
by the Park and all those present discussed the ways in

The last visit on the trip was reserved for the Terra
Meera Center for Regeneration and Human Resources.
The aim of this meeting was to discuss the practice of
establishing and running a social enterprise, the values of
social entrepreneurship and the possibilities of including
the Center in voluntourism programs.

Developing Voluntourism Products
With the help of their project partners, Ventula Travel
DMC developed two voluntourism products within this
project. In spite of the challenging circumstances that
the world, and especially tourism, faced in 2020 in the
midst of the COVID-19 pandemic and with global travel
restrictions in place, corporate social responsibility has
remained their priority.
In line with its practice and mission, Ventula Travel DMC
decided to design two voluntourism products instead
of just one. One of those products was designed as
an upgrade to an existing package which included
volunteering at an archaeological site in Salona under the
patronage of the Faculty of Archaeology of the University
of Zagreb. Within this arrangement, tourists were given
the opportunity to participate in the excavations of the
ancient Salona with expert guidance almost daily.
Additionally, the project also enabled local organizations
from the Split-Dalmatia County to network and, for the
first time ever, tourists had the opportunity to participate

Projects such as this one give us the opportunity to
strengthen previous partnerships – such is the case with
UHPA and the Association “MI” – Split, who executed
the first voluntourism project of its type back in 2016
in a cross-border cooperation between Croatia and
Montenegro. By combining the experience and knowledge
of the private, public and civil sectors, it is possible to
create and develop innovations that support (social)
entrepreneurs, associations and other stakeholders
with similar values. Voluntourism as such gives us the
opportunity to make the most of the potential carried by
our culture and tradition to help Croatia as a destination
escape mass tourism by offering guests something
more than just a typical vacation, equally relaxing, but
educational, uplifting and memorable.
To learn more about EU funds please visit: www.esf.hr
and www.strukturnifondovi.hr

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

One way to strengthen the project team, in terms of
gaining perspective and consolidating the accomplished
partnership, was to organize a two-day study trip in 8/2021.
The study trip took place in the Šibenik-Knin and Zadar
counties, and was attended by representatives of all of the
partner organizations with the aim of getting to know the
involved associations and institutions whose values and
work correspond with the values of social responsibility,
sustainable tourism and the promotion of volunteering.

which Ventula Travel DMC can design and connect its
programs in the future with the activities in the Nature Park.
The project team also had the opportunity to visit the
park itself, stopping at a park site while a representative
of the Park acted as their guide. This way, the project
team gained insight into the visitor experience at the
park.

Photos: Association “MI”

the public presentations was, and will continue to be,
to inform the general public and those on the path to
achieving a degree in tourism or aiming to work in tourism
about the innovation of combining tourism and volunteering,
i.e. leaving a long-lasting mark in the destination and
contributing to its local community. A networking meeting
was held with travel agency representatives in order to raise
awareness among tourism related organizations about the
need to create new experiences in tourism.

Projects

Ventula Travel’s second voluntourism product was
designed during the implementation of the project and
will be on offer for the next tourist season. Thanks to the
networking of local associations and public institutions
from the area of the island of Hvar, voluntourists will
have the opportunity to get involved in learning about
and renovating dry stone walls on Hvar.
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ABCcompany
TRAVELis a Croatian business company established in 1993 in Pula. Besides its headquarter
ATI
in Pula, since 2013 ATI operates in its branch office in Hong Kong. Our core business is MICE
ABC Travel has grown from a long-term presence in the tourism industry. Our love and passion
industry, specialized in congress candidacies as well as complete congress management
for travel is built into every aspect of our agency and in our offers, which provide the highest
(PCO-DMC) both in Croatia and abroad, supported by IATA - Airline Certificate and IAPCO
quality and safety of travel. The dynamics of the tourism industry have taught us that we need
Certificate. In its business so far, ATI has organized numerous world, European, regional and
to be working on the development of our travel products and investing in our employees
national events as well as pilgrimages, international youth sport events and school excursions.
continuously. Our vision is the journey that connects people and enriches them. We offer travels
and excursions in Croatia and abroad, with the possibility of making a booking online, 24/7.

ABC TRAVEL

Your First Step to Renewal

ABC Travel has grown from a long-term presence in the tourism industry. Our love and passion
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options and last but not the least – the most unique way of exploring the stunning Dalmatian
coast - luxury yacht (gullet) charter. We are partners with more than 30 agencies worldwide.
ACTIVE HOLIDAYS d.o.o.

Make your escape to Zagreb, your first step to renewal. Experience the
excitement and exhilaration of the new gem on the tourist map of Europe.
Indulge in refined, upscale comfort and enjoy all the spoils that await you in
this capital city’s premier hotel. The Westin Zagreb is here to rejuvenate, relax
and rediscover a better you.

The travel agency Active Holidays was founded in 1989, which makes us pioneers in activity
travel
Croatia. We specialize in one and multi day tours from our hometown of Omiš, with an
ADRIAinDAY
offer of more than twenty exciting activities, excursions and tours, ensuring bespoke, fun and
Adria Day is a private travel agency with its head office in Opatija. We specialize in private
action-packed holidays in beautiful surroundings. We also offer a wide range of accommodation
accommodation services, transfers and excursions to and within Croatia, conducted by
options and last but not the least – the most unique way of exploring the stunning Dalmatian
multilingual, experienced guides and drivers. It is our goal to provide an enjoyable, fun
coast - luxury yacht (gullet) charter. We are partners with more than 30 agencies worldwide.

To make a reservation, contact westin.zagreb@westinzagreb.com,
dial: +385.1.4892.000 or visit: Marriott.com/ZAGWI

ADRIA DAY

croatiaairlines.hr

Stvaramo uspomene već 30 godina!

Creating memories for 30 years!

©2021 Marriott International, Inc. All Rights Reserved. All names, marks and logos are trademarks of Marriott International, Inc., or its affiliates.

experience and a full service for all our guests coming to Croatia. We are here to provide all the
information and assistance you might require prior, during and after your holiday. Our team
consists of highly qualified and experienced professionals in the field of providing travel services.
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Adria Day is a private travel agency with its head office in Opatija. We specialize in private
accommodation services, transfers and excursions to and within Croatia, conducted by
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relationships with carefully selected suppliers give clients a level of comfort knowing that Adria
Events will not only provide the destination support, but will go the extra mile for them. Adria
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Based in Dubrovnik but covering all of Croatia, Adria Events DMC detail - focused team has
the logistical expertise and utmost dedication, which guarantees the flawless execution of each
and every tailor made program. Their reputation of over-servicing clients and their longstanding
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destination and hotel services, coordination of all activities and support during the conference,
including social events. Our technical services include: conference projection and meeting
support, interpretation, AV and voting systems, supporting services, Exhibitor and Sponsorship
Management & Poster Session Coordination. Welcome to our web site www.adria-congress.com.

F: +385 20 295299
info@adria-congress.com
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Ms Katija Ljubimir, Mr Hrvoje Ljubimir
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ADRIATIC LUXURY SERVICES - JADRANSKI LUKSUZNI HOTELI d.d.
Based in the beautiful Dubrovnik, Adriatic Luxury Services (ALS) is a luxury travel concierge
specialized in exclusive bespoke tours and travel experiences in Dubrovnik and the wider region,
for both individuals and groups. With services ranging from tours and excursions to interesting
sites in the region, transfer services, exclusive yacht charter, car and private jet rentals, ticket
sales for various events. ALS also offers full service tailor-made itineraries at exceptional rates
and unique experiences. Let us inspire you and personalize your holidays!

ADRIA KONGRES d.o.o.
Adria Congress ltd. is a DMC&PCO agency specialized for MICE. 25 years of experience is a
guarantee of professionalism and success in our work. Support can be provided for: defining
destination and hotel services, coordination of all activities and support during the conference,
including social events. Our technical services include: conference projection and meeting support,
interpretation, AV and voting systems, supporting services, Exhibitor and Sponsorship Management
& Poster Session Coordination. Welcome to our web site www.adria-congress.com.

ADRIA LUXURY RENT d.o.o. - CROATIA LUXURY RENT
Croatia Luxury Rent offers perfect dream vacations in luxurious villas on beautiful locations all
across the Croatian coast. The agency is a team of young professionals who will make your
vacation a dream come true. We are certain our portfolio will meet your needs. Our luxury villas
represent a specially selected blend of Mediterranean style and modern luxury. Escape your daily
routine and responsibilities, surround yourself with beautiful untouched nature in the intimate
company of your loved ones, and leave everything else for our team to take care of.

ADRIA MARE TRAVEL AGENCY j.d.o.o.
Adria Mare is an incoming B2B agency based in Croatia. Our main services are group
arrangements and daily excursions. Our high-quality travel arrangements spread across every
region in Croatia, and some regions in Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Slovenia and Serbia.
We provide fast and reliable expert guides who will show you our country Croatia in an amazing
way. Our tour guides are highly trained, versatile and specialized in the German, English and
Italian language. A wide array of products and services can satisfy every demand of our partners.

ADRIA SUN TRAVEL AGENCY
Adria Sun is located in the town of Krk, on the northernmost island of the Adriatic. Our website
includes accommodation offers for your ideal vacation allowing you to book easily and safely. We
offer villas, holiday houses, apartments, studio apartments and rooms. Our facilities are located in
the town of Krk as well as in Porat, Vrh, Brzac, Risika and Punat. If you are having trouble deciding,
we will customize an offer just for you. You can also go on a variety of day-long or half-day boat or
bus excursions - to explore the entirety of Krk, discover the nearby islands or visit Plitvice.

ADRIAGATE d.o.o.
Adriagate.com is an incoming travel agency specialized in providing accommodation capacities
on the Adriatic, in Croatia and Montenegro, and in inland Croatia. The agency has operated
successfully since 2001 in Split where its central reservation system is based, processing bookings
for over 10.000 apartments and holiday homes. Although our main sales channel is the Internet,
we have branches open in Primošten, Vodice, Rogoznica, Trogir, Vrboska (island Hvar), Omiš and
Tučepi. The agency has grown over the years to employ over a hundred staff members in 2019.

ADRIATIC CONCIERGE d.o.o.
Adriatic Concierge – a travel agency based in Dubrovnik, offers its clients services during their
stay in the region (CRO, SLO, B&H, MNG, SRB) such as land, air and sea transportation,
accommodation in hotels and private villas, creation of tailor-made programs, car rental, yacht
charters, and private concierge services, available to clients 24/7 during their stay. A separate
business segment is the management of private villas in the region, promoted by our site
“Unique Adriatic Villas”.

ADRIATIC DMC d.o.o.
Adriatic DMC is a leading destination management company based in Croatia offering authentic
travel programs for discerning travelers to the region. We specialize in crafting group and
bespoke excursions, land tours, cruises, MICE travel programs and logistics support. With 25
years of experience in the travel industry, our company has grown from a travel agency to a
leading regional DMC. It is our mission to continue delivering sustainable, inspirational travel
experiences that are locally sourced and exceed our clients’ expectations every single time.

Iva Vojnovića 9
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 20 333497
F: +385 20 295299
info@adria-congress.com
www.adria-congress.com
Ms Katija Ljubimir, Mr Hrvoje Ljubimir

Andrije Hebranga 12
23000 Zadar
T: +385 91 3303000
booking@croatialuxuryrent.com
www.croatialuxuryrent.com
Mr Josip Stulić

Korzo hrvatskih branitelja 7
51250 Novi Vinodolski
T: +385 51 791191
info@croadria-mare.com
www.croadria-mare.com
Ms Ana Turina

ADRIATIC PARTNER - ADRIATIC INCENTIVES d.o.o.
At Adriatic partner & incentives, we offer tailor made holidays, unique travel leisure experiences
and carefully planned special events. We design and coordinate bespoke travel journeys, provide
full destination management and guarantee a truly memorable vacation in Croatia. Our dedicated
travel specialists will provide full support and guidance during your trip and/or event planning.
Let’s start designing your dream come true Croatia experience!

ADRIATIC.HR d.o.o.
Since its founding in 2000, Adriatic.hr provides online booking service to its guests. With an
offer of more than 14.000 apartments, rooms and houses, varying from Robinson style to
luxury lodgings, we are a perfect choice for families, couples, and groups looking for an ideal
accommodation on Croatian coast. Our employees, native speakers of 16 languages, can
support your booking process, and help with additional questions, as well. With instant booking
option and credit card payment, Adriatic.hr surely is “The shortest way to the Adriatic”.

ADVENTURE DRIVEN VACATIONS d.o.o.
Adventure Driven Vacations (ADV) provides adventure tourism services. We specialize in guiding
adrenaline and sport activities such as parachute tandem jumps, rock climbing, kayaking
and hiking through Croatia’s most striking natural attractions. A member of ATTA and USPA
(US Parachute Association), ADV is the first Croatian aircraft operator to perform commercial
specialized parachute operations (Air Work). Our mission is to guide and develop adventure
activities ensuring unique experiences of Croatia’s natural splendours from the air, sea and land.

Šetalište Sv. Bernardina 6E
51500 Krk
T: +385 51 880333
F: +385 51 880334
info@adriasun.hr
www.adriasun.hr
Ms Nives Mrakovčić Kirinčić

ALTER NATURA d.o.o.

Vukovarska 156
21000 Split
T: +385 21 271870
F: +385 21 271879
info@adriagate.com
www.adriagate.com
Mr Igor Popović

AMATHUS TRAVEL d.o.o.

Masarykov put 3c
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 20 313435
info@adriatic-concierge.com
www.adriatic-concierge.com
Ms Iris Domazet Malobabić

Dr. Ante Starčevića 45
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 20 400586
F: +385 20 400587
adriatic@adriaticdmc.hr
www.adriaticdmc.hr
Mr Srđan Krištić

Alternatura is the first provider of adventure tourism on the island of Vis, with programs based on
the interpretation of natural and cultural heritage. Over the past fourteen years, Alternatura has
grown into a respectable adventure holiday travel agency known for its creativity and passion
for tradition, island nature and adventure activities. Our tour begins with hiking and kayaking,
rock climbing, abseiling and continues with speedboat excursions to the Blue cave, sailing on
traditional fishing boat Gajeta falkuša, jeep discovery and military tours.

We are a team of experienced professionals, who always take time to meet your requirements
and priorities. Providing impartial advice and guidance, our team should be the first contact for
planning your trip. Offering complete incoming services at competitive rates for Croatia and
neighboring countries, we work with many different groups of travelers, aiming to take care
of the specific needs of each and every one of our customers. With our local knowledge and
exceptional attention to details, we aim to surpass our customers’ satisfaction.

AMAZING HVAR - MARUŠA j.d.o.o.
Amazing Hvar specializes as a sustainable travel agent on the island of Hvar, in harmony with
sustainable development. We want to present the island in a different light, not just as a sun,
sea and fun destination. Our team of professionals is always looking to exceed our customers’
expectations and providing quality services. Hvar offers many natural, traditional, gastronomical,
historical and cultural attractions so our range of services includes: Amazing Day Tour, Wine
Tours, Speedboat Tours, Romantic Tours, Ethno-Eco Abandoned Village Tour and many more.

AMBER TRAVEL - ARX d.o.o.
Amber travel is a DMC based in Kastav, in the Bay of Kvarner, which was for centuries a part
of the Amber road, connecting nations between the Baltic and the Mediterranean seas. Our
extensive knowledge of the area, combined with experience in cooperation with business
partners from all over the world, means that you can place your business with confidence in the
hands of a personal and reliable service provider. In the spirit of centuries’ long hospitality, we
look forward to welcome your guests to Croatia!

Liechtensteinov put 3
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 20 323400
F: +385 20 423501
info@adriatic-explore.com
www.adriatic-explore.com
Mr Ivan Knežević, Ms Iva Sentić
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Mr Anton Jakobušić
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Ms Sandra Batarelo Krešić

Poljička cesta 26
21000 Split
T: +385 21 456456
F: +385 21 456789
info@adriatic.hr
www.adriatic.hr
Mr Goran Vrgoč

Graščica 2/N
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 91 2539025
contact@adv.hr
www.adventure-driven-vacations.com
Mr Grgo Miočić

Hrvatskih mučenika 2
21485 Komiža
T: +385 21 717239; +385 91 9458003
alternatura@alternatura.hr
www.alternatura.hr; www.gajetafalkusa.com
Mr Pino Vojković

Vladimira Nazora 21
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 20 437130
F: +385 20 437131
amathus@amathus.hr
www.amathus.hr
Ms Roberta Karnoš

Biskupa Jurja Dubokovića 22
21450 Hvar
T: +385 99 3344779
info@amazinghvar.com
www.amazinghvar.com
Ms Urška Barišić

Rubeši 107
51215 Kastav
T: +385 51 687532
F: +385 51 687533
info@ambertravel.hr
www.ambertravel.hr
Ms Sanja Jožef

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

Adriatic Explore Dubrovnik Travel Agency is your dedicated and reliable Croatian partner. We
offer a wide choice of services for exploring Croatia, the Adriatic Coast, Dubrovnik and its
surroundings, such as excursions and day tours to Montenegro, Mostar, the Elaphite Islands,
Korčula and Pelješac Peninsula. We specialize in: group and private daily tours from Dubrovnik,
boat excursions, coach tours, and tailor-made programs. Additional services: rent-a-boat,
accommodation, MICE.
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ADRIATIC EXPLORE d.o.o.

We are active and adventure travel specialist offering a range of activities: sea kayaking, sailing,
rock climbing, hiking, cycling and much more. A local company owned by tour leaders with
extensive local knowledge and experience. Together with a great team of new guides in our little
family, we all do what we know best and will share our skills and knowledge with everyone who
joins our tours. Our guides are certified tour leaders, and we use equipment manufactured by
world-renowned gear producers with all the necessary safety certificates.

ANIKA TRAVEL AGENCY d.o.o.
Travel agency Anika Ltd. helps you find the perfect private accommodation for your stay in the
Crikvenica Riviera area (Crikvenica, Selce, Dramalj). Our private accommodation offer includes
a large number of apartments, rooms and holiday houses ideal for a relaxing holiday. We place
great emphasis on individual contact both with guests and with our partner properties. Our staff
will provide you with all the information you need and answer all your questions. An exchange
office is also available within the agency.

ANNA TOURS d.o.o.
Anna Tours is a travel agency with its head office in Njivice, on the Island of Krk in Croatia,
specialized in the intermediation of vacation rentals, hotels, excursions and properties for
sale along the Croatian coast. It was founded in 1994, expanding in 2009 to offer private
accommodation, hotels and excursions with the intermediation of real estate especially on the
island of Krk. In 2014, the agency reorganized, investing in a new website with modern agency
booking software, BTC and BTB modules.

ARONDA ADRIANA TRAVEL d.o.o.
Since it was founded in 1994, the main values of Aronda Adriana Travel have remained the same:
professionalism and partnership quality, and - in turn, the results have continued to be satisfied
guests. With an offer of carefully selected accommodation and transport facilities, diverse
gastronomies and licensed guides, we are on top of trends and pay mind to visitor expectations.
We would like to be your first choice for travel to Croatia and our travel experts will make sure
you receive a high quality service in any of the five world languages!

ATISTRIA TRAVEL AGENCY - ARENA HOSPITALITY GROUP d.d.
AtIstria travel agency was founded by the Arena Hospitality Group d.d. (AHG) hotel company.
Our head office is located in Pula but all AtIstria offers are available at the AHG hotel, resort
and campsite receptions. AtIstria offers a variety of services to its guests dealing mainly in
excursions (Brijuni islands, Venice and Plitvice Lakes), sightseeing and gastronomic tours as
well as a number of other services. The AHG sales and marketing department is located at the
same address and offers accommodation in hotels, resorts and campsites in Pula and Medulin.

Kralja Zvonimira 14/12
21000 Split
T: +385 21 277344
F: +385 21 717290
vese@andadventure.com
www.andadventure.com
Ms Veselka Huljić, Mr Damir Pačić

Located in the city of Krk, Aurea International is the leading provider of holiday villa, apartment
and hotel accommodation services for the Island of Krk. Over the last 30 years, Aurea has built
its reputation on providing a quality service, with customer care being at the forefront of its
operations. With a team of experienced employees and associates, Aurea offers a great number
of accommodation units to choose from, as well as a selection of packages, excursions, boat
cruises, car rental and other associated tourist services.

AUTHENTICA d.o.o.

Glagoljaša 3
51260 Crikvenica
T: +385 51 784177
F: +385 51 784178
anika@ri.t-com.hr
www.tourist-crikvenica.com
Mr Damir Jelenović

We are a creative agency that focuses on incentive travel, exclusive and tailor-made tours
throughout Croatia. Our company’s name, AUTHENTICA, is also our mission. Every guest,
regardless of whether they are corporate or individual travellers, is guaranteed an authentic travel
experience. We are very passionate about what we do and always look after every detail. If you
share our passion for unique, authentic travel, please do not hesitate to contact us.

AVENTUR d.o.o.

Primorska cesta 29 (Passage hotel Jadran)
51512 Njivice
T: +385 51 846165
info@annatours.hr
www.annatours.hr
Ms Anna Perić

Aventur Travel Agency - Yacht Charter & Broker was established in Trogir in 1997. From the very
beginning we were determined to establish a partnership in travel management with our clients
and partners by listening to their requests and fully satisfying their needs and wishes. We aim to
provide superior and personalized travel service and business results by offering the highest level
of expertise. Our specialty is nautical services such as motor and sailing charter, catamarans,
crewed charter and gulets.

AVIO-ADRIA d.o.o.

Ignacia Henckea 1
51000 Rijeka
T: +385 51 272088
F: +385 51 271164
info@adrianatravel.com
www.adrianatravel.com
Ms Dubravka Tomljanović

IATA

BANTEL TRAVEL d.o.o.

Splitska 1
52100 Pula
T: +385 52 529482
F: +385 52 529401
atistria@arenahospitalitygroup.com;
info@arenahospitalitygroup.com
www.atistria.hr; www.arenaturist.com
Ms Manuela Kraljević

IATA
1

ATLANT d.o.o.

IATA

The Atlant travel agency was established in 1992 as a service department of the ship management
company “Atlantska Plovidba”. Over the years, Atlant travel agency expanded its market to other
clients and individual travellers, thus gaining the indispensable experience and knowledge of the
travel industry, as well as the trust of a wide market share. Accordingly, in 2003, Atlant travel
agency became an independent business entity with highly skilled staff professionals for air
travel, tailor-made trips, marine tickets - seaman fares, villas and hotel accommodation.

ATLANTIS TRAVEL d.o.o.

IATA

Atlantis travel is a private travel agency established in 1992 and specialized in incoming accommodation
and organizing leisure time for tourists in Croatia. We define our job through professionalism, based on
outstanding knowledge of the subject, distinct information, and high demands in selecting staff for our
agency. Atlantis travel provides travel services that include: accommodation, transfers and excursions,
escorted coach tours with guaranteed departures, conventions, incentives, events, cruise ships, tailormade FIT programmes, and air tickets. Branch office in Slavonski Brod.

ATLAS RABAC d.o.o.
Atlas Rabac is a destination management company based in Rabac since 1999 and providing
travel services for groups and individuals in Istra, Croatia and neighbouring countries. We
are engaged in organizing tours and packages, bus and boat day trips and offer a variety of
tourist services that include accommodation, transfers, adventure and cultural programs, renta-bike and services for agencies and tour operators. Our excellent customer service and our
exceptional attention to detail means you will have an experience of a lifetime traveling with us.

AURA RUSTICA d.o.o.
Aura Rustica travel agency provides high quality services in organizing package travels,
excursions, tour guiding and other tourist services for individual and group visitors. As a reliable
partner for domestic and foreign tour operators and travel agencies we have been profiling
for incoming tours in Spanish and English with professional, licensed guides, and with special
emphasis on cultural and gastronomic tourism, Zagreb and Zagorje County tour guiding and tour
leading through Croatia and its surroundings.

Šetalište kralja Zvonimira 17
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 20 356144
F: +385 20 356150
atlant@atlanttravel.hr
www.atlanttravel.hr
Mr Maro Savinović

Petrinjska 59
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 4811155
F: +385 1 4818914
zagreb@atlantis-travel.hr
www.atlantis-travel.hr
Ms Mirjana Horvat

Ulica Svetog Andrije 4
52221 Rabac
T: +385 52 872268
F: +385 52 872958
atlas-rabac@pu.t-com.hr
www.atlas-istra.hr
Ms Rosana Juričić

Samci 62
49245 Gornja Stubica
T: +385 98 1856789
info@aurarustica-travel.com
www.aurarustica-travel.com
Ms Kristina Stakor

Avio-adria was established in 2010. Years of experience in the tourism industry, especially in
airline-ticket sales, is one of the advantages of our agency and a guarantee for a great holiday.
Our expert team monitors tourism trends and focuses on an individual approach to the client
because we believe that this is the only way to organize a customer’s trip successfully. Quality,
speed and creativity are recognizable, both in terms of the value for money and quality of the
service we provide.

The agency Bantel Travel was founded in 1992 with offices in Zagreb. We are specialized in the
areas of business travel, M.I.C.E., incoming and individual packaged tours. In 2007, we joined the
Lufthansa City Centre (LCC) global network of over 600 travel offices in more than 70 countries.
With this step, we have connected the high-level service of our privately owned company with
the advantages of an international travel service network. Through this strategic partnership, our
customers accomplish significant savings and various additional benefits.

Vršanska 26 L
51500 Krk
T: +385 51 221777
F: +385 51 221007
aurea@aurea-krk.hr
www.aurea-krk.com
Ms Svjetlana Volarić

Poljička cesta-Dočine 1
21310 Omiš
T: +385 21 757871
F: +385 21 757872
info@authentica.hr
www.authentica.hr
Ms Mirela Rubić

Put brodograditelja 1
21220 Trogir
T: +385 21 882388
F: +385 21 882388
aventur@aventur-agency.com
www.aventur-charter.hr; www.excursions-croatia.com

Mr Stiv Jejina

Kneza Borne 2 (Hotel Sheraton)
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 6382645
F: +385 1 6382646
info@avioadria.hr
www.avioadria.hr
Ms Ružica Harar

Zelinska 7
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 6170135
F: +385 1 6170134
info@lcc-banteltravel.com.hr
www.lcc-bantel.com
Mr Ante Balić
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BC TRAVEL d.o.o.
We are experienced world travellers with a plenty of miles “under our belt” and true lovers of
long-haul voyages. For you, we are able to organize unforgettable individual and group trips
to Asia, primarily to Thailand, Bhutan or India, as well as to any other corner of our beautiful
planet. We will organize and offer you an unforgettable journey, prepared with the utmost care.
Rest assured our approach to travel organization is original and different. As experienced world
travellers, we know and understand what you expect from the holiday of your dreams!

BELL HOLIDAY j.d.o.o.
Established in 2015, Bell holiday is an incoming travel agency that offers accommodation
services in Croatia as its main activity, but also provides other tourism services, all in order to
ensure a complete, safe and unforgettable stay in the desired destination. Even though we are a
team of young enthusiasts, we use every opportunity to build our daily operations; we implement
best practices and pay attention to our end-users who continue to grow in number with each
passing year. Bell holiday looks forward to making your holiday!

BESPOKE CROATIA
Bespoke Croatia is a boutique tour company specialized in customizing private tours around
Croatia andin the wider region. As our name suggests, we tailor tours to your preferences, style
of travel and budget. Beside the multi-day tours, we also cater unique walking tours and private
day trips that start in Zagreb where we reside. We provide authentic local experiences and make
you feel at home in the best company. Ourselves avid travellers, we are well acquainted with the
needs, desires and interests that make the brief stint of vacationing perfect.

BLACK TIE d.o.o.
Founded in 2014, Black Tie is a travel agency that has been fully dedicated to client wishes
and expectations from its very beginnings. Reliable and professional are words that describe
us perfectly. Focused on providing luxury transfers, we have attained the trust of our clients
and business partners. Today, we are recognized as Croatian MICE specialists and members
of the Croatian Association of Experts in Event Organisation. We design holidays for passionate
travellers seeking authentic experiences.

Žrtava fašizma 2
51000 Rijeka
T: +385 51 601842
info@world-traveler.hr
www.world-traveler.hr
Ms Vesna Pavletić

Balska 6
52210 Rovinj
T: +385 91 1500700
info@bellholiday.com
www.bellholiday.com
Ms Izabela Kancelir

Drenjska 28
10291 Drenje Brdovečko
T: +385 98 1746285
info@bespoke-croatia.com
www.bespoke-croatia.com
Mr Karlo Kapusta

Radunica 70
21000 Split
T: +385 98 9576802
info@blacktie.hr
www.blacktie.hr
Ms Ivana Milišić
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CALVADOS CLUB d.o.o.
Calvados Club Luxury Travel is the leading DMC for luxury travel to the West Balkans region.
We organize Luxury custom-made private and deluxe group programs, as well as exclusive city
breaks, private yacht charter, luxury villas rental, private transfers, exclusive incentives. Our
vision is doing business with a personalized, tailored and luxury approach. We offer top class
services only: private bespoke sightseeing tours, private transfers with our luxury vehicles and
motor boats, accommodation in luxury hotels, extraordinary experiences and much more.

CONTRES PROJEKTI d.o.o.
Years of experience in organizing national and international conferences, conventions, meetings,
outgoing travel and all other events with a smaller or larger number of participants, allow us to
create a wide range of high quality, tailor-made services. We work with reliable suppliers, esteemed
professionals, and foster excellent business relationships with renowned hotel companies. We
are in constant search for new, interesting places where events can be held and recognize the
importance of new technologies and their impact on the event management industry.

CONVIVA MARIS d.o.o.
Conviva Maris is a travel agency specializing in yacht charters in Croatia. We offer a wide range
of yachts from gulets, sailing boats, catamarans, motor boats to luxury motor sailers and crewed
yachts. Apart from yacht charter services, we can also provide accommodation in luxury holiday
villas and various programs tailored to meet client requests.

COR TRAVEL LAB d.o.o.
Cor Travel Lab was founded by a travel expert with more than 25 years of experience in tourism.
We provide a comprehensive range of unique travel products and services, as well as marketing
and PR. We offer unforgettable experiences and memories to our customers. As a socially
responsible company, we understands our key role in the sustainable development of tourism.
When creating our itineraries, we ensure that our service is provided through a sustainable value
chain that promote and implement good practices. Let your heart take you where you want to be.

BLUE HEART TRAVEL d.o.o.
Blue Heart Travel Ltd grew up in Europe but is firmly anchored in Croatia. In the travel business
since 1989 because ofgood service & understanding our clients. As a family business, a personal
touch is always present. We offer a range of tailor-made itineraries to meettraveler’s expectations,
needs and budgets. Our Croatia tours for groups and individuals can be fully customizable, from
the tour’s length to the activities and sights included.We aim to attract clients to Croatia and our
European destinations and have them return, willingly.

BOHO TRAVEL ART
Boho Travel Art is an online boutique travel agency specialised in two Croatian regions, Central
Dalmatia and Slavonia. It is focused on experiences of discovery and authenticity for culturally
curious visitors and outdoor activities for nature lovers who like to take time to explore new
destination and get to know local culture and lifestyle. As a locally-based travel agency, Boho
Travel Art also helps with travel consulting, creating travel programs and customer experience
services.

BORA TOURS d.o.o.
Bora Tours d.o.o. was established in 2003. Travel agency Bora tours is DMC for Zadar region.
With our close cooperation and service for all guests from Falkensteiner group (Zadar, Punta
Skala Petrčane, Krk) we also cooperating with other hotels and partners from Zadar region.
Our principal activities are excursions and team-building programs, transfers, accommodation,
packages for groups and individual guests, rent a car services. With our energy and cheerful
spirit, we do our best to make our clients happy and satisfied.

BOŽILOV DUBROVNIK TRAVEL d.o.o.
Božilov Dubrovnik Travel is a privately owned DMC established in 2003, specialised in handling
accommodation, excursions, incentives and conferences for groups and individuals in Dubrovnik
and throughout Croatia. We are experts in all aspects of destination management creating
itineraries to suit your program size, complexity and budgetary requirements. Ultimate customer
satisfaction is the foremost and absolute goal of our company. Having us as your partner will
ensure your each and every trip is memorable.

Slavonska avenija 1C
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 7757135 ; +385 91 3388 889
info@bluehearttravel.com
www.bluehearttravel.com
Mr Gordan Zovko

Mosorska cesta 11
21310 Omiš
T: +385 21 863471
F: +385 21 863471
info@bohotravelart.com
www.bohotravelart.com
Ms Senka Vlahović

Majstora Radovana 7
23000 Zadar
T: +385 23 238729
info@boratours.hr
www.boratours.hr
Mr Tomislav Fain

Put Sv. Luke 19
20207 Mlini
T: +385 20 487319
F: +385 20 487319
info@bozilov.hr
www.bozilov.hr
Ms Josipa Božilova

CROATIA FINEST HOLIDAYS - FINEST HOLIDAYS d.o.o.
Croatia Finest Holidays travel agency specialises in renting luxury villas. We offer our clients
complete, tailor-made services during their stay. Our villas will please even the highest of
standards. They are located on the sunniest beaches and the most attractive locations in
Croatia. We especially emphasize the quality of our service and devotion to each of our clients.
Target audiences that we tailor to are from the United States of America, Canada, Russia,
United Kingdom and other European countries.

CROATIQUE - ALIVIA TRAVEL d.o.o.
Alivia Travel d.o.o. - Croatique DMC is a boutique, incoming agency specialized in luxury
experiential travel and creating tailor made tours in Croatia and the region. Founded in 2019 with
the purpose of providing services for individuals and small groups, the company holds that a
personal approach, careful selection of all accommodation and activities, as well as professional
partners, chauffeurs and local guides, are the key to success in making the most memorable trip
for every individual guest.

CRV TOURS - CRV d.o.o.
Travel agency Crv tours, a part of Crv d.o.o. was established in 1996. We are specialized in
youth programs for children and young people, but we also feature and develop programs for
pensioners/seniors-Senior Club 55+. As a company, we have our own accommodation facilities
(Hotel Riviera, Hotel Dramalj, Depadance Omorika, Pansion Skoko in the Crikvenica area, and
Hotel Delfin, in Omišalj - total of 500 beds) and are able to prepare a complete service package of
transportation, accommodation, excursions and entertainment for our customers.

DALMACIJA TRAVEL AGENCY
Founded in 2013 travel agency Dalmacija has a wide variety of properties on offer, from luxury
villas and apartments to hotel accommodation anywhere on the Adriatic - and beyond. Our
complimentary offer of excursions to National parks, sailing tours, fishing trips, cave visits and
wellness days will make you wish you had an extra day – and if you find the time, we are certain
the experience is something you will remember fondly. To top it all off, we can also arrange for
your transfers or provide you with a motor vehicle rental.

Gundulićeva 4
21000 Split
T: +385 21 494949
F: +385 21 494944
info@calvadosclub.com
www.CalvadosClub.com
Mr Tomislav Milinović

Zvonimirova ulica 44
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 4821193
info@contres.hr
www.contres.hr
Ms Maja Orsag

Vjekoslava Paraća 8
21000 Split
T: +385 91 3002377
F: +385 21 786907
info@conviva-maris.hr
www.croatia-holidays-charter.com
www.charter-in-croatia.com
Ms Maja Majić Vuković

Matijašec 47
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 91 2638089
mislav@cortravellab.com
www.cortravellab.com
Mr Mislav Veselica

Lovretska 5
21000 Split
T: +385 91 5242814
info@croatiafinestholidays.com
www.croatiafinestholidays.com
Ms Dubravka Birimiša

Grge Novaka 51
10360 Zagreb
T: +385 99 8217431
travel@croatique.com
www.croatique.com
Ms Antonia Ljuština

Rakarska 1/A
10410 Velika Gorica
T: +385 1 6233760
F: +385 1 6233761
crv@globalnet.hr
www.crv-tours.eu
Mr Stjepan Vrban

Ivana Pavla II. 50
23233 Privlaka
T: +385 23 214728
info@accommodation-adria.com
www.accommodation-adria.com
Ms Ana Košutić

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

Brioni Pula is a company whose main activity is passenger transport both domestic and
international. Its origins date back to distant 1946. Travel Agency Brioni Pula is situated within
the premises of the new coach station Pula, Trg I. istarske brigade 1. In addition to the company’s
20 year-experience of excursion organization, which is its main activity, Brioni Pula travel agency
offers other services such as coach rentals (own coach fleet, new high-class tourist coaches),
hotel accommodation, winter and summer holidays, agro tourism, school trips, etc.

Šijanska cesta 4
52100 Pula
T: +385 52 356530
F: +385 52 501850
turizam@brioni.hr
www.brioni.hr
Mr Aleš Hrast
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DALMATIENHAUS
Dalmatienhaus is an online travel agency specialized in providing private accommodation in
the region of Dalmatia. The agency operates successfully since 2017 and although its main
sales channel is the Internet, Dalmatienhaus has an office in Zadar where its central reservation
system is located. They are specialized for the German-speaking market and focused on offering
individual, high quality services in Croatia´s top destinations. Dalmatienhaus selections range
from apartments to exclusively furnished villas.

DANEX - UMAG d.o.o.
Danex-Umag is a tour operator established in 1990, specialized for Istria, and a representative of
Čedok Praha since 1993. A highly professional staff with over thirty years’ experience in tourism,
we offer a range of services for other tour operators, groups and individuals. We own 2 beautiful
Villas Danex I**** and Danex II****, both with swimming pools, massages, grills and Mediterranean
vegetation in Umag Punta, situated 150 m from the beach, as well as several luxury cars.

DEGENIJA TOURS
Degenija Tours travel agency, established in 2014, is an inbound operator from the Plitvice lakes
area, driven by passion and enthusiasm towards nature. The agency´s goals are to develop new
travel packages, promoting their destination and Croatia, and motivating tourists to stay in and
explore continental Croatia. They organize walking and hiking tours, gastro-tours which include
visits to local cheese manufacturers and distilleries. Additionally, they also provide transfers and
are mediators for ticket reservations and restaurant services.

DEKRA USLUGE d.o.o.
DEKRA Services travel agency operates in Zagreb and specializes in providing congress tourism,
event management and meeting organisation services, including extensive corporate services
associated with business travel. We provide our clients with immediate, high-quality services in
cooperation with our partners, both at home and abroad. We can deliver hotel accommodation
services and book airline tickets, make transport and transfer arrangements, arrange excursions,
and execute contracting and registration fee payments.

DESTINATIONS F-TOURS d.o.o.
Destinations F-TOURS d.o.o. travel agency operates both as DMC and tour operator. Our team
of professionals has extensive experience in all aspects of the tourism business. Our offer
includes a wide range of services for both individual and group travel in Croatia and abroad.
The Agency is actively involved in outgoing tourism with a special focus on school tourism and
group travel. All of our products and business processes are based on the principles of quality
management and customer satisfaction is always our main guideline.

DMK VALL042 d.o.o.
The main business activities of our company are event and happening organization, publishing and
tourism. The company organizes the International Hunting and Fishing Fair, held annually since
1996 and the Tourism Exchange PUT since 1999. Our main publishing activity is the Way to Croatia
professional travel magazine, but we also design and print tourism brochures, flyers, restaurant
menus etc. Among our activities in tourism, we have experience in organizing teambuilding
programs, food and wine tours, and programs in nature - in particular disc-golf programs.

DOM DOLIA d.o.o. - DOLIA TRAVEL
Located in the centre of Zagreb, we are a full service travel agency and cruise specialist. Our
mission is to send you on a cruise vacation that exceeds your expectations and offers you
exceptional value. Cruising has become the fastest growing segment of the global vacation
industry, but our cruise specialists provide only the finest and friendliest service in keeping with
the latest trends. No matter where in the world you want to set off to, your trip will be carefree
because, as your travel agent we take care of all of your travel needs.

DOMINIUM TRAVEL d.o.o.
Founded in Dubrovnik in 2013, Dominium Travel mediates in the sale of private accommodation.
With time Dominium has come to specialize in full property management and has expanded its
operations to cover laundry services. Siding with quality over quantity, Dominium seasonally
employs a team of 10 on top of its equally strong full-time staff. The agency’s strengths as
well as the determination of its founder and CEO, has gained recognition both in Croatia and
internationally - Slavica Grkeš was named Manager of the Year in 2016 by the Krug Association.

DRAFT d.o.o.

DRAFT
d.o.o.

Ljudevita Gaja 26/I, Pitomača

Our main priority is to popularize our local area – a destination offering exquisite food&drink
experiences in the unique landscapes of the Podravina and Western Slavonia regions. The
picturesque areas of Drava and Bilogora offer visitors truly authentic experiences of nature and
culture. With the Euro Velo 13 route, cyclists are our frequent guests and can enjoy various
custom arrangements and services. The intention of Draft travel agency is to help reveal the
locality in it all its beauty to incoming visitors and provide them with brand new experiences.

A.M. Relkovića 7
23000 Zadar
T: +385 91 5484454
info@dalmatienhaus.com
www.dalmatienhaus.com
Mr Josip Romfeld

DUBROVNIK PARTNER d.o.o.

Jadranska 55, Punta
52470 Umag
T: +385 52 742699
F: +385 52 742910
info@croatia-danexumag.com
www.croatia-danexumag.com
Ms Danica Bojković

EKLATA d.o.o.

Selište Drežničko 59
47245 Rakovica
T: +385 47 782143
F: +385 47 782030
info@degenija-tours.com
www.degenija-tours.com
Mr Ivan Lončar

After more than 15 successful years of experience our core business includes organization
of conferences and congresses, cultural, sport and entertainment events and manifestations,
exclusive weddings, organization of gala dinners with special authentic menus in exclusive
locations, expertise in protocol matters with cultural differences in mind, as well as the
appreciation of professional standards of the clients. Everything is tailor-made according to the
clients’ needs! We are a one stop DMC and Event shop! Meet us at www.dubrovnikpr.com.

DMC & Travel Agency Eklata, founded in 1991, is one of Croatia’s largest incoming tour operators
and an esteemed youth travel specialist. Our team consists of 20+ educated and experienced
professionals. Tailor-made packages, school trips, youth accommodation, summer party
programs and summer camps are our business specials. We are UHPA’s youth travel specialists.
The Croatian Chamber of Economy named Eklata Croatia’s third best mid size DMC in 2018.

EKUPI d.o.o.

IATA

ELITE TRAVEL d.o.o.

Horvatova 82
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 91 4030093
F: +385 1 6064429
marina.radunovic@dekra.com
Mr Daniel Divjanović
IATA

Elite Travel is a Croatian DMC with extensive experience in providing superior travel services to all
our clients and business partners. For over 10 years, as a full service DMC, we have provided expert
advice and personalized travel-planning, designed tailor-made programs, planned conference &
meetings and organized incentives. Elite Travel journeys reveal how stunning Croatia and the Adriatic
are through first-hand experience - exploring history, culture, cuisine, nature and adventure - with
the help of Elite Travel’s skilled professionals. Branch offices in: Makarska, Poreč, Split and Zagreb.

EL-PI TOURS d.o.o.

Trg Hrvatske bratske zajednice 2
21000 Split
T: +385 21 344842
F: +385 21 339609
desk@f-tours.hr
www.f-tours.hr
Ms Maja Božinović

Ivana Cankara 9a
42000 Varaždin
T: +385 99 819 6432
info@vall042.com
www.vall042.com
Ms Maja Šimenc

eKupi Travel is a part of www.ekupi.eu, the biggest regional ecommerce retailer and a part of
M San Group, the largest distributer in regional IT&CE market. Operates as full-service travel
agency for individual travelers and groups, leisure and business travelers and it is specialized in
online air ticket sales and business travel services while offering regular and low cost airlines,
as well as 100.000 accommodation properties in 185 countries around the world. Visit travel.
ekupi.eu!

Established in 1996, EL-PI Tours is a Croatian tour operator specialized in renting private apartments,
villas and hotels on the island of Krk - Malinska, Porat, Vantačići, Sv. Vid, Kijac etc. With extensive
experience in tourism, favorable prices, great offers of quality accommodation in many different types
of facilities with friendly hosts, and an individual approach toward every guest – we guarantee a
response to your every need. We will act on your every request so that you can spend the most
important days of the year pleasantly and come back again! Branch office in Njivice.

EMPYREAL TRAVEL d.o.o.

EMPYREAL TRAVEL
TOURIST AGENCY

Empyreal Travel d.o.o. is a travel agency specialized in providing accommodation in mobile
homes in Croatia. We offer a full range of services such as excursions, car and boat rentals,
event organization, transfers and more. We are open to cooperate with individuals and organized
groups. Our strategy is to establish a recognizable Mediteran Travel brand and develop it abroad
to promote inbound tourism to Croatia. Our goal is to provide high-quality accommodation and
outstanding services to guarantee an unforgettable travel experience to our customers.

Preradovićeva 9
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 5555872
F: +385 1 5555871
info@doliatravel.hr
www.doliatravel.hr
Ms Zrinka Mandić Milković

ENSERVA d.o.o.

Petra Svačića 29
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 95 1313 142
F: +385 1 2003481
info@book-dubrovnik.com
www.book-dubrovnik.com
Ms Slavica Grkeš

ENJOY DALMATIA - HERBERT d.o.o.

Headquartered on the island of Krk and established in 2008, travel agency ENSERVA Ltd.
mediates in providing hospitality services for the German speaking market on the island of
Krk. We specialize in offers customized specifically for dog owners and as such, we have been
certified as “Kvarner- Dog Friendly”. Our main goal and vision is to provide support and make
sure each and every one of our guests has an unforgettable stay on the “golden island”.

Enjoy Dalmatia is a Croatian-Irish travel agency founded in Split in 2012. We provide private
accommodation complimented by a variety of adventure sports/excursions to ensure memorable
Croatian holidays for our guests. Our goal is to specialize in provision of travel packages for
hillwalkers wishing to discover the Dalmatian hinterland and the surrounding mountain ranges.
We also organize weddings for foreign couples looking for a wedding that is exotic and different.
As a boutique firm, we are proud of our personalized approach to all of our guests.

Trg kralja Tomislava 21
33405 Pitomača
T: +385 91 6139616
info@draftdoo.hr
https://draftdoo.hr
Mr Davor Deskar

Vukovarska 26
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 20 448180
F: +385 20 358008
partner@dubrovnikpr.com
www.dubrovnikpr.com
Ms Tilda Bogdanović

Osječka 11
21000 Split
T: +385 21 544232
F: +385 21 543805
info@eklata.com
www.eklata.com
Mr Jurica Glavina
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Dalmatia Travel organizes excursions, transfers, mini bus, boat and car rentals, team building,
and accommodation in apartments and hotels along the Adriatic coast, with an emphasis on
the Šibenik-Knin County. The mission of our agency is to offer visitors original programs and
trips that have the added value of educating them on the cultural and historical heritage and
undiscovered beauty of the region of Dalmatia. Our experienced staff will be at your disposal to
ensure your overall satisfaction, whether you travel through Croatia or go abroad.

Skočići 6
22211 Lozovac, Šibenik
T: +385 91 3683323
traveldalmatia@gmail.com
www.dalmatia-travel.hr
Mr Predrag Skočić

Buzinski prilaz 10
10010 Zagreb
T: +385 1 6389479
F: +385 1 6389439
travel@ekupi.hr
www.ekupi.eu; www.travel.ekupi.eu
Mr Stipo Matić

Vukovarska 17
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 20 358200
F: +385 20 358303
elite@elite.hr
www.elite.hr; www.elitetravel.hr
Mr Marko Rešetar

Sveti Vid Miholjice 202
51511 Sveti Vid Miholjice
T: +385 51 859770
F: +385 51 859558
office@elpi-tours.com
www.elpi-tours.com
Ms Ljubica Lončar

Zakučac 10/d
21310 Omiš
T: +385 91 6039844
info@empyrealtravel.com
www.mediteran.travel/en
Ms Daniela Hasukić

Cancarovska 24
51515 Polje
T: +385 98 618813
info@krk-reisen.de
www.krk-reisen.eu
Ms Anita Stefanic

Put Supavla 1
21000 Split
T: +385 21 278433
F: +385 21 278228
info@enjoydalmatia.com
www.enjoydalmatia.com
Ms Lovrenka Rupčić

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

DALMATIA TRAVEL

EURO TOURS d.o.o.
Established in 1990 and located in Poreč, Euro Tours is the leading provider of quality holiday
apartments, villas and hotel accommodation services. We offer more than 3000 tourist
accommodation in Istria, Kvarner and Dalmatia. We also offer local excursions, such as: Brijuni
islands, Venice, Fish picnics, boat excursions... If you wish to exchange money or rent an
apartment – you are at the right place! Euro Tours is a young and dynamic team of professionals
changing the way the tourist business is done by considering your wishes and needs above all else.

EX NOVO d.o.o. - TARGET TRAVEL
Target Travel has been operating successfully since 2000, providing a wide range of touristic
services. Year after year, the quality of our work has been improving. The evidence is the
ever-increasing number of guests that choose our services. Among our services you will find:
accommodation (hotels, agro tourism, private accommodation and houses), excursions in Istria
- Croatia, Slovenia, Italy, tourist guide services, rent-a-car, boats, bikes, transfers, tours all over
Croatia, gastronomic tours, both for group and individual travel.

FEEL CROATIA W.A.Y.S.
Feel Croatia is a boutique agency from Zadar. If you want to experience our country’s natural
beauty, we have the shortcuts you are looking for. Tell us your wishes and we will make them
happen. Are you looking for the perfect luxury vacation villa? Explore our exclusive selection of
villas both on the coast and in the beautiful countryside. Our team is dedicated to providing highend concierge services and tailor-made experiences. Indulge in a stress-free luxury vacation
because we can customize an exceptional experience just for you.

FERAL-TOURS d.o.o.
Feral-Tours is a DMC specialized for Zadar region offering services in accommodation and
specialized tours. In business since 2004 we also cover charter offer (sailing boats, catamarans,
motor boats/yachts and gulets) along the entire Adriatic coast. Our staff is experienced,
communicating in four languages (English, French, Italian and German) and offering high level
of service. Our main goal is to represent Croatia at its’ best, creating memorable experiences
for our clients.

EPIC CROATIA - VIATOR TRAVEL d.o.o.
Epic Croatia is an incoming travel agency from Dubrovnik operating in Dalmatia and neighbouring
countries, Montenegro and Bosnia Herzegovina. We are focused on outdoor, cultural and
customized tours and day trips. Our core business are self-guided and guided cycling and hiking
trips for small groups and independent travellers. Our travel philosophy is conceived on the
principles of responsible and sustainable tourism, where the local guides and travel experts
introduce you to the highlights of Croatia through easy and moderate outdoor tours.

EPOCA TURIZAM d.o.o.
Since it was founded in 2003, Epoca Turizam has worked to contribute to and build both Istria
and Croatia as destinations with year round offers. In addition to traditional travel agency
services, the company continuously works to increase its tailor made capacities. Understanding
the needs of marginalized social groups, in 2014 the firm launched the “Stepping Out of Silence
- Deaf Friendly (DE) Project” adapting offers to meet the needs of the deaf. The company will
continue to profile itself as socially responsible, both in Istria and nationally.

ETNO ART TRAVEL - MALO SELO d.o.o.
Etno Art Travel is a receptive destination management company. We own two restaurants: the
Međimurski Dvori restaurant in Lopatinec and the Lovački Dvori restaurant in Čakovec. Our aim
is to enrich the range of tourism products in Međimurje by offering contemporary, high quality,
interesting and innovative tourist programs, as well as the traditional gastronomic products of
this area. Our long-term experience in the tourism industry and knowledge of every inch of our
region guarantee you an excellent vacation and unforgettable moments.

E-TOURS d.o.o.

IATA

E-Tours is a travel agency with 20 years of experience in leisure and business travel segment,
exclusive partner of global TMC company BCD Travel and part of Uniline group. We offer
online selection of low airfares at www.AvioKarte.COM.hr, as well as great deals on lodging at
www.Hoteli.COM.hr, amazing car rental rates at www.vozi.hr, cruises, vacation packages and
other great deals at www.etours.hr. More than twenty years of experience in online travel
segment is a guarantee of our excellence and the highest quality.

FILIDA - TRAVEL AGENCY d.o.o.

Svetog križa 3
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 20 313140
F: +385 20 313140
tomi@dubrovnikviator.com
www.epiccroatia.com
Mr Tomislav Čorić

Filida Travel was established in 2003 as a privately owned tour operator. Since then we became
MICE and PCO specialists, organizing events throughout Croatia and surrounding countries.
Putting special attention to details while organizing events we are incorporating local features
and produce in every aspect of event, making it unique and memorable. We also organize trips
all over the world for our clients providing them with accommodation, flight tickets, transfers to
destination, meeting rooms…

FIORE d.o.o.

Gradska vrata 36
52466 Novigrad
T: +385 52 726311
F: +385 52 758775
info@epoca360.com
www.epoca360.com
Ms Dušanka Starčević

Founded in 1992, Fiore tours acts both as tour operator and DMC, with its head office in
Poreč, own fleet of vehicles and complete gear for our adventure tours. Fiore is Croatia’s most
experienced operator for adventure, culture and gourmet travel. Every year Fiore pioneers over
500 guided and self-guided programs, from one-day to multi-day trips, adventure, cultural and
gourmet tours for singles, couples and groups. We offer a variety of walking/trekking, cycling,
sea kayak and multi-activity tours with guaranteed departures for small groups.

Vladimira Nazora 22
40311 Lopatinec
T: +385 40 856333
F: +385 40 856333
etnoart@etnoart-travel.com
www.etnoart-travel.com
Ms Tatjana Martinjaš

G.D. GUIDE d.o.o.

Garićgradska 18
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 6176127
F: +385 1 6176129
etours@etours.hr
www.etours.hr
Mr Zoran Šašić

GALAXY TRAVEL d.o.o.

G.D. Guide is a travel agency lead by a team of professionals specialized in cruising and health
tourism. Our staff is trained by cruise ship-owners and health tourism specialists in Croatia and
abroad. Through personalized guidance, we help all our clients find their ideal tourism service,
tailored to their needs, wishes and financial capabilities. We endeavour to emerge in new markets
and discover destinations which strive to make a difference in their approach to treatment and
rehabilitation. We work closely with the Kvarner Health Cluster.

IATA

Galaxy Travel Agency aims to provide a wide range of tourism services, drawing from extensive
experience to reach broad market recognition and become Split’s leading travel agent. A
licensed IATA agent, we offer professional consulting in MICE and travel business for clients the
world over. Galaxy travel designs and offers many thematic workshops and tours from cultural
and historical to adventurous and gastronomic. We will make sure you arrive safely and on time,
and return to home happy and satisfied after an unforgettable travel experience.

Partizanska 4/1
52440 Poreč
T: +385 52 433635
F: +385 52 433754
euro-tours@euro-tours.net
www.euro-tours.net
Mr Alen Babić

Tina Ujevića 12
52210 Rovinj
T: +385 52 817354
F: +385 52 817354
target@hi.htnet.hr
www.target-travel.com
Ms Gordana Ivanišević

Ulica Nikole Tesle 14d
23000 Zadar
T: +385 98 318845
feelcroatia@feelcroatia.hr
www.feelcroatia.hr
Ms Ivana Surać

Ugljanska 5
23000 Zadar
T: +385 98 220970
info@feral-tours.com
www.feral-tours.com
Ms Iva Bencun

Dore Pfanove 7
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 4616520
F: +385 1 4616521
info@filidatravel.hr
www.filidatravel.hr
Mr Ivan Kaselj, Ms Tatjana Mrzljak

Mate Vlašića 6
52440 Poreč
T: +385 52 431397
info@fiore.hr
www.fiore-tours.com
Mr Dalibor Rudan

Korzo 8
51000 Rijeka
T: +385 92 3885000
info@gdg.hr
www.travel.gdg.hr
Ms Vanda Scheidl

Ulica kralja Zvonimira 101
21000 Split
T: +385 21 571535
F: +385 21 571533
galaxy@galaxy-travel.hr
www.galaxy-travel.hr
Mr Ino Munitić

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

The beginnings of Eures Tim go back to 2005 when the agency was founded with the aspiration
to apply our years of experience and affirmative cooperation in congress tourism, encompassing
the meeting industry of the entire region. We organize corporate and events for associations
such as conferences, seminars, workshops, presentations, banquets, incentives and exhibitions
in Croatia and Europe; the rental of equipment for simultaneous interpretation, presentations and
conferences as well as a wide range of simultaneous and consecutive interpretation services.

Koturaška 69/III
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 6170728
F: +385 1 6170851
eures@eures-tim.com
www.eures-tim.com
Ms Martina Tretinjak Dananić
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GAT TRAVEL AGENCY d.o.o.
Located in Medulin, GAT travel agency specializes in sports related travel and accommodation.
We take pride in our successes over the past twenty years and have positioned ourselves as
experts in making pre-season training arrangements. Our services have been designed for a wide
variety of sports, with offers taking advantage of the mild climate, high quality accommodation
capacities, sports facilities and numerous cultural and natural sites. Our objective is to provide
adjustable offers that cater to the needs, wishes and expectations of any team.

GAVEIA d.o.o.
Gaveia d.o.o. is one of Croatia’s largest online travel agencies. Headquartered in Novigrad and
founded in 2015, Gaveia has developed 3 online booking platforms for 3 tourism niches in Europe
– camping, mobile homes and villas & holiday homes. We are an experienced team fully focused
on guest needs and our call centre allows for direct bookings and provides a continued support
service to our clients. From finding you the ideal accommodation, throughout your stay and to
your departure, know that our team is fully dedicated to making your holiday great.

GLOBTOUR EVENT d.o.o.

IATA

Globtour Event is a travel agency with over 40 years of experience in tourism and the exclusive
partner of the largest global business travel management company CWT for over 20 years.
Specialized in meetings and events (PCO, EMC), corporate travel (TMC), destination management
(DMC) and incentive travel, it provides high quality services to international customers in full
acknowledgement of cultural diversity and social responsibility. Thanks to continued improvements
in quality and environment management systems, Globtour ranks as a regional market leader.

GO ADVENTURE d.o.o.
Founded in 2015, Go Adventure is a DMC from Croatia that specializes in adventure tours as
well as private luxury programs. With us, you will find signature luxury itineraries in Croatia that
will really stand out, rent the best villas and unconventional luxurious accommodations, and
charter yachts. We believe in first-hand experience and that is why we organize everything for
our guests ourselves. Creating the majority of itineraries with our own guides, our vehicles, and
our equipment is a personal guarantee of the highest quality for our partners.

GOADRIA TOURIST AGENCY
GoAdria is Aminess Hotels & Campsites’ in-house travel agency designed to provide its guests
with a vast array of services in all Aminess accommodation facilities in Istria, on the island
of Krk and in Dalmatia. We specialize in day trips and airport transfers. Our vast network of
interconnected partners makes it possible to cater to our guests’ varied needs. From individual
excursions to tailor made groups’ itineraries, GoAdria can be your trusted travel planner.

GOLDEN LEAF TOURS d.o.o.
Golden Leaf is an innovative Croatian upscale Property Management Company established in
2014. Specializing in high quality short-term rentals, we provide a seamless experience for both
our owners and guests. We consult with our owners in preparing their properties to welcome
guests and manage the entire process from our first communication with the guests to their final
departure.

GULLIVER TRAVEL d.o.o.
Gulliver travel, founded on February 1, 1989 as the first private travel agency in Dubrovnik, is currently
the leading DMC in the region and a part of TUI Group, the leading travel company in the world.
Activities: Cruises, Tours, Excursions, Catamaran, Ground handling, Accommodation, Transfers,
Guest service, Shore Excursions & Port Agency.
Head office: Dubrovnik. Branch offices: Split, Poreč, Vukovar.

HIT DALMATIA d.o.o.
HIT Dalmatia travel agency was founded in 2018 in Split. The agency primarily works in hotel
and tourism management and its niche specialization is event management. Trained, seasoned
industry professionals make up our team of destination and event management experts. Our
experience and work ethic, paired with our long-term business partnerships and the ability to
adjust to a client´s needs, are guarantees of our success, professionalism and client satisfaction.

Antuna Mihanovića 8
42000 Varaždin
T: +385 42 201756
F: +385 42 201828
info@galileo-varazdin.hr
www.galileo-varazdin.hr
Ms Martina Čumbrek

Osipovica 32
52203 Medulin
T: +385 52 576799
F: +385 52 576799
gat@pu.t-com.hr
www.gat.hr
Mr Alen Bernobić

IDEA PUTOVANJA d.o.o.

Ulica rijeke Raše 7
52466 Novigrad
T: +49 89 262 004 318
uprava@gaveia.com
www.adriacamps.com
Mr Alen Salamun

ILI LUXURY TRAVEL - ILIOS TRAVEL COMPANY d.o.o.

Trg N.Š. Zrinskog 1
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 4881100
F: +385 1 4881119
info@globtour.hr
www.globtour.hr
Ms Vesna Pritchard

Ulica kralja Petra Krešimira IV 5
21000 Split
T: +385 91 4500400
info@goadventure.hr
www.goadventure.hr
Mr Ivan Eremut

Mirna 2
52466 Novigrad
T: +385 52 555555
info@goadria.com
www.goadria.com
Ms Zrinka Bokulić

Mostarska 104
21000 Split
T: +385 21 542059
info@goldenleafproperties.com
www.croatiaholidaytravel.com
Mr Maksimilijan Šprung

Obala Stjepana Radića 25
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 20 410888
F: +385 20 410890
gulliver@gulliver.hr
www.gulliver.hr
Mr Hrvoje Jelić, Ms Vesna Zeneral-Matijašić

Osječka 11
21000 Split
T: +385 21 542030
info@hitdalmatia.com
www.hitdalmatia.com
Mr Ivan Glavina

A group of enthusiasts who started with projects such as 60 days Around the World, 90 days
around the world and Lifetime adventures founded Croatian Travel Club in 2015. The agency’s
programs are created for those travellers who want to get acquainted with the autochthonous, to
approach local communities, to discover their customs, culture and, of course, to visit their most
famed sights. The agency organizes kayaking and daily jeep safari tours and off-road excursions
in Central and North Dalmatia in comfortable Nissan Terrano 4x4 SUVs.

Idea Putovanja was founded in 2015 in Zagreb with the goal of creating innovative travel solutions
and organising travel packages with an accent on unique experiences. With a foundation based
on extensive experience in organising travel, the agency provides services in several categories,
including: the Mediterranean, Family vacations, Wellness, Cruises, the Adriatic, Weekend trips and so
on – both in Croatia and abroad. Five years into running a successful business, our team has excelled
in providing quality in service and professional efficiency in business. Branch office in Zagreb.

ILI Luxury Travel offers a broad spectrum of authentic, inspirational and ‘beyond the ordinary’
travel experiences in Croatia and the Western Balkan region. We specialize in designing
custom-made and highly personalized travel services that include, but are not limited to, multi-day
/ multi-country travels, yacht charter / island hopping, local gastronomy / wine encounters,
nature / scenic excursions, historical / cultural discoveries, transfer services, boutique hotel /
villa / resort bookings, slow adventure, Adriatic luxury events, and much more.

ILIJADA d.o.o.
Ilijada is a destination management company based in Split. We specialize in food & wine tourism
and cultural travel. Our company applies its tourism know-how in creating and implementing
travel products, from classic accommodation, passenger transport and sightseeing with expert
guidance, to more complex multi-day and multi-nation experiences. Our staff have been
operating in the travel market since 1998.

ILIRIJA d.d. – ILIRIJA TRAVEL
Ilirija travel is a part of Ilirija d.d. group, which covers 3 main segments of tourism offers: hotel
industry, nautics and camping. Ilirija Travel provides additional support in the form of highquality
gourmet, DMC and PCO services. It comprises the Zadar region’s MICE offer of transfers, vessels
and the organization of incentives, provides tailor-made programs, conference & meetings
planning, incentive organization, revealing the stunning Zadar region, its history, culture, cuisine,
nature, adventure and much more.

ILIŠKOVIĆ d.o.o. KORKYRA INFO
Established in 2006, KORKYRA INFO is a travel agency specialized in providing road and sea
transfers, as well as car, scooter, bike and boat rentals. We organize excursions by boat, bus or
private car around the island of Korčula and in the region of Southern Dalmatia. We also offer
hotel and private accommodation booking. Our dynamic team in Korčula works all-year-round.
Our offices / info-points can be found in Korčula, Dubrovnik, Dubrovnik Airport Čilipi and in Hotel
Radisson, Dubrovnik.

ILMO d.o.o.
Ilmo turizam is a family-run agency with years of experience in the travel industry. The agency
was founded in 1991. We mainly deal in English language courses for business people in Zagreb
taught exclusively by native speakers, as well as foreign language courses taught in countries
where the language being taught is spoken. Courses can be organised all year round for pupils
of 12 years of age and up. We also organize meetings, exhibitions, symposiums, congresses and
conventions, accommodation, excursions and transfers.

JAMMARK d.o.o.
Founded in 1995, Jammark is a privately owned retailer from Zagreb covering both the outgoing
and incoming tourism segment. Our small but dedicated team will cater to all your needs
including: air packages, active holidays, cruises, car and coach rental, group and private tours,
wellness, MICE, luxury travel and much more. We strive to provide a unique and innovative
service to our clients with emphasis on tailoring our offers to the client needs and wishes, both in
terms of value for money and quality of service.

JOURNEY 2 CROATIA d.o.o.
A luxury travel DMC catering to high-end leisure and corporate travellers, Journey2Croatia
specializes in customizing your travel experience. We create travel experiences with a unique
approach and personal touch. Our mission is to offer, plan and organize premium, custom made
tours, yacht/boat charter, city tours, excursions, luxury accommodation in hotels and villas,
transfers (land & sea), special events, incentives and any other travel services a client may need
during their trip.

Velimira Škorpika 17b
22000 Šibenik
T: +385 22 332661
F: +385 22 332661
info@hrvatskiklubputnika.com
www.hrvatskiklubputnika.com
Mr Nikola Baraka

Žumberačka 4
10430 Samobor
T: +385 1 4008180
F: +385 1 4008185
info@ideaputovanja.hr
www.ideaputovanja.hr
Ms Gabrijela Koščica

Jezerska 32 c
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 3816616
info@ililuxurytravel.com
www.ililuxurytravel.com
Ms Romana Šešlak

Kralja Zvonimira 14/IV
21000 Split
T: +385 99 3352122
F: +385 21 656006
joanna@ilijada.eu
www.ilijada.eu
Ms Joanna Kalinowska - Lukačević

Tina Ujevića 7
23210 Biograd na Moru
T: +385 23 383556
F: +385 23 383008
sales@ilirija-travel.com
www.ilirija-travel.com
Mr Goran Ražnjević

Ulica 58 br.5
20260 Korčula
T: +385 20 711750
F: +385 20 711161
info@korkyra.info
www.korkyra.info
Mr Vlado Ilišković

Pantovčak 9
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 3776832
F: +385 1 3776353
ilmo@ilmo.hr
www.ilmo.hr
Ms Snježana Pružek

Milana Ogrizovića 32/I
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 4922250
F: +385 1 4922251
info@jammark.hr
www.jammark.hr
Mr Miljenko Miščević

Majpruzi 12
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 99 2786171
info@journey2croatia.com
www.journey2croatia.com
Ms Ivana Tomić

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

An individual approach, innovation, experience of our staff, guarantees the quality of our service.
Our team of experts will provide you with professional advice. Our greatest satisfaction comes
from serving large numbers of satisfied clients who have experienced the joys and inspiration of
travel. Our offer includes individual and group packages, school trips, excursions, tailormade and
packages tours in Croatia and abroad, business travel, and team-building programs, transfers
and coach rental.

HRVATSKI KLUB PUTNIKA d.o.o.
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GALILEO TRAVEL d.o.o.

LEONIDAS TRAVEL d.o.o.
Leonidas Travel is a high quality tour operator here to ensure your most amazing Croatia vacations.
Experienced agents and collaborators guarantee the best, care free, tailor-made journey which
corresponds with the clients’ interests and desires. We enjoy making your Croatia experience
unforgettable. Our team of travel experts makes sure each client is treated with care and respect.
Itineraries are completely tailor-made according to clients’ criteria, interests, predispositions,
capabilities, wishes and expectations. Share your dreams and watch them happen.

JUNG SKY d.o.o.
Jung Sky is a privately owned airline operator from Croatia that has been successfully providing
business and private (tourist) flights to destinations throughout Europe and northern Africa
for 11 years now. Although based in Croatia, more than 95% of their clients and passengers
are foreigners. In 2018, the company included travel agency operations into its business and
introduced Vipcation – a special VIP arrangement that connects selected European cities with
Croatia’s tourist jewels and combines a private jet flight with a high-class 5* hotel accommodation.

KABAL TOURS d.o.o. - VILLAS HVAR
Kabal Tours is one of the leading travel agencies on Hvar, specialised in providing accommodation
as well as vehicle and vessel rentals, transfers and excursions. We are a team of dedicated
professionals; personal service is our trademark. In 2008, we launched www.hvartouristik. com, and
in due time noticed the need for a luxury accommodation specialist on the island – that is how www.
villashvar.com was born in 2013. Created with love, Villas Hvar represents our passion toward our
job, as well as our passion toward our amazingly beautiful island.

KIRA TRAVEL d.o.o.
Kira Travel Destination Management Company provides tailor-made travel services in Croatia
to professional travel organizers and incentive houses. Our service is fully customer focused,
whether we are organizing luxury unforgettable holidays, complete group activities and services
for incentive program and events or trips for leisure holidays. At Kira travel we specialize in
creating unique and thrilling experiences. Just leave it up to our unique network and we will give
your journey a place and a shape. Quick, flexible and creative!

KONCEPT PUTOVANJA d.o.o.
Koncept travel is a privately owned company. Our agency offers wide range of travel services for
individual and group travel in Croatia and abroad: outbound and inbound tourism, tailormade and
package tours, school excursions, pilgrimage tours, business travel, team-building programs,
transfers, coach rental, conventions, congresses, etc. Our special major strength lies in a
creative, experienced and hardworking key executive team. Contact us with confidence, we are
here because of you! Discover our wonderful and unique country through and through.

KORČULA ADVENTURES d.o.o.
Korčula Adventures is a boutique tour operator specialized in providing luxury packages, including
guest reception, private transfers, accommodation, concierge services, yacht day trips and a wide
range of adventure tours. We create unique, personalised journeys for clients from the USA, UK,
Canada and Australia and are members of a number of prestigious associations. Privacy and
exclusivity are a priority but what ultimately defines a holiday is not where you stay, but what you
experience – and with that in mind, we go out of our way for our clients.

KVARNER EXPRESS d.o.o.
Travel agency Kvarner Express Ltd. has been in business for over 55 years. Thanks to our
extensive experience in the tourism industry, our success has been based on qualitative tourism
offers and high quality professional services. By and large, we are engaged in booking private
accommodation in apartments and holiday homes, but we also offer our guests boat and bus
excursions as well as exchange services. We are certain our rich selection of offers will include
something for you, and we hope we will justify your confidence.

L.C.T. TRAVEL d.o.o.
L.C.T Travel is a travel agency from Split, specialized in individual and group travel, providing
transfers, airline tickets, private and hotel accommodation as well as organizing programs. Our
main goal is customer satisfaction and striving to create an authentic experience for everybody.
We offer you the essentials for the perfect holiday: exceptional value for money, our destination
know-how and an eye for detail. We are an agency for people who share our passion for travel
and our vision is to deliver the best and most exciting experiences to our clients!

Strojarska cesta 20
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 99 5899476
agency@jungsky.hr
www.jungsky.hr; www.vipcation.eu
Ms Jasna Jung

LT KONTURE d.o.o.

Jurja Škarpe 13
21460 Stari Grad
T: +385 91 1717580
info@villashvar.com
www.villashvar.com
Ms Majda Moškatelo

MAGTOURS d.o.o.

LT Konture is a travel agency founded in 2015 specialized in destination management, sustainable
and special interest tourism. The company´s goal is to become the leader in the sustainable tourism
movement for the area of South-east Europe by launching exemplary products and services that
showcase its dedication to the local community and the environment. Our business is founded
on personal marketing, quality networking, entrepreneurship, attentiveness and an individual
approach that puts our clients in the centre of our attention.

Travel and maritime agency Magtours was established in 1989 as member of Adriagroup, and in
the year 2004 became an independent company with its head office in Split and a branch office
in Šibenik. We offer a range of services for groups and individual travel: accommodation in hotels
and apartments, air tickets, cruising in Croatia and abroad, rent a car, team-building, tours and
excursions etc. More than 20 years Magtours provides air ticketing and worldwide travel service
assistance to seamen. Make your journey simple.

IATA

O.J.Viculina 21
21215 Kaštel Lukšić
T: +385 21 340964
info@kiratravel.com
www.kiratravel.com
Ms Suzana Đapić

MAISTRA TRAVEL AGENCY - MAISTRA d.d.

Ivana Generalića 3
48000 Koprivnica
T: +385 48 221666
F: +385 48 221777
koncept.kc@gmail.com
www.konceptputovanja.hr
Ms Biljana Budin

MAKARSKA TOURISTIK d.o.o.

Lumbarda 44
20263 Lumbarda
T: +385 20 712253
F: +385 20 712328
info@korculaadventures.com
www.korculaadventures.com
Mr Zoran Franotović

MARANTA d.o.o. SPLIT

Obala Maršala Tita 53
52221 Rabac
T: +385 52 872225
F: +385 52 872127
info@kvarner-express.hr
www.kvarner-express.hr
Ms Jasminka Perhat Milevoj

MARBIS d.o.o.

Ruđera Boškovića 13
21000 Split
T: +385 91 4003866
info@lct-travel.com
www.lct-travel.com
Ms Ivona Mikelić Karabatić

A part of Maistra PCO, the Maistra Travel Agency was founded in 2011 in Rovinj, building on 50
years of experience in the hospitality industry. Maistra is a part of the Adris Group and is one of
Croatia’s leading tourism companies. It manages 10 hotels, 8 tourist villages, and 6 campsites
in Rovinj and Vrsar, with a total accommodation capacity exceeding 35.000 beds. Maistra Travel
Agency offers Maistra a unique opportunity to deliver excellent services in a joint mission to fulfil
the needs of our guests while making their every visit a memorable experience.

Founded in 2017, Makarska Touristik specializes in providing accommodation services in Central
Dalmatia. We are personally acquainted with our offer of carefully selected modern and luxurious
apartments and holiday homes. We organize one-day excursions to Croatia’s most famed
destinations and guests are especially interested in our wine tours. We also offer boat rentals
and arrange transfers, rent a car, scooter and bicycle services. Our young and motivated team
use their knowledge and experience to provide professional services from beginning to end.

Established in 1993 and located in Split, Maranta travel agency has operated continuously to
become one of Croatia’s most trustworthy travel agents. We are a family owned agency with a
modern approach and a team consisting of real tourism connoisseurs with extensive experience.
Over the years, we have developed strong business partnerships with service providers ensuring
our guests receive high quality services. Our partners are reliable hotels, transfer agencies,
restaurants and experienced tour guides and we have a long list of satisfied guests.

MARBIStours
IATA

Marbis d.o.o. is a tour operator and destination management company, creating unique
programs for individual guests and groups for more than 27 years. We offer a range of services
for group and individual travel: outbound and inbound tourism, tailor-made tours, organisation
of congresses and seminars, school excursions, pilgrimage tourism, transfers, wine tours,
incentive and teambuilding tours, air tickets, summer and winter vacations. Book high quality
accommodation in an undiscovered and different part of Croatia - Koprivnica.

MARCO POLO TOURS d.o.o.

tours

Marco Polo tours is a travel agency that specializes in incoming, B2B, and tour operator services
for Croatia and the wider region of South-eastern Europe. Our main activities have revolved
around providing tailored regional tours for groups of varying sizes, organizing cultural events
(like the Choir Festival CANTATE CROATIA and the brass band festival MusicFest Croatia event
in Pula), coordinating performance tours for choirs or music groups, MICE services at numerous
attractive locations, as well as a wide range of logistics for event planning.

Becićeva 6
51000 Rijeka
T: +385 51 553334
F: +385 51 553341
info@leonidastravel.com
www.leonidastravel.com
Mr Giorgio Surian

Prigorska 31, Prekvršje
10362 Kašina/Zagreb
T: +385 97 6522778
info@konture.eu
www.konture.eu
Ms Ines Poljak Aritonović

Draga 1
22000 Šibenik
T: +385 22 201150
F: +385 22 201155
info@magtours.com
www.magtours.com
Ms Ivana Šišara

Obala V. Nazora 6
52210 Rovinj
T: + 385 52 800264
agencija.maistra@maistra.hr
www.maistra.hr
Mr Tomislav Popović

Kralja Zvonimira 4a
21300 Makarska
T: +385 21 607911
info@makarska-touristik.com
www.makarska-touristik.com
Mr Kristijan Dugandžić

Table 25
21000 Split
T: +385 21 323880
F: +385 21 317710
maranta@maranta.hr
www.maranta.hr
Mr Tonći Tomaš

Taraščice 15
48000 Koprivnica
T: +385 48 240520
F: +385 48 626670
marbis@marbis.hr
www.marbis.hr
Mr Luka Knezić

Ivana Mažuranića 21
52210 Rovinj
T: +385 52 830978
F: +385 52 830978
info@marcopolo.hr
www.marcopolo.hr
Mr Igor Petrović

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

Lang International is an incoming travel agency established in 1993 with its head office located
in the centre of Pula. Our travel services portfolio includes, both for individual and group travel:
accommodation in hotels, villas, private apartments and holiday homes, packaged summer
holidays, cruises, gastronomic and wine tours, active holidays, half and full day excursions
and tours, concert and sports event ticket sales etc. We also have long term experience in
organization of holidays for groups of high school and college students.

Flanatička 11
52100 Pula
T: +385 52 212926
F: +385 52 215060
lang-international@pu.t-com.hr
www.croatia-lang.com
Ms Irena Pliško
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Prirodoslovni muzej u Metkoviću mjesto je gdje
se susrećete s autentičnom Neretvom, punom
iznenađenja, zvukova, boja i mirisa.

IATA

Since its beginnings in 1994, Marine Air travel agency has grown into a reliable market player and is
constantly among the top travel agencies in Croatia’s corporate travel industry. We are specialized
for marine travel and corporate travel management. Our highly professional and dedicated team
of 25 continuously trained experts, in our offices in Zagreb, Rijeka and Split, are a guarantee for
efficient and impeccable service. We are our clients’ reliable partner in everyday business travel
processes and travel decision-making all year round, 24/7. Branch offices in: Rijeka and Split.

MARIVATURIST d.d.
Established in 1954, Marivaturist travel agency with its head office in Makarska, has a very
long tradition and extensive experience in tourism. We are specialized in providing high quality
accommodation in hotels, apartments and rooms throughout the region – in Makarska, Brela,
Baška Voda, Tučepi, Podgora, Drašnice and Zaostrog. Marivaturist also offers: tours, half and
full day excursions by coach or boat, winter vacations, rent–a–car services, yacht charter,
lighthouses, foreign currency exchange, souvenirs etc. Branch offices in: Baška Voda and Brela.

Sve promjene i današnja borba da se nastavi
skladan suživot čovjeka i živog svijeta mogu se
pratiti u digitalnom i interaktivnom obliku. Pjev
ptica koji vas okružuje i šum vode u prostoru,
pretvaraju vaš posjet u jedinstveno iskustvo
zvukova, glasova, svjetla i riječi. Korak po korak,
sve više ste uronjeni u intimno putovanje i introspektivni dijalog.

MEDITERAN ADRIA d.o.o.

Provodeći ugodno vrijeme u Muzeju, svatko

MERIDIEN TEN d.o.o.

ovdje pronalazi
priču kojainvites
ga nekakoyou
povedei
The Multimedia Metkovic Natural History
museum
onu an
sjećanja
na
njegov
zavičaj.
interactive journey through the amazing world of the Neretva delta

www.pmm.hr

Prirodoslovni muzej Metković

MARE- PANONIUM TOURS d.o.o.
Mare Panonium tours is a privately owned agency established in 1990, with its head office in
Vinkovci and branch office in Osijek, operated by 5 highly skilled professionals, with several years
of experience in outbound and inbound tourism sectors. We offer a range of services for both
group and individual travel. Mare Panonium tours specialize in group travel, school excursions,
family packages, transfers, congress organization, individual package etc. The Mare Panonium
tours team is constantly seeking to exceed our customers’ expectations.

MARE TOURS
Mare Tours is located in Vrbnik on the island of Krk and was founded in 2003. We offer a
wide range of services including accommodation, tailor-made trips for groups & individuals,
excursions & activities, bike, car and boat rentals, an exchange office and much more. Relying on
our extensive knowledge of the area and love for the destination, through an individual approach
we create unique programs, provide quality services and ensure personalized travel experiences.
Enjoy!

MARICOM d.o.o.
Maricom Tourist Service is a destination management company based in Pag. It was founded in
1994. The areas of activity consist of private and hotel accommodation, transfers and excursions.
As an added value, we would like to point out our own boutique Hotel Intermezzo with 4 stars
located near the center of old town Pag. If you want to find out about the history of Pag, and meet
its treasures like lace, salt and the way local residents live their lives - our team is here for you!

MARINA TOURS d.o.o.
Marina Tours is a private travel agency established in 1992, providing accommodation in private
apartments and rooms in Punat on Krk. Through long term cooperation with approximately 30
agencies from Austria, Germany, Italy, Czech Republic, Denmark, Netherland and Slovenia,
we’ve acquired substantial experience in dealing with visitor reception and offering information
to our guests. Apart from providing accommodation services with over 150 units, we also offer
excursions in Croatia and abroad, in cooperation with our foreign partners.

Hrvatskih kraljeva 16
32100 Vinkovci
T: +385 32 333644
F: +385 32 333664
agencija@mare-panonium-tours.hr
www.mare-panonium-tours.hr
Ms Marija Pavošević

Pojana 4
51516 Vrbnik
T: +385 51 604400
info@mare-vrbnik.com
www.mare-vrbnik.com
Ms Matilda Braut

S. Radića 2
23250 Pag
T: +385 98 449570; +385 23 629215;
+385 23 612266
maricom@zd.t-com.hr
www.pag-tourist-service.hr
Ms Sanja Buljanović

Ulica Ivana Gorana Kovačića 83
51521 Punat
T: +385 51 854375
F: +385 51 854340
info@marina-tours.hr
www.marina-tours.hr
Ms Lelica Fabrični Markič

Mediteran Adria – or MedAdria – was founded in 2008 to provide a varied range of travel products
for both individual guests and groups. From the beginning, its guiding principle was to offer
tailor made holidays with the local community, destination and the environment in mind. The
agency has strengthened its position as one of Croatia’s leading tour operators by providing
the best solutions for its partners and clients. With a team of experienced professionals who
are passionate about travel, MedAdria strives to become Croatia’s number one travel company.

Meridien Ten, founded in 1991, is a travel agent located in Split. Our multi-lingual professional
and efficient staff will certainly meet all your requirements. Moreover, as we tend to be up to
date with the most recent trends in travel, we have prepared a number of special programs for
those wishing to discover Croatia’s history, culture, gastronomy or wine offer. Meridien Ten, a fun
friendly company, has developed a special department for active and adventure holidays, bike
tours, sailing courses, hiking, rafting, cannoning and sea-kayaking.

MERKUR 5 d.o.o.
Established in 2015 by a team of five enthusiastic individuals, Merkur 5 is a travel agency based
in Split. As a collective, we value curiosity and versatility, two traits that motivate us in bringing
our customers closer to a completely new level of travel experience. Aside from organizing travel,
we provide accommodation in our authentic and luxurious apartments; we also own a hair salon
and operate an exchange office in the centre of Split. Our strategy is to combine all of our assets
to offer a unique package to our customers.

M-G EXPRESS d.o.o.
Established in 1994, M-G Express acts both as tour operator and DMC with its head office based
in the Istrian town of Kanfanar. We offer a range of services for both group and individual travel.
Our travel programs suit people wishing to discover the full secrets of Croatia’s beauty as well as
those of neighbouring countries. We are specialized in group travel, but equally we provide the
same upmost attention to our individual guests and family travel. We believe in the best quality
for the best price, making your dreams come true.

MIRAMAR TRAVEL
Founded in 2005, Miramar Travel is a family agency - young but experienced. Our intention is to
help anyone in need of assistance in planning their vacation abroad. It stands to reason that we
offer accommodation of various types, villas, private apartments and hotels to individuals and /
or groups. We can also provide assistance in making plans for sightseeing tours and excursions.
We are in business all year round - if you should choose us, we will not disappoint.

MIRAMOCLUB d.o.o.
MiramoClub Internet agency was formed as a logical continuation of the development strategy
based on long experience in managing charter bases including our own fleet. Listening to the
needs of clients looking for high quality services in boat chartering has resulted in the best
internet service for boat reservations. Our mission is to offer our clients the best information and
top quality services in line with the highest ethical standards, respect, devotion and honesty, with
continual critical review aimed to achieve excellence and top results.

MK TURIZAM d.o.o.
MK Tourism Enterprises Ltd. was established in 1996 and since then has been operating
successfully offering accommodation, tours and special programs in Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Montenegro and Serbia. We are a wholesale tour operator specialized for
tailormade group travel to these countries, building on more than 20 years of experience. Our
on-thespot location gives us full access to any conceivable services and provides you with a high
level of quality, competitive rates and excellent know-how. We are UHPA and DRV members.

Obala kralja Tomislava 15
21300 Makarska
T: +385 21 615644
F: +385 21 615327
agencija@marivaturist.hr
www.marivaturist.hr
Mr Ivo Šodan

Janka Polić Kamova 83
51000 Rijeka
T: +385 51 312278
F: +385 51 312023
info@medadria.com
www.medadria.com
Mr Janko Mavrović

Ivana pl. Zajca 7
21000 Split
T: +385 21 388951
F: +385 21 388954
info@meridien.hr
www.meridienten.com
Ms Dinka Tartaglia

Kopilica 25 b
21000 Split
T: +385 21 490636
F: +385 21 490622
travel@merkur5.hr
www.merkur5travel.com
Ms Martina Marinović

Šorići 24 G
52352 Kanfanar
T: +385 52 848149
F: +385 52 848225
info@mgexpress.hr
www.mgexpress.hr
Ms Maria-Gracia Baćac

Tina Ujevića 14
51260 Crikvenica
T: +385 51 785681
F: +385 51 785683
info@miramartravel.net
www.miramartravel.net
Mr Andrej Blažičević

IV Maksimirsko naselje 28
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 2444100
F: +385 1 2444101
info@miramoclub.com
www.miramoclub.com
Ms Petra Jurišin

Zadarska 17
22211 Vodice
T: +385 95 1970702
info@mkturizam.com
www.mkturizam.com
Ms Marija Klišanin

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

Oblikujte vlastitu priču o delti Neretve

Trg kralja Tomislava 2
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 4922140
F: +385 1 4922141
officezag@marineair.hr
www.marineair.hr
Ms Morana Bolfek
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NAUTIKA CENTAR NAVA d.o.o.
As one of Croatia’s oldest charter companies (est. in 1990) we are a leading travel agent and
DMC for boating on the Adriatic. Our offer includes top catamarans, sail and motorboats with
competent crews who can cater to any type of request. With a charter fleet in Split, Slano and
Rogoznica, we specialize in tailor made cruises – honeymoon, island hopping and wine tasting,
team building, corporate regatta... Our team loves a challenge and together with our partners
(restaurants, transfers, and family-run farms), an unforgettable sailing experience is guaranteed.

Foto: Ivo Biočina, CNTB

NEOBIČNA PUTOVANJA d.o.o. - JUNGLE TRIBE
Neobična putovanja/Unusual Trips is travel agency specialized in low budget adventure trips the
world over. We are a part of the regional brand Jungle Tribe which has been organizing trips of
this variety for the past eight years. Our primary goal is to grant our clients an experience of local
life and the discovery of something other than the usual tourist attractions. Going forward, we
would like to promote Croatia as a desirable backpacker and adventure tourism destination. Our
biggest award is the smile on a traveller’s face upon their return from a trip.

Foto: Ivo Biočina, CNTB

Foto: Sky Action, Šibenik Knin County Tourist Board

Foto: Sky Action

NIBA TOURS d.o.o.
Niba Tours is one of the oldest travel agencies in Podravina. The core of our business is the
organization and realization of travel arrangements for all kinds of clients, as well as the mediation
in selling travel arrangements and packages of our subagents. We also organize excursions and
tours for group and individual travel with professional guides, transfers, information and travel
assistance, and bus or airline tickets. The future business strategy of the company is based on
bringing guests to the Koprivnica and Virovitica counties.

NIK d.o.o.

IATA

MOLARIS TRAVEL DMC d.o.o.
Founded in 2013, Molaris travel DMC is a young company, but our staff has vast experience in
tourism. We provide contemporary tourists with all the necessary services, including: private,
hotel and campsite accommodation, organized bus and boat excursions, tailor-made excursions,
travel packages, cruises, wellness and ski packages and many other related services. With our
individual approach we try our best to make all our guests satisfied and joyful visitors, who will
remain loyal to our destinations – the island of Krk, Kvarner and Croatia.

MOLNAR TRAVEL d.o.o.
Family owned company Molnar Travel d.o.o. was established in 1991, with its head office in
Bjelovar and 20+ highly educated and well experienced employees. Molnar Travel owns 40
modern, high quality Setra and Mercedes tourist buses with air-conditioning, CD, DVD, WC,
ABS... Our travel services include: individual and group travel arrangements, school excursions
in Croatia and abroad, transfer/transportation services with buses and mini buses. We are a
member of UHPA since 2002.

MONDO TRAVEL d.o.o.

IATA

Mondo Travel is a tour operator and DMC for travel in Croatia and its surroundings. We can
provide you with the best services for your group and individual tours, guaranteed departures,
incentives, luxury private tours, congress projects and team-building. Our mission is to fulfil
our clients’ needs. In our programs we aim to introduce our guests to the amazing diversity of
Croatia’s natural landscapes, turbulent history and rich cuisine. We are looking forward to your
visit, or meeting at your office. Contact us with confidence.

MSC KRSTARENJA d.o.o.
MSC Cruises is the world´s largest privately-owned cruise company, headquartered in Geneva.
MSC Krstarenja acts as a general sales agent for MSC Cruises, as well as for SNAV, selling ferry
tickets and cargo space. The fleet currently comprises of 19 modern and elegantly designed
ships, offering an unparalleled holiday experience. The fleet is projected to grow to 23 cruise
ships by 2024 with options for further vessel orders in place through 2027. The company is
present in 81 countries and employs over 30.500 people. Branch offices in: Split and Zagreb.

Dubašljanska 76
51511 Malinska
T: +385 51 859951
F: +385 51 859951
ivica.bogovic@molaris.com.hr
www.island-krk-vacations.eu
Mr Ivica Bogović

Ivana Gundulića 12
43000 Bjelovar
T: +385 43 252038
F: +385 43 252864
info@molnartravel.hr
www.molnartravel.hr
Mr Darko Molnar

Nikole Tesle 14
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 7777 980; +385 1 4832 143;
+385 1 4832 141
info@mondotravel.hr
www.mondotravel.hr
Mr Ivo Pilat

Sv. Križa 3
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 20 313173
F: +385 20 313174
booking@msckrstarenja.hr
www.msckrstarenja.com
Mr Neven Delić

Headquartered in Šibenik, and with branch offices in Primošten, Šibenik, Tisno and Vodice, NIK travel
agency has successfully operated for over 30 years as a family owned business, providing reliable
and high quality services to clients and partners from all over the world. We offer a range of travel
services for both individual and group travel, excursions, tours, cruises, fairs, conferences, sport events,
air tickets, rent-a car, transfers, yacht charter and many other travel services. We are specialized for
accommodation in hotels and private homes. Branch offices in: Primošten, Tisno and Vodice.

NIKAL d.o.o.
Nikal d.o.o. is a private travel agency established in 2012 with its head office in Zagreb, the
capital of Croatia. The primary orientations of the agency are cruise tours throughout all regions
of Turkey. Thanks to direct contacts we are in the position to design and organize trips which
will suit the individual preferences of different groups, while retaining superior service. Our staff
are highly motivated and trained to the highest standards. We aim to provide the best service we
possibly can to all our customers.

NIKI TRAVEL d.o.o.
A successful DMC located in Split, Niki Travel are a well-trained team with a wealth of knowledge,
proficient in organising travel to your upmost satisfaction. As a specialist for accommodation
services, we offer a wide range of capacities - from family resorts, art & boutique & heritage
hotels to luxury villas. We are at your disposal to organise special interest tours - culture & art,
food & wine tours, active tours, transfers, excursions. Together with our trusted partners, we look
forward to meeting you and helping you discover our beautiful country.

NOMAGO MOBILITY d.o.o.
Nomago Mobility is a travel agency with over 15 years of experience in advising on holidays and
adventures abroad. Founded in 1998 in Zagreb, the agency is a part of the global travel agency
Nomago. Their abundant offer appeals to all kinds of travellers – adults, students and youth,
business users and children alike. Airline tickets, accommodation, travel insurance, international
discount cards (ISIC), concert tickets, rent-a-car, adventures – this only makes up a small part
of their extensive offer.

NOVASOL TURISTIČKA AGENCIJA d.o.o.
Novasol was established 2004 with its head office in Pula. We aim to differentiate ourselves from other
companies by providing quality holiday rentals, which are inspected and carefully selected by our
employees. Our business concept is based on holding on to our customers. This can best be done through
reliability and hard work based on the principle we keep what we promise and preferably a little more. We
hope our offer will inspire you in planning your next holiday and that you will give us the opportunity to prove
our dedication to quality, service and reliability. Branch offices in: Dubrovnik, Split, Zadar, Rijeka and Zagreb.

Uvala baluni 8
21000 Split
T: +385 21 407705
F: +385 21 407701
marketing@navaboats.com
www.navaboats.com
Ms Ingrid Ćosić

Ilica 89/1
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 5601600
F: +385 1 4856341
kontakt@jungletribe.hr
www.jungletribe.hr
Ms Maja Kovačić

Taraščice 19
48000 Koprivnica
T: +385 48 622153
F: +385 48 622788
info@nibatours.hr
www.nibatours.hr
Mr Damir Polančec

A. Šupuka 5
22000 Šibenik
T: +385 22 338550
F: +385 22 338540
info@nik.hr
www.nik.hr
Mr Nicolas Alviž

Nadinska ulica 11
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 5556850
F: +385 1 5556840
info@nikal.hr
www.nikal.hr
Mr Saša Barbir

Kneza Ljudevita Posavskog 12a
21000 Split
T: +385 21 238283
F: +385 21 222192
niki.travel@st.ht.hr
www.nikitravel.hr
Ms Natalija Siriščević

Ulica Andrije Hebranga 22
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 4886340
F: +385 1 4886345
travel@nomago.hr
putovanja.nomago.hr
Ms Maja Štuhec

Industrijska 21/A
52100 Pula
T: +385 52 770200
F: +385 52 381799
novasol@novasol.hr
www.novasol.hr
Mr Mladen Gobin

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

Operating since 1995 in Šibenik, NCP & mare is one of Croatia’s leading charter companies with
a fleet of 70 boats, including motor boats, sailing boats, catamarans and crewed yachts. We are
an exclusive Grand Soleil yachts and Marex boats dealer, authorized local Beneteau powerboats
dealer and Dufour yachts charter specialist. Operating as an official RYA Sailing school since
2013, we are among Croatia’s TOP 5 charter companies, with a top AA Creditworthiness
Certificate issued by Bisnode. Our acclaim is a guarantee of quality and a sign of trust.

Jerka Šižgorića 1
22000 Šibenik
T: +385 22 312999
F: +385 22 312988
booking@ncp-charter.com
www.ncp-charter.hr
Mr Andrej Čeč
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OLIVARI d.o.o.

®

Olivari is an incoming agency / tour operator based in Croatia. We operate in 12 countries
of Southeast Europe. Our main activities are group arrangements (by bus, air, sea or train),
individual booking, private accommodation and passenger transportation. We are specialized in
round trips and large group thematic events at a high quality organization level. We offer guide/
animation services in 12 countries and 7 languages. Olivari owns a coach fleet consisting of high
class Mercedes buses 08-55 seats.

OMNIVIA - KAŠTIL SLANICA
OMNIVIA provides first-class professional guidance in experiencing a wide variety of attractions
that Dalmatia as a destination can offer. Its team of local experts have an extensive knowledge of
the region and its specific qualities. Using our tailor-made programs, clients can fully realize their
own travel vision, agencies can realize their own complete itineraries and companies can have
business events that perfectly match their needs. OMNIVIA also owns two top-quality restaurants
in Omiš, both attractively located in the River Cetina canyon.

ONLINE CROATIA d.o.o.
Travel agency Online Croatia specializes in providing private accommodation in Croatia. We are
focused in offering individual, high quality services in Croatia’s top destinations. This gives us
the opportunity, of being at the forefront of presenting Croatia in its best light to our potential
visitors, to selected destinations such as Dubrovnik, the Dubrovnik isles, Split, Trogir and their
surrounding areas. Our representatives personally inspect and endorse all of the accommodation
units in offer through Online Croatia.

OPCIJA TOURS d.o.o.
Opcija tours is a Croatian destination management company focused on tailor made tours and
unusual experiences. We offer our guests complete care and attention in the process of gaining
knowledge about Croatia’s rich history, gastronomy and nature through a network of carefully
selected connoisseurs and true lovers of their art. We specialize in gourmet experiences, wine
tours, sea excursions/boat charters, team building and the MICE/PCO segment. Travel is our
passion, Croatia our love, Dalmatia our obsession.

OPEN WATER CROATIA - OTVORENA VODA d.o.o.
Open Water is a full service SSI Dive Center founded in 1995 and headquartered in Omiš. At
Open Water, we are truly passionate about traveling. We listen and understand your wishes and
needs, and we are confident that you will be thrilled with our recommendations. Whether you are
the adventurous type, the nature lover or the explorer, we have a generous number of tours and
trips you can choose from! Branch office in Split.

ORVAS d.o.o.
A Croatian company privately owned by the family of Branko Roglic and established in 1992, Orvas
is a member of the Orbico Group. In 1998, Orvas established a travel agency, whose activities are
based on providing quality accommodation on our own vessels (yachts and motor boats), and
as of 2003, an extended range of services which include our own hotels, villas, apartments and
agricultural tourism properties (production of wine and oil). Today we are Croatia’s number one
specialist for luxury accommodation and vessels with over 200 yachts and villas.

PAG TOURS d.o.o.
Pag Tours is a DMC whose main mission is to bring all of the beauty and charm of Pag closer
to its visitors. Pag is known for its exceptional symbols – the lace, the salt and the lamb, all of
which have become valued Pag brands and attractions for coming to the island. We organise
adventure, gastro and entertainment tours, as well as renting your favourite mode of transport if
you prefer exploring on your own. We also provide transfers and exchange services. Please visit
us at our Info spots where you can find out about everything relating to your visit.

PALMA TRAVEL d.o.o.
Palma travel Ltd. was founded in 2011. We offer summer vacations, hotel and private accommodation,
corporate and leisure group travel, package deals, skiing, airline tickets, sea and river cruises, wellness
and other tailor-made deals. We also, represent the Slovenian travel agency Palma Ltd. Celje, which
has been in business for over 30 years and it is the leading tour operator in the region, known for
its package deals in the Mediterranean. We are a young team, with many years of experience. Our
enthusiasm, knowledge and skills are a guarantee of our offer of top quality services.

Dubašljanska 111
51511 Malinska
T: +385 51 850000
F: +385 51 859000
info@olivari-travel.com
www.olivari-travel.com
Mr Vibor Olivari

Poljički trg 2
21310 Omiš
T: +385 21 862238
F: +385 21 862238
info@omnivia.hr
www.omnivia.hr
Ms Dunja Kadrić

PANTURIST d.d.
For over 25 years, Arriva Travel has specialized in providing both incoming and outgoing services
such as: worldwide accommodation, trips and excursions, MICE, summer and winter vacations,
cruises, youth travel & sport camps, air tickets (IATA accredited) and coach transfers. A part of
Panturist d.d. and Arriva Group, Croatia’s leading transportation company, with a bus fleet of
over 600 buses (from mini-vans to double-deckers), we can plan your trip and take care of the
driving so that you can arrive relaxed to your destination and simply enjoy!

IATA

PBZ CARD d.o.o TRAVEL AGENCY
PBZ Card Ltd. travel agency offers a wide variety of services in order to achieve perfection in
the growing market of business and personal travel, with a special focus on PBZ Card card
members’ travel needs. In organizing individual private and business trips, we provide our clients
with a complete and unique travel service. More than forty-five years of tradition in the world of
finance as well as cooperation with the most demanding clients is a guarantee of our excellence
and the highest quality in this part of our business activity.

IATA

PENTA d.o.o.
Penta is one of Croatia’s leading PCO agencies. For almost 30 years Penta has worked in
the meeting and event management industry, organizing congresses and conferences from
consulting, planning and budgeting to onsite realization, earning a reputation of PCO specially
dedicated to medical and scientific events. Penta’s DMC department offers unique destination
experiences for all types of corporate events and incentive programs: corporate meetings, peerto- peer meetings, team building, training events, investigative meetings or sales conferences.

IATA

PERFECTA TRAVEL d.o.o.

Ćira Carića 3
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 20 435555
F: +385 20 435555
info@online-croatia.com
www.online-croatia.com
Ms Maja Čupić

Perfecta Travel based in Zagreb, capital of Croatia is a one-stop enterprise for incoming and
travel services in Croatia and neighbouring countries. Main focus are tailor-made tours for FIT
and groups travel, city breaks, MICE for leisure market and corporate travel, cruise programs,
ground transportation, accommodation services as well as shore excursions. Among incoming
and DMC services, Perfecta travel owns and manages high-class hotels in Croatia, as well as
transport company with high end fleet.

PERLA
Doverska 5
21000 Split
T: +385 98 894930
management@opcijatours.hr
www.opcijatours.hr
Mr Damir Đerek

Fošal 19
21310 Omiš
T: +385 95 8455805
info@openwater.hr
www.openwater.hr
Ms Alina Manuela Danet

Leopolda Mandića 10
21204 Dugopolje
T: +385 21 734405
F: +385 21 735090
orvas@orvas.hr
www.orvas.hr
Ms Ema Škabar

Zagrebačka 12
23250 Pag
T: +385 23 318593
F: +385 23 318593
info@pagtours.hr
www.pagtours.hr
Mr Marin Fabijanić

Praška 9
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 6386346
F: +385 1 6386347
booking@palma-travel.hr
www.palma-travel.hr
Mr Robert Petrinović

The Perla travel agency is a family run business and one of the most important travel agencies
from Pag for the past 12 years. TA Perla offers private accommodation, rooms, bed&breakfast
in Pag and other smaller places on the island. As evidence, we have 600 beds at our disposal
and each year we accomplish more than 50.000 overnights. Our main goal is to achieve guest
satisfaction. Our job is to provide the right accommodation, information and assistance to help
the guest to find, explore and feel the perfect travel experience.

PETEK TOURS d.o.o.

PETROS

Petek Tours is a privately owned travel agency established in 2008, with its head office in Ivanić
Grad. Petek Tours range of services include; congress tourism (MICE), special interest tours,
coach and mini bus services, local excursions, rural tourism, team-building and special events.
We own an exclusive restaurant, tennis courts, soccer fields, a swimming-pool, gym, indoor
court. We want to exceed all your expectations with high quality personal services, professional
staff and last but not least - with favourable prices.

PETROS d.o.o.

PETROS

Travel agency Petros is a privately owned company located in Zagreb that has been operating
successfully since 1990. We are passionate about travel and determined to create a unique
experience for our guests. Our core business is arranging Zagreb walking tours and day trips out
of the Croatian capital. Small groups for a GREAT experience! In addition, we invite you to book
our apartments in Pag. We guarantee efficient, high quality services at competitive prices. We
look forward to your enquiries.

PLAUTILLA d.o.o.

PETROS

Plautilla travel agency is situated in Solin, “the cradle of Croatian history”, just a stone’s throw
away from Split, in the middle of Central Dalmatia. Plautilla is focused on organizing tours,
trips and tailored programs for groups; with an accent on students and school children, young
people and seniors. Professional and detailed planning, perfect organization and unique tailored
itineraries created by our young and enthusiastic team are our guarantee for the perfect holiday,
both in Croatia and abroad.

PLAVA LAGUNA d.d. – ISTRIA EXPERIENCE
IstriaExperience Is B2B and B2C information & sales network that provides selected destination
experiences and services. Guests can take a voucher with which they realize a purchase, benefit
or information about an offered experience. The voucher can be obtained via Internet, by calling
the call center and at the info points in the destination. Istria Experience offers 200 experiences inside 13 categories such as excursions, events, restaurants etc. In addition to experiences
guests can also book travel services like accommodation, transfers etc.

Kapucinska 19
31000 Osijek
T: +385 31 214388
osijek@arriva.com.hr
www.arrivatravel.hr
Mr Saša Ilić

Radnička cesta 44
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 6124222
F: +385 1 6363099
travel@pbzcard.hr
www.pbzcard-travel.hr
Ms Erika Križmančić

Izidora Kršnjavoga 25
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 4553290
F: +385 1 4553284
penta@penta-zagreb.hr
www.penta-zagreb.hr
Mr Stjepan Žunić
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Obzor Holidays Ltd. was established in 1993 as a subsidiary of Croatia’s national air carrier,
Croatia Airlines. It is a Destination Management Company specialized in Leisure and MICE
services in Croatia. Being a fully-fledged Destination Management Company, Obzor Holidays
specializes in tailor-made holidays, individuals and leisure, incentive travel and events throughout
Croatia & Southeast Europe. We are reliable, highly committed and provide the utmost suitable
travel solution at any time.

Teslina 5
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 4873168
F: +385 1 6160240
obzor@croatiaairlines.hr
www.obzorputovanja.hr; www.infinitecroatia.com
Ms Silvana Turčić

Varšavska 13
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 6131554
info@perfecta-travel.com
www.perfecta-travel.com
Ms Matea Jerić Ćurković

Gugliamina Polzinettia 1a
23250 Pag
T: +385 99 4847771
info@perla-pag.hr
www.perla-pag.hr
Ms Mirijana Beata Bukša

Vukovarska 1
10310 Ivanić-Grad
T: +385 1 5510718
info@petek-tours.hr
www.petek-tours.hr
Mr Goran Jozić

Nova cesta 5
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 91 6010524
F: +385 1 3646666
petros@petros.hr
www.petros.hr
Ms Maja Donadić

Braće Radića 52
21210 Solin
T: +385 91 5198008
info@plautilla.hr
www.plautilla.hr
Ms Ines Milić

Jadranska 66
52470 Umag
T: +385 52 719427
F: +385 52 719428
info@istriaexperience.com
www.istriaexperience.com; www.plavalaguna.com
Ms Brigita Savić
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OBZOR PUTOVANJA d.o.o.

Visit St Nicholas’ Fortress
UNESCO’s pearl in Šibenik

PRAŽEN PUTOVANJA d.o.o.
Pražen Putovanja d.o.o. is a privately owned travel company, established in 2010, with its head
office in Brodarica, Šibenik. Pražen Putovanja d.o.o. offers a wide range of services: tailor-made
tours, special interest tours, coach services, mini bus services, mini vans and limo services, meet
and greet, rent-a-car, transfers, school trips, local excursions… Our team is constantly seeking
to exceed our customers’ expectations, both in terms of the value for money and quality of the
service we provide.

PRIVATE TOURS CROATIA d.o.o.
Private Tours Croatia is dedicated to bringing your voyage as close to what you thought was
possible only in dreams. Our team will advise you on choices to tailor a tour made to suit your
needs and wishes, knowing to avoid any small traps in the way of your dream vacation. The idea
behind private tours is getting to know the country you are visiting personally, with your own
driver and licensed guide there to help discover local traditions, cuisines, culture and history.
Take a break at will, take in the surroundings and cash in that million dollar view.

PRIVATE VILLAS OF CROATIA - PRIVATNI ODMOR d.o.o.

Fortress can be visited only by boat organized
by the Public Institution Nature of the Šibenik-Knin County.
eTicket Partner Web System is available for business partners.

Photo: Public Institution Nature of Šibenik-Knin County Archives

Tvrđava sv. Nikole - Info centar
Obala dr. Franje Tuđmana 4
HR - 22000 Šibenik
Tel: +385 22 338 343
E-mail: info@kanal-svetog-ante.com
Web: www.kanal-svetog-ante.com

Duration of tour: 2 hours
The ticket price includes:
• Boat trip through the St Anthony’s Channel
• Admission to St Nicholas’ Fortress
• Tour escorts
• Multimedia guides

PLAVO MORE d.o.o.
Plavo more is a privately owned tour operator and DMC, established 1992 and situated in Umag,
with a fleet of modern and fully equipped tourist buses, minibuses, vans and luxury cars. Our
services include: accommodation in hotels, apartments, campsites and boarding houses, tours,
transfers, sightseeing, excursions, services for agencies and tour operators, money exchange, car,
fishing... Our team of 30 skilled professionals with multi-lingual knowledge and dedication to service
excellence is a guarantee our customers will have pleasurable and unforgettable stay in Croatia.

PODRAVINA EXPRESS TOURS
Podravina Express Tours was established in 1993 as a privately owned tour operator with a team
of 9 experienced tourism professionals. Our main activities include the organization of tours for
groups and school excursions throughout Croatia and abroad, as well as domestic and international
transportation services with our own fleet of modern cars and comfortable air-conditioned coaches
and minibuses from 8 - 53 seats. Our services portfolio also includes sightseeing programs in the
Podravina region conducted by our trusted and professional tour guides.

POLET d.o.o.
We are a travel agency that has for over 20 years offered a range of services for both group
and individual travel (incoming and outgoing). Travel agency Polet is a part of Polet d.o.o., the
well-known bus transportation company in Croatia, with over 100 employees. Our competitive
advantage is our own fleet of more than 20 comfortable buses. The Polet range of services
includes: school excursions, one-day trips for students and adults, city breaks, pilgrimage tours,
air tickets, winter and summer vacations, hotel accommodation etc. Branch office in Županja.

POLO LINE d.o.o.
Established in 1992, Polo Line is a tour operator and DMC with its head office in Baška (Krk). For
over 20 years, we have been the place to call for both individuals and small groups looking for
a personalized travel experience. We offer a range of services, including special interest tours,
unique tailor-made programs, local excursions, transfers, etc. Polo Line’s team of professionals
is dedicated to maintaining local values - heritage, nature and ecology, and those values are built
into all of our travel programs as well as our business philosophy.

Trgovačka 3a
52470 Umag
T: +385 52 752740
F: +385 52 752800
plavo-more@pu.t-com.hr
www.plavo-more.hr
Mr Michele Bassanese

Trg Sv. Jurja bb, lokal 6
48350 Đurđevac
T: +385 48 550746
F: +385 48 550746
podravina.express.tours@gmail.com
www.podravina-express.com
Mr Branko Ormanec

Trg kralja Tomislava 1
32100 Vinkovci
T: +385 32 308938
F: +385 32 308938
agencija@polet.hr
www.polet.hr
Mr Mijat Kurtušić

Stjepana Radića 5
51523 Baška
T: +385 51 856533
info@polo.hr
www.polo.hr
Mr Ivan Polonijo

Founded in 2017, Private Villas of Croatia is a travel agency from Split. We specialize in providing
VIP holidays in luxurious villas along the Croatian coast. Also, we provide various services
including private transfers, custom boat trips, yacht charters and other services for our clients.
On request, in partnership with our associates, we also put together location weddings in our
villas. Our clients will find that our round the clock support, high quality services and team
availability ensures their holiday experience is unforgettable.

PRO PUTUJ d.o.o.
Headquartered in Zagreb, Pro putuj travel agency is your travel experience expert specialized
in corporate travel, M.I.C.E., language courses abroad, cruises and tailor-made programs for
both individuals and groups. Whether its business or pleasure, you will find us to be your onestop travel partner, ready to deliver the service you deserve, the quality you expect and the
satisfaction you remember.

PROMINENS d.o.o.
Founded in 2007, Prominens is your vacation rental and accommodation specialist in Croatia.
We offer high-quality tourism facilities and services tailored to individual preferences and needs.
Our expertise, innovative approach and respect for the wishes and needs of our clients are the
secret to our success. Enjoy the finest selection of luxury villas, traditional stone houses, high-end
apartments and secluded island properties handpicked for your ultimate vacation experience! Plan
and book various recreational activities and additional services with us too.

PUTOVANJA SA STILOM d.o.o.
Travels in Style Ltd. is a travel agency from Zagreb, Croatia specialized in tailor-made travel both
in Croatia and worldwide founded in 2009. Our decated team always strives to arrange the best
and most suitable offer, in accordance with your wishes and needs. We understand that today
more than ever time is invaluable so we pay attention to every last detail to make sure your trip is
a memorable, hassle-free experience.

QUEEN CO d.o.o.
We are Queen Co Ltd. a travel agency based in Podstrana near the city of Split, Croatia. Our basic
activity is provision of day tours, promoting the idea of providing a true experience to each guest,
an individual or a group. Our approach is highly professional and extensive, covering various
types of land and boat excursions. The main goal is to offer a full service, from organization to
execution, meaning that we employ all necessary staff, professional guides, drivers, skippers,
hostesses on boats as well as at all of our info desks.

REDONO d.o.o.
Redono travel agency was established in 2007 and has specialized in Split Walking Tours, the
No. 1 tour on TripAdvisor and the winner of the Certificate of Excellence. Our team is always
service-oriented, indulging all clients and needs - that is why the agency also organises adventure
half day trips and daily tours to surrounding areas, such as National parks, waterfalls and islands.
Our effort and great experience were recognized by eminent guides - Rick Steves, Lonely Planet,
Time Out, Routard. An individual approach toward each guest is our guarantee to you.

Obala bana Berislavića 3
21220 Trogir
T: +385 21 885016
F: +385 21 885868
portal@portal-trogir.com
www.portal-trogir.com
Mr Matko Belas

Obala Španje Roka 29
22010 Brodarica
T: +385 22 350015
F: +385 22 351916
info@prazenputovanja.hr
www.prazenputovanja.hr
Mr Mario Pražen

Bihačka 2A
21000 Split
T: +385 91 2509777
info@private-tours-croatia.com
www.private-tours-croatia.com
Mr Ante Vučković

Kralja Zvonimira 85
21000 Split
T: +385 98 659496
booking@privatevillasofcroatia.com
www.privatevillasofcroatia.com
Ms Zdravka Wieser

XIV. Podbrežje 8g
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 7077550
info@proputuj.hr
www.proputuj.hr; www.croatia-congress.com
Mr Renato Habuš

Ante Starčevića 32
21300 Makarska
T: +385 21 690329
info@prominens.hr
www.prominens.hr
Ms Dubravka Paunović

Kosirnikova 17
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 5513408
F: +385 1 5513406
info@travelsinstyle.hr
www.travelsinstyle.hr
Ms Maja Serdar

Strožanačka 24
21312 Podstrana
T: +385 91 6056235
office@queen.hr
www.queen.hr
Mr Tomislav Božiković

Dioklecijanova 3
21000 Split
T: +385 99 8215383
desk@splitwalkingtour.com
www.splitwalkingtour.com
Mr Josip Sedlar
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Portal travel agency is one of the leading organizers of day trips in the greater Split and Trogir
area. We organize sightseeing tours, day excursions for groups, private tours and shore
excursions to the most beautiful sites in Croatia and surrounding areas. We are also very proud
of our diverse offer of high quality hotel and private accommodation capacities. Our services are
often recommended by tourist information offices in Split and Trogir with whom Portal has a long
and successful collaboration. Branch office in Split.
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RIVA RAFTING CENTAR d.o.o.
Located on the Zrmanja River in Kruševo, near the city of Obrovac, the Riva Rafting Center is the
leading company for rural tourism activities and adventure holidays strategically positioned between
two national parks. Established in 2007, it is one of the first companies in Croatia to further the
concept, organization, and execution of active holiday services for groups and individual travellers.
The company is continuously expanding, establishing and organizing new sporting events in order to
form a regional market for tourism in the Zadar hinterland.

ROVINJ ADVISOR
Rovinj Advisor is a travel agency established in 2011 in Rovinj. Through forward thinking and the
savvy use of technology and online promotion, what began as an agency with an offer of just 15
apartments has steadily grown to become the purveyor of around 600 private accommodation
facilities, employing seven full-time employees. The agency now specializes in the provision of
private accommodation. We cooperate with all major national and international agencies and tour
operators, providing a diverse and rich offer with the most favorable price.

ROYAL DALMATIA d.o.o.
Established in 2017 in Split, Royal Dalmatia specializes in organizing luxury, adventure and
eco tours, boat excursions, corporate events, congresses and seminars. Royal Dalmatia has
positioned itself as a leader in nautical tourism, headed by a team of seasoned professionals.
With 3 of its own vessels; 25 m long motor yacht Yarreti, 10 m long motor boat Salpa Laver and
13 m long sailing boat Salona 45, the agency has a strong presence on the North American
market and only collaborates with verified service providers, guaranteeing high quality packages.

ROYAL TRAVEL - BUBA - PUTOVANJA d.o.o.
Operating since 2012, Royal Travel is a transport and travel agency with its own fleet of modern,
high quality vehicles. In planning and organizing travel, we always strive to provide our clients
with the best possible travel experience. Clients can choose from our pre-prepared programs, or
contact us with their own requests, which we customize to build an entirely new travel product.
Together with our partners, we showcase Croatia in the best possible light and create unique
experiences for its visitors on a daily basis.

R-TRAVEL AGENCY
Established in 2010 and headquartered in Gradac, R-Travel Agency is a part of the Šuco
Tours company from Ploče. R-Travel Agency offers a wide range of travel services, for group
and individual travel: school excursions, team-building, full-day trips and breakaway to the
Makarska Riviera and surrounding areas, accommodation in hotels and apartments, transfers
to any destination with own fleet of vehicles – coaches, mini buses and limousines. Our team of
educated and well experienced staff will ensure our customers have a memorable experience.

RUŽMARIN d.o.o.
Ružmarin travel agency, headquartered in Omiš, was founded in 2006 as a result of our
longlasting tradition and experience in the hotel management industry. We are specialized for
active holiday programs. Our services also include a wide range of half and full day excursions
and attractive tours (Omiš Riviera, Makarska, Trogir, Brač and Hvar islands), as well as first
class accommodation in private apartments, luxury hotels and villas. Our team of experienced
professionals is dedicated to service excellence and customer satisfaction.

SANI TOURS
Sani tours travel agency was founded in spring 2007. We are the biggest travel agency in Biograd
with the lowest prices for accommodation and food. We offer accommodation in apartments and
rooms with over 500 beds and 2 restaurants in which we provide half or full board services. In
Selce we have two pansions with restaurants. Also we offer excursions to nearby national parks
– Kornati, Paklenica, Krka and Plitvice Lakes.

SEA GATE
Travel agency Sea Gate established in 2003 is based in Trogir, one of the most beautiful cities
on the Adriatic Coast. We provide accommodation services and various travel activities to make
your stay in Croatia memorable. We offer innovative and attractive excursions, various adventure
programs, guided tours, accommodation in private apartments and hotels, sailing and motor
boats charter, active holidays, travel packages, rent a car and many more for your summer
vacations.

Kolavići 5
51414 Ičići
T: +385 51 299400
F: +385 51 299420
revelin@ri.t-com.hr
www.revelin.hr
Mr Mladen Milinović

Shuttle travel agency is founded in Split in 2004. Nothing is impossible to organize if we have
enough time and the will to do so! Through our work we are focused on providing the best
services; transportation, daily excursions, thematic tours and organizing different events all
based on an individual approach. We have also been developing special culinary tours and
classes to provide our clients and guests with the best of what Croatia has to offer in an effort to
spread the word of Croatia as an amazing destination.

SHUTTLE TOURS d.o.o.

Kruševo, Drage 7a
23450 Obrovac
T: +385 23 689 920
F: +385 23 689 930
info@riva-rafting-centar.hr
www.riva-rafting-centar.hr
Mr Đuro Župan

Shuttle Tours is a travel agency based in Zadar. In our work we have gained a number of
long-standing partners and are recognized as a professional and reliable partners. Customer
satisfaction is our top priority. We offer transfer services in Dalmatia and organize day trips and
tours. In 2016 we established a side project next to transfer business called “Dalmatia Heritage”.
Here we offer cultural tours in Zadar with excursions and tailor made tours in Dalmatian region.
Between these 2 projects we can offer full local support on the whole Adriatic coast.

SIDEWAYS d.o.o.

Pietra Coppe 10a
52210 Rovinj
T: +385 52 817304
F: +385 52 813827
info@rovinjadvisor.com
www.rovinjadvisor.com
Mr Vedran Ilakovac

As a travel agency, Sideways focuses on local gastronomy, people, culture and nature - or
authentic Croatian experiences. We offer excursions, trips and events in beautiful settings tied
to food, drink, culture and adventure. Discover authentic tastings in wineries, cheese dairies, oil
mills and agritourisms, on boat and kayak tours, including hiking and other outdoor activities. Our
unique register of mapped service providers are easy to access and book on our authland.com
platform. Sideways is eager to bring a new dynamic and value to Croatian tourism.

SILVIJA TURIST

A.G. Matoša 1
21000 Split
T: +385 98 9968720
info@royal-dalmatia.com
www.royal-dalmatia.com
Ms Renata Tošić

Silvija turist was established in 1996, with its head office in Koprivnica. Our core business is the
organization and realization of travel services. We offer transport services with our high quality
buses and provide a wide range of travel services for individual and group travel: accommodation,
camping, holiday packages, school excursions, team-building, adventure programmes. In 2016,
the agency received a charter to contribute to the promotion of our region. Travel with us and
discover the magic of traveling together, your travel agency Silvija Turist.

SMART TRAVEL d.o.o.

Glavna ulica 5
10360 Sesvete
T: +385 91 4477744
info@royaltravel.hr
www.royaltravel.hr
Mr Goran Alat

Smart Travel is a travel agency based in Zagreb. Our dedicated and highly motivated team of
educated professionals provides the highest level of service. We will cater to all of our client’s
needs including: group and private tours, accommodation, active holidays, cruises, car and
coach rental, wellness packages, luxury travel and much more. Our mission is to fulfil all of our
clients’ needs, with maximum attention and an eye for detail. The biggest award for our team is
a satisfied and happy Client!

SOL - TOURS d.o.o.

Jadranska 31
21330 Gradac
T: +385 21 697233
F: +385 21 697233
rtravel@net.hr
www.suco-tours.com
Mr Ante Rubić

Travel agency Sol-tours started working in 2000 with the aim of providing private accommodation.
The number of houses and apartments we offer continually increases in number and quality.
From the very beginning, we insisted on personal contact, both with our guests and with those
renting our properties. We provide information to our guests and suggest activities that could
round off their perfect holiday. We are always open to cooperation with existing and future
renters who would like to offer their capacities on the market.

SOLIS POREČ d.o.o.

Put skalica 5
21310 Omiš
T: +385 21 756656
F: +385 21 756657
uprava@ruzmarin.hr
www.ruzmarin.hr
Ms Danijela Staničić

Dr. Franje Tuđmana 14
23210 Biograd na Moru
T: +385 23 384261
F: +385 23 384261
cancar@gmx.at
www.sani-tours.com
Mr Anto Čančar

Kneza Trpimira 133
21220 Trogir
T: +385 91 5204447
info@sea-gate.net
www.seagate-trogir.com
Ms Katija Kuzmanić Rožić

Solis Poreč is a local Istrian travel agency established in 2007. The key to our success has been
our personalized approach to guests – we greet you at your arrival, make ourselves available
throughout your stay and ensure it exceeds your expectations. We offer holiday accommodation
in villas with pools, holiday homes and apartments, but also provide property management
services and bike rentals. We can monitor an investment on your property, seek offers for you,
organize and supervise the work. Please contact us for a personalized offer.

SPEKTAR PUTOVANJA d.o.o.

IATA

Travel agency Spektar Holidays, DMC Croatia, established in 1988, with its head and branch
office in Zagreb, today is one of the most significant travel service providers in Croatia, both for
incoming and outgoing travel. We offer a wide range of travel services for individual and group
travel: DMC, incentives, conventions, congresses, beach holidays, skiing and winter holidays,
GSA cruises, SIT, pilgrimage tours, active holidays, adventure programs, school excursions, air
tickets, charter flights, excursions, transfers assistance and much more.

SUCCESS TOURS - USPJEH d.o.o.
Established in Zadar, the Success travel agency organizes trips and provides a wide range of
tourism services. In a mission to provide high quality offers at the best price, our agency has
become a local expert for Dalmatia, especially for guests from India. Even though we mediate
in the provision of other rental units, our apartment property is ideally located within walking
distance of several beaches and restaurants. Our enthusiasm and experience make our team of
tourism professionals work passionately to ensure guest satisfaction.

R. Boškovića 15-Kaleta 1
21000 Split
T: +385 98 234913
F: +385 21 458444
neno@shuttle.hr
www.shuttle.hr; www.tastedalmatia.com
Mr Dragan Kostadinović

Franje Kuhača 10a
23000 Zadar
T: +385 99 233 1383
info@shuttletours.net
www.shuttletours.net
Ms Tatjana Rančić

Grge Novaka 13
23000 Zadar
T: +385 91 3739030
team@authland.com
www.authland.com
Mr Josip Zurak

Domžalska ulica 3
48000 Koprivnica
T: +385 48 644772
F: +385 48 644772
silvija.turist@gmail.com
www.silvija-turist.hr
Ms Silvija Porić

Amruševa 10/II
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 99 6668978
info@smart-travel.hr
www.smart-travel.hr
Ms Jelena Mijić

Jaz 1/1
51511 Malinska
T: +385 51 858295
F: +385 51 858295
info@sol-tours.hr
www.sol-tours.hr
Ms Milena Hriljac-Gjurkinjak

Cerova 6
52446 Nova Vas
T: +385 52 433624; +385 99 2211886
info@solis-porec.com
www.solis-porec.com
Ms Iris Leto Bulešić

Strossmayerov trg 8
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 4897999
F: +385 1 4854423
spektar-putovanja@zg.t-com.hr
www.spektar-putovanja.hr
Mr Goran Vukov-Colić

Put Sv. Bartula 131
23000 Zadar (Kožino)
T: +385 23 283060; +385 99 2849559
info@success.com.hr
www.success.com.hr
Ms Ana Krističević

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

We are a specialized PCO travel agent with national operations. On occasion we also make
travel arrangements for professionals from Croatia internationally, organize presentations and
put together teambuilding programmes for foreign representatives in Croatia. We have enjoyed
continued success in our operations, receiving recognition from participants and clients alike for
organising government sponsored congresses for as many as 700 people. We are members of
the Croatian Meeting Professionals Association.

SHUTTLE d.o.o. - TRAVEL AGENCY
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ŠIMUN EMANUEL PUTOVANJA d.o.o.
We are ŠIMUN EMANUEL putovanja and we are a family run business from Zagreb specialized
in organizing spiritual journeys and pilgrimages. When you travel with us, you do not travel alone.
You return home richer – you take with you new friendships and fond memories. Whether you set
off on a holy pilgrimage, an excursion to the seaside or a winter city break somewhere quaint, we
are there for you. In our fifth year now, with the same zeal and joy in our hearts, we accompany
you on your travels. Everyone is on the go – why aren’t you?

ŠKVER TOURS - NAVALE TURIZAM j.d.o.o.
Škver Tours travel agency, with 20 years of experience specializes as a destination management
company for Biograd Riviera and Zadar County. We offer variety of services for a complete and
memorable stay. Although specialized for tailor-made boat tours, we also offer active vacation,
land excursions, adventure & gastro programs, boat and car rentals. Additionally, we provide
different accommodation options in the wider Biograd area- private apartments, holiday homes
and Robinson cottages.

T.M.D. TRAVEL d.o.o.

IATA

T.M.D. TRAVEL is a privately owned IATA travel agency established in 2003, with its head office
in Zagreb. Our range of services include: air tickets, worldwide hotel accommodation, tailormade
tours, special interest and leisure group tours, language courses abroad, coach and mini bus
services, rent-a-car, MICE, FIT packaging etc. We represent DERTOUR and MEIER’S tour
operators. Our team of travel industry experts are constantly seeking to exceed our customers’
expectations, both in terms of the value for money and quality of provided service.

TERRA CROATICA ADVENTURE TRAVEL
Terra Croatica Adventure Travel is one of Croatia’s first adventure travel specialists. Over
the past 10 years, the agency has forged vital partnerships both at home and abroad. Our
offers include outdoor activities, team building programmes, citybreaks, castle & wine tours,
multiday excursions - all in Croatia. A member of the Green Heart of Croatia, the Adventure
Travel Community and the proud holder of Tripadvisor’s Certificate of Excellence for 2018, Terra
Croatica is your guide for physical, cultural and nature-based adventure travel in Croatia.

SUN TRAVEL j.d.o.o.
Operating since 2017 in Čakovec, Sun Travel is a travel agency established by an experienced
tourism professional eager to further the prospects of tourism development in continental
Croatia. The agency provides servicesfor both the incoming and outgoing markets in adventure,
hunting, congress and health tourism. Sun Travel aims to attract a corporate clientele, with a
special focus on team building products, but above all the agency wishes to position itself as a
reliable travel mediator whose goal is to raise the overall quality of travel in Croatia.

SUNCE HOTELI d.d. - TRAVEL AGENCY
Sunce hoteli d.d. travel agency - established in 1997 as a part of Bluesun Hotels, is specialized
for the organisation of individual and group excursion programs as well as all types of events and
teambuilding programs. The agency’s main focus is the provision of high quality tourist services
through reception desks in our hotels in Bol, Tučepi, Brela, Starigrad, Supetar, Ruskamen and Duće.
We also mediate in providing rent-a-car services. We strive to reach the maximum level of service and
hospitality in creating unique destination experiences. Branch office in Starigrad Paklenica.

SUNTURIST d.o.o.
Sunturist is a travel agency based in Novalja. It was founded in 1980. Years of experience in
organizing and providing accommodation services, especially apartments as well as programs
on the Zrće beach, traces of Pag with biblical olive trees from Lun, Pag cheese and ancient
Cissa, places us among the leading Croatian destination management agencies. Our team of 30
professionally trained employees, guarantees quality service and care of any of our programs
which will turn your vacation into a memorable experience.

SUPER TOURS d.o.o.
Super Tours is a travel agency in Croatia with a good selection of apartments, luxury villas, hotels
and private rooms, plus a range of services including, transfers, tours, rent-a-car, daily trips to
Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro, yacht charter and VIP service. We offer a variety of
fun activities such as rafting, kayaking, cycling and mountain climbing tours. Super Tours also
organizes meetings, incentives, fairs and congresses in accordance with the wishes and needs
of your clients.

Kralja Tomislava 13
40000 Čakovec
T: +385 40 493082
F: +385 40 493082
suntravel@sun-travel.hr
www.sun-travel.hr
Ms Karmen Matotek

Trpinjska 9
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 6442230
F: +385 1 3844177
zeljka.paleka@bluesunhotels.com
www.bluesunhotels.com
Ms Sanja Gagulić

Ul. S. S. Kranjčevića 1
53291 Novalja
T: +385 53 661211
F: +385 53 661611
info@sunturist.com
www.sunturist.com
Mr Zlatko Škunca

Dr. Ante Starčevića 24 (Business Center Atlant)
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 20 322062
F: +385 20 322062
info@supertours.eu
www.supertours.eu
Mr Nino Hadžović

TERRA TRAVEL d.o.o.
Terra Travel Ltd was established in 2002 in Zadar. The agency monitors trends and market
demands responding with the best possible offers. From the time we began to today, we
have grown each year by expanding our offer and increasing our profits through collaboration
with both Croatian and international partners. Our moto “the best service in Zadar” describes
our quality offer of: accommodation, guided tours, excursions, active vacations, sailing trips,
transfers, rent-a-car, scooter, bike, boat, cooking classes, and different gourmet experiences.

TERRANAUTIKA d.o.o.
TerraNautika is your dedicated DMC based in Dubrovnik since 2005, operating in Croatia and
along the Adriatic Coast. Our multidisciplinary team is specialized in incentives, exclusive
tailormade programs, corporate events, congresses & seminars, cultural, adventure & ECO tours,
yachting and shore excursions. For us, each client, private or corporate, is unique and receives a
dedicated and personalized service. We grant quality and attention to detail, offering our clients
memorable lifetime experiences in Croatia and beyond.

TOMAŠEVIĆ MENADŽMENT d.o.o. - TST VILLAS & APARTMENTS
An incoming travel agency for private accommodation rentals in villas, holiday homes, rooms
and similar. Outgoing market: German speaking as well as Middle and West European markets.
Business consulting services for foreign investors in Croatia and Croatian tourism. Business
consulting services for inland business entities wishing to expand into German speaking countries.
Representation of foreign agencies in Croatia. Full service for luxury property owners with property
management, maintenance, booking service, guest welcome, cleaning property, etc.

TOPTOURS - INŽENJERING POLJAK d.o.o.
Toptours is a privately owned agency established in 1997. As a small travel agency, with 4
employees, the satisfaction of our customers is our main goal. We cherish our individual
approach to each client and base our business success on it. We offer a wide range of package
tours, excursions and tailor-made programs. Through the Adria4U brand we have put together
our offer for a unique experience in Croatia. We can provide you with accommodation, city stay
programs, excursions and organization of wedding ceremonies.

Na vodici 2
51515 Šilo
T: +385 51 860171
F: +385 51 856422
siloturist@ri.t-com.hr
www.siloturist.hr
Mr Dragan Brnić

Rudolfa Matza 12
10360 Sesvete
T: +385 1 4004138
simunemanuel@gmail.com
www.simun-emanuel.hr
Mr Šimun Bagarić

Kornatska 1
23210 Biograd na Moru
T: +385 23 384457
info@skver-tours.com
www.skver-tours.com
Mr Mile Uroda

Horvaćanska 27
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 3014014
F: +385 1 3014012
tmd-travel@zg.t-com.hr
www.tmd-travel.hr
Mr Darinko Marković

Dubovac 11
47000 Karlovac
T: +385 91 4133920
info@raft.com.hr
www.raft.com.hr
Mr Valentino Štedul

Matije Gupca 2a
23000 Zadar
T: +385 23 337294
F: +385 23 337295
info@terratravel.hr
www.terratravel.hr
Mr Tomislav Fain

Antuna Barca 10
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 20 438177
F: +385 20 438176
info@terranautika.hr
www.terranautika.eu
Ms Sabine Gouhie

Trg Didica 12
21214 Kaštel Kambelovac
T: +385 21 221404
F: +385 21 314539
info@tst-touristik.de
www.tst-touristik.de
Ms Mihaela Tomašević

Aleja lipa 1d
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 2994547
F: +385 1 6395220
toptours@toptours.com.hr
www.toptours.com.hr; www.adria4u.com
Ms Gordana Poljak

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

The travel agency “Šiloturist” was founded in 1994 in Šilo on Krk, with the aim of providing private
accommodation in Šilo. A short while later an office in Baška followed, and upon its success two
more offices and the Šiloturist Aquarium were established. Šiloturist also holds the concession
to the Biserujka cave in Rudine which, paired with the Aquarium in Baška, represents one of the
most spectacular attractions on the island of Krk. Since the very beginning, we have done our
best to meet our clients’ needs and expectations.
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Travelana was established in Rijeka in 1994 and since then operates as an inbound tour
operator. We offer a premium product and high quality service for all types of accommodation
and accompanying facilities along the Adriatic Coast and in continental Croatia. Our travel
service activities include organization of all types of group and individual travel and package
arrangements, such as: accommodation, excursions, tours, tourist guides, tailor-made programs,
SIT, transfers, sailing and yacht charter etc.

TRAVELINO d.o.o.
Travelino consists of experienced tourism operators offering knowledge, reliability and experience, in keeping with the latest travel industry trends. In view of a business partnership, we can
provide high quality services in full confidence. With the help of our strong network of reliable
partners, we meet the needs of all clients, creating the most convenient solutions. We offer various incoming and outgoing services, tours and special interest programs, tailor-made programs,
transfer services, sightseeing tours with experienced guides and a 24h Helpline.

The leading Destination Management Company
in Croatia and Southeast Europe with 25 years
of experience
Accommodation
Hotel management
Excursions
Transfers & Europcar rent a car service
Flight reservation service
MICE & Sports events

TRAVELJAZ j.d.o.o.
We are a tour operator and holiday planner covering the Adriatic with offers for Croatia, Bosnia &
Herzegovina, Montenegro, Slovenia, as well as the United Arab Emirates and Egypt. Our group
offers: group travel (small and midsize groups), holiday packages (from 2 up to 6 countries
combined in one offer), experts in organizing meetings, incentives, conferences & events, city
breaks, daily cultural / historical tours & excursions, private transfers, shore excursions and boat
services (sail boats, speed boats etc.).

14 branch offices in Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Slovenia, Serbia, China
(Shanghai), South Korea (Seoul) and
representatives in Japan and Thailand.
Uniline d.o.o.
Bože Gumpca 38, Pula
www.uniline.hr
info@uniline.hr
+385 52 390 000

TREVITOURS - HIMERA d.o.o.
Trevitours from Umag, Istria, Croatia has been operating successfully since 1993. We provide
the following services: accommodation in hotels, apartments, private houses, farm holidays and
villas, cruising with old timer sailing ships, transfers with own fleet of minibuses and coaches,
wide range of excursions, guide services, gastronomic tours (wine, olive oil roads, truffle tour),
adventure programs, team-building, rafting, bike tours, walking/hiking, round trips throughout
Croatia, such as UNESCO world heritage sites, national parks etc.

TURETA TRAVEL d.o.o.
Tureta Travel is a Croatian Gourmet & Culture travel DMC oriented towards smaller groups and
individual travellers for whom we provide top quality service: accommodation in small boutique
hotels, traditional stone-built houses and typical homesteads with a warm, personal hospitality,
fine gastronomy and local homemade products tasting, ranging from wines, brandies, olive oils,
cheeses to prosciutto, truffles and oysters. In all our activities we act with strict respect for sustainable and responsible tourism, following the highest standards in the field.

TOURIFFIC - PODGORA ČISTOĆA d.o.o.
Touriffic travel agency was founded in 2018 in Podgora, a small picturesque town on the
Makarska Riviera. Podgora, as its name suggests, is located underneath the mighty Biokovo, on
the shore of the blue Adriatic with a view to the medieval island pearls - Hvar and Brač. Our goal
is to bring you closer to this beautiful landscape and its vibrant people. We have a wide variety of
offers for this part of Central Dalmatia, but we are also available for custom made tours – because
the happiness and satisfaction of our guests is imperative!

TRAKOSTYAN TOURS d.o.o.
Travel agency Trakostyan tours d.o.o. was founded in 1996. We are committed to offering
travel services of the highest quality, combining our energy and enthusiasm, with our years of
experience. Our greatest satisfaction comes from serving large numbers of satisfied clients who
have experienced the joys and inspiration of travel. Our offer includes excursions, tailormade and
packages tours in Croatia and abroad, business travel, and team-building programs, transfers
and coach rental. We also offer a large variety of hotel and private accommodation.

TRAVEL EUROPE d.o.o.
Travel Europe d.o.o. Dubrovnik operates as a branch company of Travel Europe, an international
tour operator, whose range of offers includes all kinds of travel packages (accommodation,
transfers, excursions...), with its own charter flights to Dubrovnik and Pula. All programs are
based on years of experiences and careful analysis of the clients’ demands. Travel Europe’s
team consists of more than 200 multilingual employees in a total of 16 offices all over the Europe,
including offices in Dubrovnik and Pula. Branch office is in Pula.

TRAVEL ZONE
Since it was founded in 2010, Travel Zone has risen to the top of the Makarska Riviera’s private
accommodation market. The agency has contributed substantially to improving the quality of offers in the
area, basing its success on involving its employees in quality workshops and training seminars whenever
possible and in collaboration with the Makarska City Tourist Board, the Split- Dalmatia County Tourist
Board and MARA (Makarska Development Agency). For an unforgettable time in Croatia and a vacation in
the fullest sense of the word – Travel Zone is your one-stop-shop.

Ruđera Boškovića 20
21327 Podgora
T: +385 21 625244
info@touriffic.hr
www.touriffic.hr
Ms Marija Čehko

TURIST-SELCE d.o.o.

Trg A. Mihanovića 8
42223 Varaždinske Toplice
T: +385 42 205555
F: +385 42 205565
trakostyan.tours@vz.t-com.hr
www.trakostyan.hr
Mr Željko Gjud

TURQUOISE TRAVEL - EKONOMIK AGENCIJA d.o.o.

Andrije Hebranga 106a
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 20 322880
F: +385 20 322889
office.dubrovnik@traveleurope.cc
www.traveleurope.cc
Mr Helmut Gschwentner

ULLI TRAVEL d.o.o.

Stari velikobrodski put 26a
21300 Makarska
T: +385 99 6678036
info@makarskatravel.com
www.makarskatravel.com
Ms Kristina Katić Brkulj

Turist - Selce is a private travel agency, established in 1996 in Selce. Mainly, we organize group
and/or individual accommodation in hotels or private capacities. Additionally, we also organize
excursions and transportation services, and an exchange and souvenir point are available on
our premises. Travel agency Turist-Selce Ltd. is specialized for the Crikvenica Riviera area. Our
multilingual team of experienced tourism professionals ensures the delivery of a quality service
at the destination. We are situated in the centre of Selce.

Turquoise travel was founded in 2014 as a small private travel agency specialized for tours in
Croatia and in the region, self-drive tours by car for individuals, city breaks, one-day excursions
and tailor-made tours. We organise bus tours for groups, guaranteed departure tours, tailormade
bus tours and leisure stays with one-day excursions. Our goal is to show Croatia and its neighbouring countries to visitors in a different light, far from mass tourism destinations with an accent
on heritage, authentic gastronomy and tradition.

Ulli Travel operates as a hospitable travel agency in Crikvenica. We cooperate with
several different European travel partners in addition to a large number of satisfied private
accommodation owners, who place their trust in us to represent them and mediate on their
behalf. Predominantly, those properties are located either in the Crikvenica area (Jadranovo,
Dramalj, Selce, Novi Vinodolski) or in its hinterland (Tribalj, Grizane and Bribir). Our offer includes
luxurious villas with swimming pools, holiday homes, modern apartments and charming rooms.

UNILINE d.o.o.

IATA

Uniline is a leading DMC for Croatia and South East Europe, with headquarters in Pula and offices throughout
Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Slovenia, Serbia, China and South Korea, representatives in Japan, Indonesia
and South America. Founded in 1996, today Uniline employs over 100 professionals and is a Europcar franchisee,
a world renowned car rental company. We offer accommodation, transfers and flight reservation, excursions,
organization of MICE and sport events, school excursions, hotel management, tailor-made programs for groups
and individuals. Branch offices in Dubrovnik, Opatija, Poreč, Rabac, Rovinj, Split, Zadar and Zagreb.

Božidara Magovca 30
10010 Zagreb
T: +385 1 5531464
F: +385 1 5531464
info@travelino.hr
www.travelino.hr
Ms Nataša Dragojević

Goli Vrh 13
10450 Jastrebarsko
T: +385 97 7343511
info@traveljaz.com
www.traveljaz.com
Mr Mohamed Elkomy

Ulica Matka Laginje 31
52470 Umag
T: +385 52 759735
F: +385 52 759722
trevitours.travel@gmail.com
www.trevitours.com
Ms Vesna Trevižan

Savska cesta 182
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 6011648
F: +385 1 6011649
info@tureta-travel.com
www.tureta-travel.com
Mr Igor Auferber

Trg Palih Boraca 29
51266 Selce
T: +385 51 765159
F: +385 51 765163
turist-selce@ri.t-com.hr
www.turist-selce.hr
Ms Jasna Lončarić-Kereša

Vukovarska 22
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 91 4452745
info@turquoisetravel.eu
www.turquoisetravel.eu
Ms Ana Mršić

Dr. I. Kostrenčića 2
51260 Crikvenica
T: +385 51 784130
F: +385 51 784134
info@ullitravel.com
www.ullitravel.com
Ms Ulrike Kovačić

Ulica Bože Gumpca 38
52100 Pula
T: +385 52 390000
F: +385 52 215036
uniline@uniline.hr
www.uniline.hr
Mr Boris Žgomba

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

#EmotionsWeShare

Prolaz Marije Krucifikse Kozulić 2
51000 Rijeka
T: +385 51 212780
F: +385 51 336562
travelana@ri.t-com.hr
www.travelana.hr
Ms Ana Predovan-Brkarić
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VILLAS HOLIDAY - MONDO FERIO d.o.o.
We are a team of enthusiastic holiday service providers whose main goal is to make dream
holidays come true. We are here to guide you through the choice of finest villas available in Istria
and to make your holiday run smoothly. We have a hands-on approach in selecting villas. We
take the time to closely inspect the villas and get to know their owners. In addition to including
only top-notch villas in our selection, we also like to share information about the local area,
highlighting top experiences in Istria, so you can fully enjoy your stay.

VIR TURIZAM d.o.o.
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The travel agency Vir turizam was founded in 2011 and is a part of the Vir turizam Ltd. company.
We offer: accommodation in private apartments and a wide range of packaged tours and
excursions. Our services also include: business conferences, meetings and events, catering
services, yacht charter, transfer and transport services, professional tourist guides and organized
group travel, representation of domestic and foreign travel agencies, providing tourist information
and promotional materials, renting vehicles and boats.

VMD TRAVEL AGENCY d.o.o.
VMD is a privately owned DMC, established in 1992, with its head office in Zagreb. We are the leading
specialist for active holidays to Croatia organizing walking, cycling, bird-watching and archaeological
tours. For over 10 years, we have been the place to call for individuals and groups of all sizes
looking for unique, customized travel experiences in Croatia. VMD also provides business travel and
MICE services. Our team of travel industry experts is constantly seeking to exceed our customers’
expectations, both in terms of the value for money and quality of the service we provide.

WAYOUDO d.o.o. - FREE SPIRIT TOURS
Free Spirit Tours is a group of travel experts, destination specialists and tour guides whose main
goal is to be the best ambassadors of our country. We design and operate various city tours, day
trips or multi-day trips throughout Croatia and in its neighbourhood. Spending hundreds of hours
listening to your wishes and reading every single review we get, we design vacations and run
tours with great enthusiasm and passion. We are excited to meet you, to prepare your vacation,
to be your hosts and the best possible Croatian ambassadors.

UNLIMITED CROATIA DMC - PRO SENSUS d.o.o.
Unlimited Croatia is a DMC specialized in creating unique and exclusive tours and experiences
around Croatia and Central & Eastern Europe. Our team of experienced consultants will design a
unique itinerary with every part of the trip created specifically to suit your style, preferences and
budget. With over 25 years of experience behind us, we travel differently, we ride and hike off the
beaten path, through history, across cultures and authentic encounters with the locals. We offer
our experience and professionalism in creating your trip of a lifetime!

URSUS TRAVEL – URSUS j.d.o.o.
Based in Split, Ursus is a travel and accommodation specialist lead by an experienced team of
tourism and hospitality industry professionals. With a background in catering, we have grown to
become a full-service travel agent providing private accommodation rentals, hotel and catering
services, transfers as well as tours and excursions. Ursus strives to offer full-service support
to clients and conducts its business in a sincere manner with the goal of creating long-lasting
positive memories and impressions of the people of Croatia and of its beauty.

VAL TRAVEL AGENCY - S.H.L. d.o.o.
Travel agency VAL is a family run agency with a long-standing tradition of over 20 years. Since it
was established, VAL has become the leading agency on the island of Lošinj. We are a forward
thinking company, always looking for new ideas. We offer hiking tours with famous alpinist Marin
Valentić, Mount Blanc conqueror. We are involved in Lošinj’s cultural and sporting events (World
Downhill Cup) and our portfolio includes DMC programs, accommodation services, various tours
and activities, individually tailored for each guest and their needs.

VARAŽDINTOURS PUTNIČKA AGENCIJA d.o.o.

IATA

Travel agency Varaždintours was established in 1971. It is one of the oldest and biggest travel
agencies in northwest Croatia. Since 1997, Varaždintours is also a member of IATA. We offer a
range of services for individual travel and groups: accommodation, coach services, transfers,
excursions, special interest tours, incentive travel, team-building, and rent-a-car. Over the years
we have developed an outstanding cooperation with many tour operators from all over the world.
Our advantage is professional and educated personnel and long-term experience in tourism.

Savezne Republike Njemačke 4
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 91 9177961
info@unlimitedcroatia.com;
andrea@unlimitedcroatia.com
www.unlimitedcroatia.com
Ms Andreja Cvitković

Vojka Krstulovića 35
21000 Split
T: +385 91 2504600; +385 91 2004400
info@ursus.com.hr
https://ursus.com.hr
Mr Petar Ursić Glavanović

Vladimira Nazora 29
51551 Veli Lošinj
T: +385 51 236604
F: +385 51 236352
val@val-losinj.hr
www.val-losinj.hr
Mr Lovro Hesky

Kapucinski trg 6
42000 Varaždin
T: +385 42 320400
F: +385 42 320402
info@varazdintours.hr
www.varazdintours.hr
Mr Ivica Presečki

ZAGREBAČKI HOLDING d.o.o. - VLADIMIR NAZOR
Vladimir Nazor, a subsidiary of Zagreb City Holding Ltd., is the leading specialist for active
holidays for children and young people in Croatia and abroad. It was established in 1962,
with its head office in Zagreb. We own youth hostels in Zagreb, Duga Uvala, Crikvenica, Veli
Lošinj, Punat, Skradin and camps in Savudrija and Duga Uvala. Our services include exclusive,
all-inclusive travel packages for groups of children, young people, sports associations,
kindergartens, schools, students, families, individuals, disabled people and seniors.

ZANTIUM TRAVEL d.o.o.
Zantium Travel is a young, dynamic travel agency founded by a group of passionate individuals
who have over 10 years of experience in nautical tourism and cruise organisation. We offer
unique cruising in small luxury ships, from luxury cruises to active, party, gastronomy and cycling
themes. We are proud to say that we offer personalised, tailor-made packages that give due
attention to service users, our valued guests. We invest greatly in raising service standards –
Zantium is even included in crew selection consultations.

ZZUUM ACTIVE VACATION - CALIPER d.o.o.
We are travel agency from Zadar that provides active holiday services. We organise daily bike
tours and cycling holiday packages in Zadar region. Zzuum offers transfers and rental services,
including bike, scooter and boat rental. Our offers combine dynamic holidays with the local
culture and gastronomy. Adrenaline activities, boat excursions or hiking, we can make it possible!
We make the best possible tailor-made solution for our clients.

ŽABAC TOURS d.o.o.
Žabac travel agency was founded in 2014, evolving its business activities in two directions. The first
is the advancement of tourist transfer services. We have our own fleet of vehicles, which makes
us competitive on the tourist transfers market. The second refers to market placement with a wide
range of our own, custom services like trips and excursions for groups, schools, pilgrimages and
parties across Croatia and abroad. We are proud of the many awards, accolades and plaques for our
contribution to the development of the Neretva valley area. Branch office is in Zagreb.

Kralja Zvonimira 14/IV
21000 Split
T: +385 21 771148
F: +385 21 771148
info@ventula-travel.com
www.ventula-travel.com; www.croatian-travel.com
Mr Robert Bralić

Sv. Anton 36
52466 Novigrad
T: +385 52 500401
info@villasholiday.com
www.villasholiday.com
Mr Zlatko Matić

Prezida VII
23234 Vir
T: +385 23 346741
F: +385 23 346740
agency@virturizam.hr
www.virturizam-agency.hr
Ms Kristina Perić

Horvaćanska cesta 17
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 3375546
vmd@vmd.hr
www.vmd.hr
Ms Laura Popovac

Vlaška 78
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 91 5567247
info@freespirittours.eu
www.freespirittours.eu
Mr Augustin Fabijanić

Maksimirska 51
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 6421900
F: +385 1 6429640
nazor@zgh.hr
www.nazor.hr
Mr Goran Kršnjavi

R.F. Mihanovića 9
10000 Zagreb
T: +385 1 2231000
office@zantium-travel.com
www.zantiumtravel.com
Mr Roman Dominik Reicher

Federica Grisogona 9
23000 Zadar
T: +385 91 3200300; +385 98 272100
info@zzuum.com
www.zzuum.com
Mr Filip Lerga

Kralja Zvonimira 5
20350 Metković
T: +385 20 684681
travel.agency@zabac.info
www.travelagency-zabac.com
Mr Josip Mijoč

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

Ventula Travel is a small, family-owned boutique travel company renowned for creating innovative
itineraries with a special touch. Inspired by Croatia’s rich cultural and historical heritage and
natural beauties, we strive to contribute to sustainable development of the local community
and tourism industry in this traditionally multicultural region. From carefully selected lodgings
and venues to fun and educational activities, our customized packages provide authentic
experiences that cannot be found anywhere else.
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Tour Operator / Travel Agency
Tour Operator / Travel Agency
FORTUNA
FORTUNA

TOURS
TOURS

DESTINATION MANAGEMENT COMPANY

DESTINATION MANAGEMENT COMPANY

FORTUNA

IATA

TOURS

TourIATA
Operator / Travel Agency
DESTINATION MANAGEMENT COMPANY

Have a healthy journey with all precautions taken
down to the smallest detail for your in-flight safety.

IATA

FORTUNA TOURS DMC MOSTAR

T: +387 36 552197
F: +387 36 551888
F: +387 36 551888
headoffice@fortuna.ba
headoffice@fortuna.ba
T:
+387 36 552197
www.fortuna.ba; www.lcc-fortuna.com
www.fortuna.ba;
F:
+387 36 551888www.lcc-fortuna.com

88104 Mostar, Bosnia and Herzegovina
Mr Mili Bijavica

headoffice@fortuna.ba
www.fortuna.ba; www.lcc-fortuna.com

HORIZON SAIL LTD.

FORTUNA
TOURS
DESTINATION MANAGEMENT COMPANY

IATA

Hotels
Hotels

Hotels

HORIZON SAIL LTD.
28 Orchard Rd, Lytham Saint Annes
28
OrchardTOURS
Rd, Lytham
Saint Annes
FORTUNA
DMC MOSTAR
FY8 1PF Lancashire, United Kingdom
Lancashire,
FY8
1PF United Kingdom
Rade Bitange
34
HORIZON
SAIL
LTD.
Mr Matej Maravic
Mr
Matej
Maravic
88104
Mostar,
and
Herzegovina
28
Orchard
Rd,Bosnia
Lytham
Saint
Annes
Mr Mili Bijavica
Lancashire,
FY8 1PF United Kingdom
Mr Matej Maravic
LASTA
TRAVEL
d.o.o. d.o.o.
MOSTAR
LASTA
TRAVEL
MOSTAR
BišćeBišće
PoljePolje
bb/Intera
TP TP
bb/Intera
HORIZON SAIL LTD.
88000
Mostar,
Bosnia
and Herzegovina
88000
Mostar,
and Herzegovina
LASTA
TRAVEL
d.o.o.Bosnia
MOSTAR
28 Orchard Rd, Lytham Saint Annes
Mr
Zlatko
Papac
Mr
Zlatko
Papac TP
Bišće
Polje
bb/Intera
Lancashire, FY8 1PF United Kingdom
88000 Mostar, Bosnia and Herzegovina
Mr Matej Maravic
Mr Zlatko Papac
REAL
TOURS
LLC DBA
SLOVAK
TRAVEL
SERVICE
s.r.o.TRULY CROATIA TOURS
LASTA TRAVEL
MOSTAR
Littled.o.o.
Neck
Parkway, 5F
M.A.47-27
Beňovského
353/19
Bišće11362
Polje bb/Intera
TPNY, USA
Little
Neck,
92203
Vrbové,
Slovakia
SLOVAK
TRAVEL
SERVICE s.r.o.
88000
Bosnia and Herzegovina
MsMostar,
Jennifer
Mr Roman
PavlikRadman
M.A.
Beňovského
353/19
Mr Zlatko Papac
92203 Vrbové, Slovakia
Mr Roman Pavlik
SLOVAK TRAVEL SERVICE s.r.o.
M.A.TRAVEL
Beňovského
353/19
SLOVAK
SERVICE
s.r.o.
Vrbové,353/19
Slovakia
M.A.92203
Beňovského
MrVrbové,
Roman
Pavlik d.o.o.
AC OLIVA
- MASLINICA
92203
Slovakia
Rabac
bb Pavlik
Mr
Roman
52221
Rabac
AC
OLIVA
- MASLINICA d.o.o.
Mr Goran
Rabac
bb Zahtila

T: +44 7408851908
info@horizon-sail.com

T: +44
+3877408851908
36 552197
www.horizon-sail.com
info@horizon-sail.com
F: +387 36 551888
www.horizon-sail.com
headoffice@fortuna.ba
T:
+44 7408851908
www.fortuna.ba; www.lcc-fortuna.com
info@horizon-sail.com
www.horizon-sail.com
T: +387 36 332011

T: +387 36 332011
travel@lasta.ba
travel@lasta.ba
www.lasta.ba
www.lasta.ba
T: +387
+44 7408851908
36 332011
info@horizon-sail.com
travel@lasta.ba
www.horizon-sail.com
www.lasta.ba

T: +1 888 745 7302
info@trulycroatia.com
T: +421
948332011
948555
+387 36
www.trulycroatia.com
info@mojadovolenka.eu
travel@lasta.ba
www.viaadria.eu
www.lasta.ba
T:
+421 948 948555
info@mojadovolenka.eu
www.viaadria.eu
T: +421 948 948555
info@mojadovolenka.eu
www.viaadria.eu
T: +421
948 948555

T: +385 52 872258
info@mojadovolenka.eu
F: +385 52 872095
www.viaadria.eu
olivakamp@maslinica-rabac.com
T: +385 52 872258
www.maslinica-rabac.com
F: +385 52 872095

52221 Rabac
Mr Goran Zahtila

olivakamp@maslinica-rabac.com
www.maslinica-rabac.com

APARTHOTEL PHARIA - ORVAS d.o.o.
Put Podstina 1
AC OLIVA - MASLINICA d.o.o.
OLIVA
- MASLINICA
21450AC
Hvar
APARTHOTEL
PHARIA
- ORVASd.o.o.
d.o.o.
Rabac
bb
Rabac
bb
Ms Sanja
Kovačević
Put
Podstina
52221
Rabac 1
52221
Rabac
21450
Hvar
Mr
Goran
Zahtila
Mr Goran
Zahtila
Ms Sanja
Kovačević

T: +385 21 778080
F: +385 21 778081
T: +385 52 872258
T: +385
52 872258
orvas-hotels@orvas.hr
T:
+385
F:
+385 21
52 778080
872095
F: +385
52 872095
www.orvas-hotels.com
F:
+385
21 778081
olivakamp@maslinica-rabac.com
olivakamp@maslinica-rabac.com
orvas-hotels@orvas.hr
www.maslinica-rabac.com
www.maslinica-rabac.com
www.orvas-hotels.com

CORNARO HOTEL - MANAS d.o.o.
Sinjska 6
APARTHOTEL PHARIA - ORVAS d.o.o.
21000
SplitHOTELHOTEL
CORNARO
- MANAS
CORNARO
- MANAS
d.o.o. d.o.o.
Put Podstina
1
Ms
Ivana
6
Sinjska
6 Klarić
21450Sinjska
Hvar
21000
Split
21000
Split
Ms Sanja
Kovačević
Ms Ivana
Ms Ivana
KlarićKlarić

T: +385 21 644200
F: +385 21 644201
T: +385 21 778080
info@cornarohotel.com
T: 21
+385
21 644200
T:
F: +385
+385
21 644200
778081
www.cornarohotel.com
F: +385
21 644201
F:
+385
21 644201
orvas-hotels@orvas.hr
info@cornarohotel.com
info@cornarohotel.com
www.orvas-hotels.com
www.cornarohotel.com
www.cornarohotel.com

DIOKLECIJAN HOTEL & RESIDENCE
Kranjčevićeva 45
CORNARO HOTEL - MANAS d.o.o.
21000DIOKLECIJAN
Split HOTELHOTEL
DIOKLECIJAN
& RESIDENCE
& RESIDENCE
Sinjska 6
Mr Tomislav
Buljubašić
Kranjčevićeva
21000Kranjčevićeva
Split 45 45
21000
Split
21000
Split
Ms Ivana
Klarić
Mr Tomislav
Buljubašić
Mr Tomislav
Buljubašić

T: +385 21 585100
F: +385 21 585101
T: +385 21 644200
info@hotel-dioklecijan.com
T:
T: 21
+385
21 585100
F: +385
+385
21 585100
644201
www.hotel-dioklecijan.com
F:
+385
21 585101
F: +385
21 585101
info@cornarohotel.com
info@hotel-dioklecijan.com
info@hotel-dioklecijan.com
www.cornarohotel.com
www.hotel-dioklecijan.com
www.hotel-dioklecijan.com

ESPLANADE ZAGREB HOTEL
Mihanovićeva 1
DIOKLECIJAN HOTEL & RESIDENCE
10000ESPLANADE
Zagreb
ESPLANADE
ZAGREB
HOTEL HOTEL
Kranjčevićeva
45 ZAGREB
Mr Ivica
Max Krizmanić
Mihanovićeva
1
21000Mihanovićeva
Split 1
10000
Zagreb
10000
Zagreb
Mr Tomislav
Buljubašić
Mr Ivica
Mr Max
IvicaKrizmanić
Max Krizmanić

T: +385 1 4566666
F: +385 1 4566050
T: +385 21 585100
info@esplanade.hr
T:
T: 1
+385
1 4566666
F: +385
+385
214566666
585101
www.esplanade.hr
F:
+385
1 4566050
F: +385
1 4566050
info@hotel-dioklecijan.com
info@esplanade.hr
info@esplanade.hr
www.hotel-dioklecijan.com
www.esplanade.hr
www.esplanade.hr

FENOMEN PLITVICE RESORT
Plitvica selo 81
ESPLANADE ZAGREB HOTEL
53231 Plitvička
jezera
FENOMEN
PLITVICE
RESORT
Mihanovićeva
1
FENOMEN
Mr Dragan
Plitvica
seloBaričić
81 PLITVICE RESORT
10000 Zagreb
Plitvica
selo
81
53231
Plitvička
jezera
Mr Ivica
Max Krizmanić
53231Baričić
Plitvička jezera
Mr Dragan

T: +385 1 4602 328
T: +385 1 4566666
sales@fenomen-plitvice.hr
F: +385 1 4566050
T: 1
+385
8911168
www.fenomen-plitvice.com
T:
+385
460253328
info@esplanade.hr
sales@fenomen-plitvice.hr
sales@fenomen-plitvice.hr
www.esplanade.hr
www.fenomen-plitvice.hr
www.fenomen-plitvice.com

FENOMEN PLITVICE RESORT
Plitvica selo 81
53231 Plitvička jezera
Mr Dragan Baričić

T: +385 1 4602 328
sales@fenomen-plitvice.hr
www.fenomen-plitvice.com

Mr Božo Čulo

CROATIA

T: +387 36 552197

FORTUNA TOURS DMC MOSTAR
Rade Bitange 34
Rade Bitange 34
88104 Mostar, Bosnia and Herzegovina
88104 Mostar,
Bosnia
and
Herzegovina
FORTUNA
TOURS
DMC
MOSTAR
Mr Mili Bijavica
Mr Mili
Bijavica34
Rade
Bitange
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GRAND HOTEL ADRIATIC d.o.o.
M. Tita 200
51410 Opatija
Ms Suzi Matika

T: +385 51 719000
F: +385 51 719015
info@hotel-adriatic.hr
www.hotel-adriatic.hr

HOTEL VIŠNJICA - PUSTARA VIŠNJICA d.o.o.
Višnjica bb, Višnjica
33520 Slatina
Ms Ksenija Plantak

T: +385 33 401650; +385 91 4546144;
+385 91 4546142
F: +385 33 401651
visnjica@visnjica.hr
www.visnjica.hr

HOTEL ADMIRAL d.o.o.
Bana Josipa Jelačića 6
32100 Vinkovci
Mr Ivan Udovičić

T: +385 32 332221
hotel.admiral.prodaja@gmail.com
www.hotel-admiral.hr

MASLINICA HOTELS & RESORTS - MASLINICA d.o.o.
Rabac bb
52221 Rabac
Mr Goran Zahtila

T: +385 52 884172
F: +385 52 872088
info@maslinica-rabac.com
www.maslinica-rabac.com

HOTEL ARISTOS
Cebini 33
10000 Zagreb
Ms Kristinka Modić Roso

T: +385 1 6695900
F: +385 1 6695902
aristos@hotel-aristos.hr
www.hotel-aristos.hr

MCR d.o.o. - HOTEL FRANKOPAN
Ivana Gorana Kovačića 1
47300 Ogulin
Mr Milan Ceranić, Mr Milan Rupčić

T: +385 47 525509
F: +385 47 525542
hotel-frankopan@hotel-frankopan.hr
www.hotel-frankopan.hr

HOTEL BASTION - BOUTIQUE HOTELI ZADAR d.o.o.
Bedemi zadarskih pobuna 13
23000 Zadar
Ms Mladenka Štura

T: +385 23 494950
F: +385 23 494951
info@hotel-bastion.hr
www.hotel-bastion.hr

RADISSON BLU RESORT & SPA, SPLIT
Put Trstenika 19
21000 Split
Mr Jesper Vilsoe

T: +385 21 303030
F: +385 21 303031
info.split@radissonblu.com
www.radissonblu.com/resort-split

HOTEL HEDERA - MASLINICA d.o.o.
Rabac bb
52221 Rabac
Mr Goran Zahtila

T: +385 52 884172
F: +385 52 872088
info@maslinica-rabac.com
www.maslinica-rabac.com

TERME JEZERČICA d.o.o.
Toplička 80
49240 Donja Stubica
Ms Zrinka Lekić

T: +385 49 200600
F: +385 49 200601
info@terme-jezercica.hr
www.terme-jezercica.hr

HOTEL MIMOSA - MASLINICA d.o.o.
Rabac bb
52221 Rabac
Mr Goran Zahtila

T: +385 52 884172
F: +385 52 872088
info@maslinica-rabac.com
www.maslinica-rabac.com

TERME TUHELJ d.o.o. - HOTEL WELL
Ljudevita Gaja 4
49215 Tuheljske Toplice
Mr Florjan Vasle, Mr Vasja Čretnik

T: +385 49 203000
F: +385 49 556216
info@terme-tuhelj.hr
www.terme-tuhelj.hr

HOTEL NARCIS - MASLINICA d.o.o.
Rabac bb
52221 Rabac
Mr Goran Zahtila

T: +385 52 884172
F: +385 52 872088
info@maslinica-rabac.com
www.maslinica-rabac.com
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United Nations
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Cultural Organization
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T: +385 21 270400
rezervacije@stacija-hotel.com
www.stacija-hotel.com

R

HOTEL ŠTACIJA
Šetalište Miljenka i Dobrile 34
21215 Kaštel Lukšić
Ms Katarina Kovačev

E
WORLD H

www.hotel-villa-neretva.com

NDIAL •

•

www.hotel-villa-neretva.com
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+385 (0)20 672 200
+385 (0)20 672 201
+385 (0)98 361 700
+385 (0)20 672 200
+385 (0)20 672 201
+385 (0)98 361 700

T: +385
52 390098 www.europcar.com.hr
www.uniline.hr;
F: +385 52 495200
rentacar@uniline.hr
www.uniline.hr; www.europcar.com.hr

PUBLIC INSTITUTE OF KRKA NATIONAL PARK
Trg Ivana Pavla ll. br. 5
22000 Šibenik
Ms Nella Slavica

T: +385 22 201777
F: +385 22 336836
info@npk.hr
www.np-krka.hr

PUBLIC INSTITUTE OF KRKA NATIONAL PARK
PUBLIC
INSTITUTE
OF KRKA NATIONAL PARK
Trg Ivana
Pavla
ll. br. 5NATIONAL
PUBLIC
INSTITUTION
PARK PLITVICE LAKES
TrgŠibenik
Ivana Pavla ll. br. 5
22000
SCIENTIFIC
CENTRE „Dr.IVO PEVALEK“
22000
Šibenik
Ms Nella
Slavica
Josipa
Jovića
19

T: +385 22 201777
T: +385
22 201777
F: +385
22 336836
F: +385 22 336836
info@npk.hr
T:
+385 53 751000
info@npk.hr
www.np-krka.hr
F:
+385 53 751001

53231 Plitvička Jezera
Mr Tomislav Kovačević
PUBLIC INSTITUTION NATIONAL PARK PLITVICE LAKES
SCIENTIFIC CENTRE „Dr.IVO PEVALEK“
Josipa Jovića 19
PUBLIC
INSTITUTION
NATIONAL PARK PLITVICE LAKES
53231
Plitvička
Jezera
SCIENTIFIC
CENTRE „Dr. IVO PEVALEK“
Mr Tomislav
Kovačević

info@np-plitvicka-jezera.hr
www.np-plitvicka-jezera.hr
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Plitvice Lakes National Park
inscribed on the World
Heritage List in 1979

Education

Josipa Jovića 19

rentacar@uniline.hr

www.np-krka.hr

T: +385 53 751000
F: +385 53 751001
T: +385 53 751000
info@np-plitvicka-jezera.hr
F: +385 53 751001
www.np-plitvicka-jezera.hr
info@np-plitvicka-jezera.hr
www.np-plitvicka-jezera.hr

53231BERNAYS
PlitvičkaCOLLEGE
Jezera OF COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT
EDWARD
Mr Tomislav
Ratkajev
prolaz 8Kovačević
10000 Zagreb
Mr Damir Jugo

T: +385 1 5551212
info@bernays.hr
www.bernays.hr

EDWARD BERNAYS COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT
Ratkajev prolaz 8
FACULTY
OF ECONOMICS & BUSINESS - DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM
10000
Zagreb
TrgDamir
J. F. Kennedya
Mr
Jugo 6
10000 Zagreb

T: +385 1 5551212
T: +385 1 2383272
info@bernays.hr
F: +385 1 2335633
www.bernays.hr
nfrancekovic@efzg.hr
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Plitvice Lakes National Park
inscribed on the World
Heritage List in 1979

«Jednom kad doživite Neretvu,poželjet ćete se vratiti kao i mnogi prije vas ...»

«Jednom kad doživite Neretvu,poželjet ćete se vratiti kao i mnogi prije vas ...»

UNILINE
d.o.o.Filipović
- EUROPCAR CROATIA
Mr Dean
Ulica Bože Gumpca 38
52100 Pula
Ms Edita Petaros, Mr Ranko Petrović
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United Nations
Educational, Scientiﬁc and
Cultural Organization

www.novarentacar.hr

T: +385 21 381457
F: +385 21 338447
T: +385 52 390098
info@novarentacar.hr
F: +385 52 495200
www.novarentacar.hr
T: +385 52 390090
rentacar@uniline.hr
F: +385 52 495200
www.uniline.hr;
www.europcar.com.hr

Ms Nella Slavica

MO
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E
WORLD H

T: +385 21 888118
F: +385 21 888337
hotel@hotel-svetikriz.hr
www.hotel-svetikriz.hr

•

HOTEL SVETI KRIŽ
Ulica domovinske zahvalnosti 1
21220 Trogir
Ms Silvana Pavlinović

National Parks

PA
T

T: +385 20 680260
F: +385 20 680260
info@hotel-villa-neretva.com
www.hotel-restaurant-villa-neretva.hr

NDIAL •

HOTEL RESTAURANT TURIZAM VILLA NERETVA d.o.o.
Krvavac II
20350 Metković
Mr Cristian Franco Jerković

National Parks

T: +385 21 381457
T: +385
21 381457
F: +385
21 338447
F: +385 21 338447
info@novarentacar.hr
info@novarentacar.hr
www.novarentacar.hr

NOVA RENT A CAR - NOVA GRATIA d.o.o.
Cesta Plano 2/a
UNILINE
d.o.o. - EUROPCAR CROATIA
21220
Trogir
Ulica
Bože
Gumpca 38
Mr
Rino
Pavlov
UNILINE
52100 Pula d.o.o. - EUROPCAR
Ulica
Bože
Gumpca
38 Petrović
Ms Edita Petaros,
Mr Ranko
52100 Pula

MO

T: +385 21 885185
F: +385 21 797729
info@hotelpasike.com
www.hotelpasike.com

L
IA

REDOVNI IZLETI
(DNEVNI,POLUDNEVNI)
ŠKOLSKE EKSKURZIJE
ŠKOLA U PRIRODI
SINDIKALNI IZLETI
TEAM BUILDING
INCENTIVE PROGRAMI
BERBA MANDARINA

REDOVNI IZLETI
(DNEVNI,POLUDNEVNI)
ŠKOLSKE EKSKURZIJE
ŠKOLA U PRIRODI
SINDIKALNI IZLETI
TEAM BUILDING
INCENTIVE PROGRAMI
BERBA MANDARINA

HOTEL PAŠIKE
Splitska 4
21220 Trogir
Ms Marija Hell

NOVA RENT A CAR - NOVA GRATIA d.o.o.
NOVA
Cesta
PlanoRENT
2/a A CAR - NOVA GRATIA d.o.o.
Cesta
Plano 2/a
21220
Trogir
21220
Trogir
Mr Rino
Pavlov
Mr Rino Pavlov

E

TURIST PROGRAM
PROGRAM
TURIST

T: +385 21 406400
F: +385 21 406403
hotelpark@hotelpark-split.hr
www.hotelpark-split.hr

N

TURIST PROGRAM
PROGRAM
TURIST

HOTEL PARK - POTESTAS d.o.o.
Hatzeov perivoj 3
21000 Split
Mr Božo Čulo

59

Car Rentals

Car Rentals
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Education
EDWARD
BERNAYS
COLLEGE
OF COMMUNICATION
MANAGEMENT
EDWARD
BERNAYS
COLLEGE
OF COMMUNICATION
MANAGEMENT
T: +385 1 5551212
T: +385
1 5551212
Ratkajev
prolaz
8 8
Ratkajev
prolaz
info@bernays.hr
info@bernays.hr
10000
Zagreb
10000
Zagreb
www.bernays.hr
www.bernays.hr
Mr Damir
JugoJugo
Mr Damir

FACULTY OF ECONOMICS & BUSINESS - DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM
FACULTY OF ECONOMICS & BUSINESS - DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM
Trg J. F. Kennedya 6
Trg J.F.Kennedya 6
10000 Zagreb
10000 Zagreb
Mr Jurica Pavičić

T: +385 1 2383272
T: +385 1 2383272
F: +385 1 2335633
F: +385 1 2335633
nfrancekovic@efzg.hr
rpapic@net.efzg.hr
www.efzg.unizg.hr

JURAJ DOBRILA UNIVERSITY OF PULA
JURAJ DOBRILA
UNIVERSITY OF PULA
Zagrebačka
30
Zagrebačka
30
52100
Pula
52100
Pula
Ms Tea
Golja,
Mr Robert Zenzerović

T: +385 52 377000
T: +385
52 377000
F: +385
52 377013
F: +385 52 377013
fitiks-ured@unipu.hr;
ured-fet@unipu.hr
fitiks-ured@unipu.hr
www.fitiks.unipu.hr;
www.fet.unipu.hr

POLYTECHNIC OF ŠIBENIK
Trg A. Hebranga 11
KARLOVAC
22000
Šibenik UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES
Trg J.J.
Strossmayera
9
Ms Tanja
Radić
Lakoš

T: +385 22 311060
F: +385 22 216716
T: +385 47 843500
dekanat@vus.hr
F: +385 47 843503
www.vus.hr

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT AND DESIGN ASPIRA
Mike Tripala 6
21000
Split
POLYTECHNIC
OF ŠIBENIK
Mr Alen
Trg Jerkunica
A. Hebranga 11

T: +385 21 382802
F: +385 21 382805
info@aspira.hr
T: +385 22 311060
www.aspira.hr
F: +385 22 216716

Mr Jurica Pavičić

Ms Tea Golja, Mr Robert Zenzerović

VELEUČILIŠTE
U KARLOVCU

47000 Karlovac
Ms Nina Popović

Karlovac University
of Applied Sciences

VISOKA ŠKOLA ZA MENADŽMENT I DIZAJN
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT AND DESIGN

22000 Šibenik
Ms Tanja Radić Lakoš

VISOKA ŠKOLA ZA MENADŽMENT I DIZAJN
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT AND DESIGN

UNIVERSITY OF RIJEKA - FACULTY OF TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY
MANAGEMENT
Primorska 42, P.P. 97, Naselje Ika
51410
Opatija
UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT AND DESIGN ASPIRA
Ms Dora
MikeSmolčić
Tripala Jurdana
6
21000 Split
Mr Alen Jerkunica

www.efzg.unizg.hr

www.fitiks.unipu.hr; www.fet.unipu.hr

dekanat@vuka.hr
www.vuka.hr

dekanat@vus.hr
www.vus.hr

T: +385 51 294706
F: +385 51 291965
dekanat@fthm.hr
T: +385 21 382802
www.fthm.uniri.hr
F: +385 21 382805
info@aspira.hr
www.aspira.hr

UNIVERSITY OF SPLIT - UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Kopilica 5
21000 Split
UNIVERSITY OF RIJEKA - FACULTY OF
Mr Ivan Akrap
TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
Primorska 46, P.P. 97, Naselje Ika
51410 Opatija
VERN' - UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES
Ms Sandra Janković

Trg bana Jelačića 3
10000 Zagreb
Mr Vlatko
Cvrtila OF SPLIT - UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT
UNIVERSITY

T: +385 21 348 900
F: +385 21 348900
mijana@oss.unist.hr
T: +385 51 294706
www.oss.unist.hr
F: +385 51 291965
dekanat@fthm.hr
www.fthm.uniri.hr

T: +385 1 4881826
boska.relic@vern.hr
www.vern.hr

First Croatian Folklore show

Open the door to
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Plitvice Lakes National Park
inscribed on the World
Heritage List in 1979

T: +385 21 348900
OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
F: +385 21 348900
Croatian culture
in
an
informal
environment.
Taste
the
best
traditional
food
and beverages
Kopilica 5
mijana@oss.unist.hr
Split handicrafts and souvenirs for yourself and your
www.oss.unist.hr
Choose21000
unique
beloved ones.
Mr Petar Pepur

of the city of Zagreb.

croatian travel agencies directory
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United Nations
Educational, Scientiﬁc and
Cultural Organization

T: +385 53 751000
F: +385 53 751001
info@np-plitvicka-jezera.hr
www.np-plitvicka-jezera.hr

SCIENTIFIC CENTRE „Dr.IVO PEVALEK“
Josipa Jovića 19
53231 Plitvička Jezera
Mr Tomislav Kovačević

Learn, watch and experience authentic dances, songs, and melodies inscribed on UNESCO’s Representative List
of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.
VERN’ UNIVERSITY

Palmotićeva 82/1
www.heartsofzagreb.com | contact@heartsofzagreb.com
| +385955919627 |
10000 Zagreb
Mr Vlatko Cvrtila

T: +385 1 4881826

boska.relic@vern.hr
heartsofzagreb
| firstcroatianfolkloreshow
www.vern.hr

ABTTA - ASSOCIATION OF BULGARIAN TOUR OPERATORS
AND TRAVEL AGENTS
ABTTA - ASSOCIATION OF BULGARIAN TOUR
1 Hristo Belchev Str.
OPERATORS AND TRAVEL AGENTS
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
1 Hristo Belchev Str.
Mr Bayko Baykov

T: +359 2 9805255
T: +359 2 9805255
F: +359 2 9805255
F: +359 2 9805255
info@abtta.com
info@abtta.com
www.abtta.com

ACTA - ASSOCIATION OF CYPRUS TRAVEL AGENTS
24 Stasicratous Street,
ACTA - ASSOCIATION OF CYPRUS TRAVEL AGENTS
1065 Nicosia
24 Stasicratous Street
Mr Vasilis Stamataris

T: +357 22 666435
F: +357 22 660330
T: +357 22 666435
acta@acta.org.cy
F: +357 22 660330
www.acta.org.cy

AČCKA - ASSOCIATION OF TOUR OPERATORS AND TRAVEL AGENTS
OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC
Letenská 119/3
11 800 Praha 1, Czech Republic
Mr Roman Škrabánek

T: +420 224 862551
sekretariat@accka.cz
www.accka.cz

1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
Mr Bayko Baykov

1065 Nicosia, Cyprus
Mr Vasilis Stamataris

ANVR - ALGEMENE NEDERLANSE VERENIGING VAN

www.abtta.com

acta@acta.org.cy
www.acta.org.cy

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

Associations

T: +420 224 862551
sekretariat@accka.cz
www.accka.cz

ANVR - ALGEMENE NEDERLANSE VERENIGING VAN
REISONDERNEMINGEN
Baarnsche Dijk 10 F
3741LS Baarn, Netherlands
Mr Frank Oostdam

T: +31 35 5433410
F: +31 35 5433411
anvr@anvr.nl
www.anvr.nl

ASR - ALLIANZ SELBSTAENDIGER REISEUNTERNEHMEN
- BUNDESVERBAND e.V.
Friedrichstrasse 119
10117 Berlin, Germany
Mr Jochen Szech

T: +49 30 2478190
F: +49 30 24781920
info@asr-berlin.de
www.asr-berlin.de

ASSOCIATION HRVATSKA KUĆA - MATERINA PRIČA
Preradovićeva 31
10000 Zagreb
Ms Mina Petra Petričec

T: +385 1 4683664
F: +385 1 4683664
petplet@gmail.com

ASSOCIATION OF CHEFS FROM MEDITERRANEAN AND
EUROPEAN REGIONS
Marina Getaldića 20a
21000 Split
Mr Željko Neven Bremec

T: +385 99 3198961
info@skmer.hr
www.skmer.hr

ASSOCIATION ZAGORJE U SRCU
Sveti Križ 56
49215 Tuhelj
Mr Krešimir Koletić

T: +385 49 556377
info@zagorjeusrcu.hr
www.zagorjeusrcu.hr

ASTA - AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TRAVEL AGENTS
675 N Washington St., Ste 490
22314 Alexandria, VA, USA
Mr Zane Kerby

T: + 1 703 7392782
F: + 1 703 8388467
askasta@asta.org
www.asta.org

ATTA - ADVENTURE TRAVEL TRADE ASSOCIATION
14751 N Kelsey St, Suite 105 PMB 604
WA 98272 Monroe, USA
Ms Gergana Nikolova, Mr Chris Doyle

T: +1 360 8053131
F: +1 360 8050649
info@adventuretravel.biz
www.adventuretravel.biz

CROATIAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION
Pionirska 1
52440 Poreč
Mr Adriano Palman

T: +385 52 451324
F: +385 52 451279
info@camping.hr
www.camping.hr

CROATIAN YOUTH HOSTEL ASSOCIATION - HI CROATIA
Savska 5
10000 Zagreb
Mr Krešimir Ivković

T: +385 1 4829296
F: +385 1 4870477
info@hicroatia.com
www.hicroatia.com

DUTY FREE SHOP
MUISZ - ASSOCIATION OF HUNGARIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES
Révay u. 10.
1065 Budapest, Hungary
Ms Judit Molnár

T: +36 1 2791107
info@muisz.com
www.muisz.com

SACKA - SLOVAK ASSOCIATION OF TOUR OPERATORS
AND TRAVEL AGENTS
Bajkalska 25
82101 Bratislava, Slovakia
Mr Roman Berkes

T: +421 2 53419058
sacka@sacka.eu
www.sacka.eu

SRF - THE ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS AND CATERING
PROFESSIONS
Sturegatan 11, P.O. Box 55545
S-102 04 Stockholm, Sweden
Mr Kent Wallstedt

You can fly
with all you buy!

UNUO - THE ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS IN THE
CATERING EDUCATION
Nadinska 7
10010 Zagreb
Mr Vedran Habel

T: +385 91 6003076
udrugaunuo@gmail.com
www.unuo.hr

YUTA - NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TRAVEL AGENCIES
OF SERBIA
Kondina 14
11000 Beograd, Serbia
Mr Aleksandar Seničić

T: +381 11 3228686
F: +381 11 3224137
yuta@yuta.rs
www.yuta.rs

ZTAS - ASSOCIATION OF TOURIST AGENCIES OF SLOVENIA
www.airport-dubrovnik.hr
Dimičeva 13
T +385 (20) 773-100 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Mr Matej Knaus

DRV - DEUTSCHER REISERVERBAND e.V.
Schicklerstrasse 5-7
D-10117 Berlin, Germany
Mr Nobert Fiebig

T: +49 30 28406-0
F: +49 30 28406-30
info@drv.de
www.drv.de

JATA - JAPAN ASSOCIATION OF TRAVEL AGENTS
Zen-Nittsu Kasumigaseki Bidg. 3-3,
Kasumigaseki 3-chome
100-0013 Tokyo, Japan
Mr Hiromi Tagawa

T: +81 3 35921271
F: +81 3 35921268
oam@jata-net.or.jp
www.jata-net.or.jp

T: +46 8 7626860
F: +46 8 7626948
info@srf-org.se
www.srf-org.se

T: +386 1 5898229
F: +386 1 5898224
info@ztas.org
www.ztas.org

Tourist Boards
CRIKVENICA TOURIST BOARD
CRIKVENICA
TOURIST
BOARD
Trg Stjepana
Radića
1C
Trg
Stjepana Radića 1 C
51260
Crikvenica
51260 Crikvenica
Ms Marijana
Biondić

T: +385 51 784101
T: +385
51 241051
F: +385
51 781056
info@tzg-crikvenice.hr
info@tzg-crikvenice.hr
www.rivieracrikvenica.com
www.rivieracrikvenica.com

Ms Marijana Biondić

KANFANAR TOURIST BOARD
Trg Marka
Zeljka TOURIST
3
KANFANAR
BOARD
52352
Kanfanar
Trg
Marka Zeljka 3
Mr Sandro
52352 Jurman
Kanfanar
TZG NIN / Vizualni identitet / Logo / horizontal

Ms Ivana Maružin

Various

www.visitkanfanar.hr

SLAVONSKI BROD TOURIST BOARD
Trg pobjede 28/1
NIN TOURIST BOARD
35000 Slavonski Brod
Trg braće Radić 3
Ms Biljana Lončarić

T: +385 35 447721
F: +385 35 406721
T: +385 23 265247
info@tzgsb.hr
F: +385 23 265247
www.tzgsb.hr

ZAGREB TOURIST BOARD
Kaptol 5
10000
Zagreb
SISAK
MOSLAVINA COUNTY TOURIST BOARD
Ms Martina
RimskaBienenfeld
28/2

T: +385 1 4898555
F: +385 1 4814340
info@infozagreb.hr
T: +385 44 540163
www.infozagreb.hr;
www.meetinzagreb.hr
info@turizam-smz.hr

23232 Nin
Ms Marija Dejanović

00 / Koncept

T: +385 52 825244
F: +385
52 825043
T: +385
52 825244
tzo@kanfanar.hr
F: +385 52 825043
www.visitkanfanar.hr
tzo@kanfanar.hr

44000 Sisak
Ms Ingrid Padjen Đurić

SLAVONSKI BROD TOURIST BOARD

info@nin.hr
www.nin.hr

www.turizam-smz.hr

T: +385 35 447721

CENTAR
POSLOVNI
TURIZAM d.o.o. - PoslovniTurizam.com / CroatiaMeetings.com
TrgZA
Pobjede
28/1
Krvarić
20/2Slavonski
10000 Zagreb
35000
Brod
Ms Daniela
Kos Lončarić
Ms Biljana

T: +385
91 2638282
F: +385
35 406721
kontakt@poslovniturizam.com
info@tzgsb.hr
www.poslovniturizam.com
www.tzgsb.hr

CROATIA AIRLINES d.d.
Bani 75 b, Buzin
10010 Zagreb
Mr Jasmin Bajić

T:+385 1 6160002
F:+385 1 6160024
contact@croatiaairlines.hr
www.croatiaairlines.com

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

AČCKA - ASSOCIATION OF TOUR OPERATORS AND
TRAVEL AGENTS OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC
Letenská 119/3
11 800 Praha 1, Czech Republic
Mr Roman Škrabánek
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www.airport-dubrovnik.hr
T +385 (20) 773-100

1st Medieval Christmas
fair in Croatia

Tourist Boards

CRIKVENICA TOURIST BOARD
Trg Stjepana Radića 1C
51260 Crikvenica
Ms Marijana Biondić

T: +385 51 784101
F: +385 51 781056
info@tzg-crikvenice.hr
www.rivieracrikvenica.com

KANFANAR TOURIST BOARD
Trg Marka Zeljka 3
52352 Kanfanar
Mr Sandro Jurman

T: +385 52 825244
F: +385 52 825043
tzo@kanfanar.hr
www.visitkanfanar.hr

TOURIST BOARD OF BROD - POSAVINA COUNTY
Trg Pobjede 26
SLAVONSKI
BROD TOURIST
35000 Slavonski
Brod BOARD
Trg pobjede
28/1
Ms Ružica
Vidaković

T: +385 35 408393
info@tzbpz.hr
T: +385
35 447721
www.tzbpz.hr

Contact: +38548/621-433; tzg-koprivnica@kc.t-com.hr

35000 Slavonski Brod
Ms Biljana Lončarić

F: +385 35 406721
info@tzgsb.hr
www.tzgsb.hr

ZAGREB TOURIST BOARD
Kaptol 5
ZAGREB
TOURIST BOARD
10000 Zagreb
Kaptol
5
Ms Martina Bienenfeld

T: +385 1 4898555
F: +385 1 4814340
T: +385
1 4898555
info@infozagreb.hr
F: +385
1 4814340
www.infozagreb.hr; www.meetinzagreb.hr

10000 Zagreb
Ms Martina Bienenfeld

CENTAR ZA POSLOVNI TURIZAM d.o.o. - PoslovniTurizam.com / CroatiaMeetings.com
APARTMENTS
Krvarić
20/2 10000BAOTIĆ
Zagreb& RESTAURANT YACHT CLUB – PRIZMA ART d.o.o.
Don Petra
Ms Daniela
Kos Špike 2a

T: +385 91 2638282
T: +385 21 798186; +385 91 2900093
kontakt@poslovniturizam.com
dragan.jadric@marinabaotic.com
www.poslovniturizam.com

CROATIA AIRLINES d.d.
Bani 75 b, Buzin
CENTAR ZA POSLOVNI TURIZAM d.o.o.
10010
Zagreb
- PoslovniTurizam.com / CroatiaMeetings.com
Mr Jasmin
Bajić

T:+385 1 6160002
F:+385 1 6160024
T: +385 91 2638282
contact@croatiaairlines.hr
kontakt@poslovniturizam.com
www.croatiaairlines.com

Krvarić 20/2
10000 Zagreb
Ms Daniela Kos

FORUM ZAGREB CONGRESS CENTRE
- RORAIMA 5 d.o.o.
Radnička cesta 50/1
10000 Zagreb
Ms Māra Vītols - Hrgetić

T: +385 1 2867777
F: +385 1 2867770
rezervacije@forumzagreb.net
www.forumzagreb.net

GALERIJA ANTUNA AUGUSTINČIĆA
Trg Antuna Mihanovića 10
49290 Klanjec
Mr Božo Pejković

T: +385 49 550343
F: +385 49 550343
gaa@mhz.hr
www.gaa.mhz.hr

ICTP - INTERNATIONAL COALITION
OF TOURISM PARTNERS
P.O. Box 208, Haleiwa Hawaii
96712-0208 Haleiwa, USA
Mr Juergen Thomas Steinmetz

T: +1 808 5669900
F: +1 808 3560196
members@ictp.travel
http://ictp.travel

KONOBA BOGO - ROKO & LOVRE d.o.o.
Gorava 41
20236 Nova Mokošica - Dubrovnik
Mr Bogomir Vuković

T: +385 91 1873163
bogokonoba@gmail.com

KUĆA DIDA TUNJE - EURO JANKOVIĆ JJ d.o.o.
Hrvatskih velikana 75
35213 Oprisavci
Mr Ivan Janković

T: +385 35 221963
F: +385 35 451051
ured.ej@gmail.com
www.kucadidatunje.hr

LEMAX d.o.o.
Remetinečka cesta 139
10000 Zagreb
Mr Mate Kostovski

T: +385 1 6314221
sales@lemax.net
www.itravelsoftware.com

MALUKS PROMET d.o.o.
Kloštranska 6
10310 Ivanić-Grad
Ms Mirela Krznarić

T: +385 1 2883373
F: +385 1 2883373
maluks.promet@gmail.com
www.maluks-promet.hr

MERIDIAN CLUB - WORLD TRAVEL MARKET
Gateway House, 28 The Quadrant
TW9 1DN Richmond Surrey, United Kingdom
Ms Micaela Juarez

T: +44 20 89107741
andy.ventris@reedexpo.co.uk
www.wtmlondon.com/meridianclub

MUZEJ “STARO SELO” KUMROVEC
Josipa Broza 19
49295 Kumrovec
Ms Tanja Brlek

T: +385 49 225830
F: +385 49 225833
mss@mhz.hr
www.mss.mhz.hr

MUZEJ GRADA ŠIBENIKA
Gradska vrata 3
22000 Šibenik
Mr Gojko Lambaša

T: +385 22 213880
F: +385 22 213355
tajnistvo@muzej-sibenik.hr
www.muzej-sibenik.hr

MUZEJ KRAPINSKIH NEANDERTALACA
Šetalište Vilibalda Sluge bb
49000 Krapina
Mr Jurica Sabol

T: +385 49 371491
F: +385 49 374969
mkn@mhz.hr
www.mkn.mhz.hr

info@infozagreb.hr
www.infozagreb.hr; www.meetinzagreb.hr

Various

21218 Seget Donji
Mr Željko Baotić

T: +385 91 6196534
citypoint@tvrdjava-kulture.hr
www.tvrdjava-kulture.hr

www.baotic-yachting.com

www.poslovniturizam.com

CROATIA AIRLINES d.d.
Bani 75 b, Buzin
10010 Zagreb
Mr Jasmin Bajić

T: +385 1 6160002
F: +385 1 6160024
contact@croatiaairlines.hr
www.croatiaairlines.com

DREAM JOURNEY YACHTING - D.J. USLUGE d.o.o.
Gomboševa 4
10000 Zagreb
Ms Josipa Gradiški

T: +385 1 7771795
F: +385 1 7771795
booking@adriaticcharteryachts.com
www.adriaticcharteryachts.com; www.dream-journey-yachting.com

DVOR VELIKI TABOR
Košnički Hum 1
49216 Desinić
Ms Renata Dečman

T: +385 49 374970
F: +385 49 374979
dvt@mhz.hr
www.veliki-tabor.hr

FERIAL d.o.o.
Stjepana Radića 12
47000 Karlovac
Mr Filip Trezner, Mr Željko Trezner

T: +385 47 611204
info@ferial.hr
www.ferial.hr

CROATIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES DIRECTORY

beginning of December 2021

FORTRESS OF CULTURE ŠIBENIK
Vodička 4
22000 Šibenik
Ms Gorana Barišić Bačelić
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T: +385 49 587888
F: +385 49 587885
msb@mhz.hr
www.msb.mhz.hr

TOUR GUIDE ANDREA CAROLINA LINARES HOYOS
Put dr. Ante Starčevića 49A
20207 Mlini
Ms Andrea Carolina Linares Hoyos

T: +385 99 5952861
linaresuk@gmail.com
tuguiaendubrovnik.com

MUZEJI HRVATSKOG ZAGORJA
Samci 64
49245 Gornja Stubica
Ms Nadica Jagarčec

T: +385 49 587887
F: +385 49 587885
ravnateljica@mhz.hr
www.mhz.hr

TRAVELLER j.d.o.o.
Viška 20
52100 Pula
Mr Edi Bilić

T: +385 91 2006700
info@transfer-traveller.com

MY RENT - J.P. ATELIER d.o.o.
Klaićeva 14
10000 Zagreb
Mr Neven Palčec

T: +385 97 6128621
info@my-rents.com
www.my-rents.com

TRIGLAV OSIGURANJE d.d.
Antuna Heinza 4
10000 Zagreb
Mr Marin Matijaca

T: +385 800 202080
F: +385 1 5632709
info@triglav.hr
www.triglav.hr

NAVIS YACHT CHARTER - POSADA d.o.o.
Spinčićeva 2D
21000 Split
Mr Neno Vrgoč

T: +385 21 571203
F: +385 21 571207
info@navis-yacht-charter.com
www.navisyachtcharter.com

TURISTIČKA PRIZMA d.o.o.
Vatroslava Jagića 38/A
21000 Novi Sad, Serbia
Mr Nikola Mihajlović

T: +381 21 541936
F: +381 21 541937
office@turistickaprizmans.com
www.turistickaprizmans.com

OPG BUTIĆ - FAMILY AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS
Briševo 27
23000 Briševo - Zadar
Mr Mirko Butić

T: +385 23 271158
butici@net.hr
www.konoba-butic.com

U.T. UGOSTITELJSKI I TURISTIČKI MARKETING
Bosiljevska 32
10000 Zagreb
Ms Silvana Jakuš

T: +385 1 3705750
F: +385 1 3705755
ut@utm.hr
www.utm.hr

PLAN ADRIA d.o.o.
Industrijska 21/A
52100 Pula
Mr Mladen Gobin

T: +385 52 770200
F: +385 52 770225
info@planadria.hr
www.planadria.hr

VILLAS BAOTIĆ – NAUTIKA NEKRETNINE d.o.o.
Hrvatskih žrtava 410
21218 Seget Vranjica
Mr Željko Baotić

T: +385 21 634046; +385 91 2900093
dragan.jadric@marinabaotic.com
www.baotic-yachting.com

PRIMIZIA d.o.o. HOTEL SAN ROCCO - GOURMET RESTAURANT
Srednja ulica 2
52474 Brtonigla
Mr Tullio Fernetich

T: +385 52 725000
F: +385 52 725026
info@san-rocco.hr
www.san-rocco.hr

VOZY APP d.o.o.
Ilica 1A
10000 Zagreb
Mr Juraj Požnjak, Mr Zoran Marković

T: +385 98 668831
vozy@vozy.app
www.vozy.app

RESTAURANT DIONIS & VILLAS TROGIR - ACCOLA d.o.o.
Obrov 1
21220 Trogir
Mr Dominko Kunkić

T: +385 91 3051904; +385 91 5367157
vila.more.sunce@gmail.com;
dionis.restoran1@gmail.com
www.villas-trogir.com

RESTORAN VISOVAC - MRŠE d.o.o.
Skradinskih svilara 21
22222 Skradin
Mr Zoran Kovilić

T: +385 98 768783
F: +385 22 778890
mrse@si.t-com.hr
www.visovac.com

SATURN ORGANIZACIJA I PROMOCIJA d.o.o.
Prolaz sestara Baković 3
10000 Zagreb
Ms Sandra Piro

T: +385 98 1870294
sandra.piro@saturn-promocija.hr
www.saturn-promocija.hr

TAVERN DONJA BANDA
Radići 11
21222 Vrsine
Mr Roberto Nedeljko
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In addition to the new MICHELIN star
restaurants, seven more restaurants were
included on the Bib Gourmand list, including:
Konoba Mate (Korčula), Dunav (Ilok), Konoba
Fetivi (Split), Izakaya by Time (Zagreb), Vuglec
Breg (Krapina), Konoba Malo Selo (Buje) and
Alla Beccaccia (Valbandon). Thus, Croatia
today boasts a total of 13 restaurants with
this MICHELIN label, which is awarded
to restaurants that offer quality menus at
affordable prices.

© Marko Sitar, Lešić Dimitri d.o.o.

© Veronica Arevalo, Tifon Labirint d.o.o.

© Dean Duboković, U.O. Monte
© Ivan Brčić, Jadranka turizam d.o.o.

In September 2021
Croatia gained three more
prestigious MICHELIN star
restaurants. Namely, the
restaurants Nebo (Rijeka),
Alfred Keller (Mali Lošinj)
and Agli Amici (Rovinj)
were awarded with one
MICHELIN star, while
the restaurants Pelegrini
(Šibenik), 360º (Dubrovnik),
Monte (Rovinj), Noel
(Zagreb), Draga di Lovrana
(Lovran), Boškinac (Novalja)
and LD Terrace (Korčula),
kept their stars. Bringing the
total number of MICHELIN
star restaurants to 10.

© Robert Pichler, Peter Pan d.o.o.

Croatia continues to provide
amazing haute cuisine with new
MICHELIN star restaurants

A total of 78 restaurants in Croatia carry at
least one designation in this prestigious gastronomic guide. This confirms the quality of
Croatian gastronomy, which is one of the main
motives for arrival for many travel enthusiasts
around the world. The presence of our country
in MICHELIN guides provides additional promotion and visibility, but also motivates us to
make Croatia a prominent and internationally
recognized eno-gastronomic destination.

The new edition of the MICHELIN guide
for Croatia for 2021 also includes the new
MICHELIN Green Star label, which was
awarded to Zinfandel’s restaurant (Zagreb).
It is a label which is awarded to restaurants
that are especially dedicated to gastronomy
that is sustainable and environmentally
friendly.
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Cycle, explore and
experience Croatia!
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Ivan Šardi
Šardi
Photos

Croatia’s long and uneven coastline is
dotted with over a thousand beautiful islands. Nature is everywhere and the colours
bring together the beautiful landscapes.
Large parts of the route pass directly along
the coast, and the most attractive parts in
the hinterland through the virgin areas of
the most beautiful Croatian mountain and
UNESCO biosphere reserve Velebit.

The EuroVelo8 Mediterranean route in
Croatia, allows one to cycle along the
Adriatic coast from Istria to Dubrovnik.
The full length of the route is 1116 km,
made up of 20 daily route sections from 40
to 60 km. There are also 8 alternative route
sections. The route encompasses 8 UNESCO
sites, 3 National Parks, 4 Nature Parks and
7 idyllic and mighty rivers.

Croatia has grown into a popular
cycling destination, with numerous
paths, trails and routes marked and
promoted throughout the country.

More information on the route and
individual sections may be found in both
Croatian and English here at

www.eurovelo8.hr
discover your story at

croatia.hr

Photos by Ivan Šardi

Amongst some of the most wellknown is the EuroVelo 8 Mediterranean
route. EuroVelo 8 takes you through
the most beautiful parts of the Croatian
Mediterranean coast and hinterland. You
will meet a rich cultural and historical
heritage that dates back the ancient era,
enjoy the natural beauties and visit many
locations listed as UNESCO World Heritage
sites, such as Dubrovnik and Split.

About Croatia
GENERAL INFORMATION
Geographic position

Demographics
The majority of the population are Croats, with
the largest minorities being Serbs, Bosniaks,
Slovenes, Hungarians, Czechs, Italians and
Albanians.

Climate
Croatia enjoys three different climates: The coast
has a pleasant Mediterranean climate with a high
Mediterranean Sea, penetrates deep into the
number of days of sunshine per year. Summers
European continent. Croatia’s shoreline and
are hot and dry and winters are mild and wet.
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13˚C in the highlands. The average temperatures on the coast are:
January 5˚C - 9˚C and July 23°C - 26°C. Winter sea temperature is
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Demographics
1 January - New Year’s Day
Your trip to Croatia doesn’t mean visa headaches.
Administration: www.carina.hr.
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Capital
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visitors who are covered by health insurance
25-26 December - Christmas Holidays
Croatia has 4,207,165 inhabitants.

Customs regulations
Customs regulations in the Republic of Croatia
are almost entirely in keeping with EU regulations
and standards, however the value of tax-exempt
non-commercial items that are brought into the
country for personal use is limited to 1,000 HRK
(kuna). Both foreign and Croatian citizens who
reside abroad may freely bring foreign and local
currency and cheques in and out of the country,
however transfers of 10,000 euros or more must
be declared to a customs official. Valuable
professional equipment and other technical
devices must also be declared to a customs
official when crossing the border. VAT is refunded
to anyone without a permanent or temporary
residence in Croatia on individual goods
purchased in the country for amounts in excess
of 740.00 HRK (Kuna), upon the presentation of
a Tax Free Form verified by a customs official
during the export of the purchased goods, up to
three months from the day of purchase. Foreign
nationals must claim tax refunds within six
months of the issue of the receipt. For additional

Social Security has been signed between Croatia
and the visitors’ country of origin, i.e. if they have
in their possession a certificate stipulated by such
a convention confirming their right to health care.
For further information, please contact Croatian
Health Insurance Fund (HZZO).
Compulsory health insurance
Tel: 0800 7979
Supplementary health insurance
Tel: 0800 7989
White telephone of the Ministry of Health:
Tel: 0800 7999
www.hzzo.hr
Veterinary services
Croatia has a network of veterinary clinics and
dispensaries in place.
Information:
Ministry of Agriculture,
Veterinary and Food Safety Medicine Board
Tel: +385 1 6443 540
uprava.veterinarstvo@mps.hr;
www.poljoprivreda.hr

Enjoy a safe stay

Shops and public services working hours
During the tourist season, most shops are open
from 8 a.m. until 8 p.m. on weekdays, and
many are also open during the weekend. Public
services and business offices generally work
from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m., Monday to Friday.

from ‘Welcome’ till ‘Goodbye’

Post and electronic telecommunications
Post offices are open from 8 a.m. until 8 p.m. on
weekdays. Certain post offices in larger towns
are open from 7 a.m. until 8 p.m. on weekdays
and from 7 a.m. until 1 p.m. on Saturday. ( www.
posta.hr).

Find out more at safestayincroatia.hr

Power supply: 220 V; frequency: 50 Hz
Tap water is safe to drink in all of Croatia.
DIAL 112
In the event of an accident, phone 112! This
number can be reached any time, day or night,
regardless of where you are in the Republic of
Croatia or in the European Union. Calls to this
number are free of charge. Calls can be made
through all operators and all telephone devices
by dialling 112.
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